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A useful compiler has been designed that takes a high

level neural network specification and constructs a low

level configuration file explicitly specifying all network

parameters and connections. The neural network model for

which this compiler was designed is the adaptrode neuronal

model, and the configuration file created can be used by the

Adnet simulation engine to perform network experiments.

The specification language is very flexible and

provides a general framework from which almost any network

wiring configuration may be created. While the compiler was

created for the specialized adaptrode model, the wiring

specification algorithms could also be used to specify the

connections in other types of networks.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Description

The complexity of the human nervous system is overwhelming.

To attempt to recreate it in hardware and software as a

neural network is a task that is far beyond our current

technology. It has been estimated that the human brain's

processing power is between 1015 (Parberry, 1992) and i010

(Mead and Ismail, 1989) floating point operations per second

(FLOPS), while today's fastest supercomputers are capable of

only 1010 FLOPS . But even when the hardware becomes

capable of handling such a gigantic network, we are faced

with the equally daunting prospect of how to wire all of

those neurons together. A specification language is needed

by which we can specify the network connections in an

abstract manner and let the computer handle all of the

details. In this thesis, I present a neural configuration

compiler (NCC) which takes a high-level, C-like, network

description language and generates a network configuration

file. This file contains the entire description of the

network, and may be used for simulation purposes in the

network simulation run-time engine, Adnet. While Adnet is a

1
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specialized simulation environment for implementing the

adaptrodel model (Mobus, 1992), this compiler could be

adapted to specify connections for many other kinds of

networks as well.

Before the compiler is presented, it is necessary to first

give a brief overview of neural networks in general, and of

the adaptrode model in particular.

1.2 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks attempt to achieve some of the

interesting computational properties of actual, biological

nervous systems by emulating those systems' structures.

Real neural networks are made of aggregations of specialized

cells called neurons, interconnected in an intricate pattern

where each neuron may be connected to hundreds, or even

thousands of others. Neurons receive chemical signals at

receptive sites called synapses. These synapses are located

at the 'leaves' of the tree-like structure extending from

the cell body known as the dendrite. As the chemical

signals are received at the synapse, they create a wave of

collapsing ionic potentials (called generator potentials)

that propagate down the dendritic tree to the cell body.

A patent is pending for the principles of operation of

the Adaptrode and artificial neuron reported herein.
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Here, the potentials are aggregated, and if the total

potential exceeds some threshold, an electrical pulse is

generated which travels away from the cell body along the

axon. The axon branches out into another tree structure,

and the 'leaves' of this tree, called synaptic boutons,

generate a chemical signal on receipt of an electrical

pulse. The chemical signal crosses the synaptic gap to

another dendrite, and the signal continues on in this

manner. Figure 1 below illustrates two typical neurons and

their connection.

Dendrites

Cell Bodies

0
Axon

Axon

Dendrites

Figure 1

Research in artificial neural networks (from here on

referred to simply as neural networks) stemmed from

discoveries made in biology and psychology about the
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structure of the brain and the way it functions. In 1943,

McCulloch and Pitts published a paper detailing a

mathematical model for describing the behavior of neurons in

the nervous system (McCulloch, Pitts, 1943). Known as the

McCulloch-Pitts neuron, this model became the basic

framework for all neuronal models. In the 1950's and

1960's, researchers began wiring together electronic

circuits in an attempt to simulate the interconnections

between neurons in the nervous system. This hardware wiring

later gave way to software simulation, the most common

experimental platform today.

While there are many neuronal models currently being

studied, all neural networks share certain basic features in

common. A neural network is a collection of processing

elements; called neurons, that are connected to each other

into a network by some connection scheme. The neurons may

have multiple inputs, but usually only one output. The

input is represented by the vector, K, and its components

may be either real-valued or binary (ON or OFF). (Note that

through scaling, real-values are equivalent to

integer-values in a digital implementation, thus the term

'real value' will refer to either floating point or integer

implementations, except when otherwise noted.) The input

may be from other neurons in the network, or from outside

stimulus. The output, denoted by the scalar variable, y,
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can also be either real-valued or discrete. In the case of

real-valued input or output, the magnitude represents the

strength of signal, or the frequency of pulses. In the

binary case, the value represents either the presence or

absence of a pulse. Associated with the input vector is

another vector, W, whose components are real-valued. This

vector represents the weight, or synaptic efficacy, of the

connection between the input source and the neuron.

The input values are combined at the neuron into a

real-valued scalar quantity as a weighted average, s=XeW.

Typically, the output value, y, is obtained by applying an

activation function, F, to s. This function may be a simple

linear threshold,

I) if s>T
0 otherwise

where T is some threshold value. Alternately, this

function may be some sort of 'squashing' function, which

compresses s into a fixed range. A common squashing

function is the sigmoidal function, F(s)=1/(1+e-), whose

curve is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

An interesting property of many neural networks is their

ability to learn. This means that through some mechanism,

the synaptic weights are adjusted as the network is exposed

to stimulus, so that certain connections begin to contribute

more heavily to the neuron's summation, while others are

attenuated. Many methods exist for modifying the connection

weights, and these diverse methods account, for the most

part, for the wide variety of neural network models being

studied today. The particular model of interest in this

thesis is the adaptrode model, upon which the NCC compiler

is based.

1.3 The Adaptrode Model

The adaptrode neuronal model focuses much more closely on

attempting to emulate the dynamic characteristics of

biological neural systems. An adaptrode is an adaptive
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element controlling the weight change dynamics at the

synaptic level. By taking into account temporal aspects of

memory in real synapses, the adaptrode is able to encode

memory traces in multiple time scales (i.e., short-,

intermediate-, and long-term memories). The synaptic weight

is adjusted in an activity-dependent manner, mirroring the

recent activity at the synapse. While the weight adjustment

is nonassociative (i.e., it is not associated with other

signals), associativity may be achieved by unblocking the

transference of a memory trace from one time domain to the

next. This blocking/unblocking is linked to temporally

correlated activity at another adaptrode (or adaptrodes),

thus modelling cooperativity in biological synapses

(Getting, 1989).

A neuron based on the adaptrode model is similar in many

ways to the original McCulloch-Pitts neuron. The major

difference is in the synaptic processing The

McCulloch-Pitts weight vector, W, is replaced with a set of

adaptrodes, one for each synapse. Each adaptrode has

several levels, with an associated weight at each level.

These levels correspond to the multiple time domains encoded

for by the adaptrode. The weights are denoted by w' (i = 0,

1, 2, .. L., 4, where L+1 is the number of levels for that

synapse. The input vector, X0(t), is composed of boolean
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values (0 or 1) indicating the presence or absence of a

pulse at the corresponding synapse at time t. (The

superscript 0 indicates that this input applies to the

adaptrode's level 0. Other input vectors for higher levels,

discussed later, affect transference of memory traces from

the short-term (level 0) to longer-term memory.)

Adaptrode j's response at time t, rj(t), is computed as:

rj(t) = [1-x3(t)]rj(t- 1)+iKX(t)w3(t -1)-5Rr 5(t 1) (1)

(j = 0, 1, 2, ... , n) where n is the number of synapses
in the neuron.

Equation 1 actually describes two different behaviors for

the response based on whether an input pulse is present or

not. If no pulse is present, then terms 1 and 3 are used,

simply causing the response to decay at a rate specified by

the decay constant, 8R . If a pulse is present, then terms

2 and 3 are used and (1) becomes an exponential weighted

average of the current w0 (scaled by the pre-weighting

constant, K) and the previous responses. (Note: An

alternate behavior is provided for in the Adnet simulation

environment. Response can be made to simply follow the

adaptrode's wo, making the response computation more like

the traditional input-times-weight method. If an input

pulse is present, the response is wo, otherwise, it is 0.)
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At each time step, t, the responses of all synapses are

summed as follows:

S= rjgj (2)
j=1

where,

q= 1 if synapse is excitatory

t-1 otherwise (synapse is inhibitory)

The total is then compared against a threshold, T. If the

summation exceeds T, then the neuron's output is a 1,

otherwise, it is 0.

As stated earlier, each adaptrode is comprised of multiple

levels, each with an associated weight, wk, where k = 0, 1,

2, ... j, L. The following formula which computes the new

weight for level k at time t, links the levels together by

making the weight change at level k dependent upon the

weights at levels k-1 and k+1.

wk(t)=wk(t -1)+ ckxk(t)[wk-(t -1)-wk(t -1)1-Sk[wk(t -1)-wk+l(t -i)]

where: (3)

Wk-1 (t-1) = Wmax, if k = 0,

k+1 (t-.I) = eQill if k = L,

and Wlax and ve" are fixed upper and lower bounds on

weight values.
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The rate constants, ak (o< ak 1) and 8k (0o Sk l) specify the

rates of potentiation and decay, respectively, for level k

of the adaptrode. In practice, ak>5k so that memory is

retained for some period of time (determined by the

difference between ak and 8k) instead of being forgotten as

quickly as it is learned. Also, (ak+l+5k+l)<<(ak+5k) so that

each successive level has a longer time course behavior than

the previous one. The xk factor in the second term is the

synapse's input for k=0 as previously discussed. For higher

levels (k>0), it is a switch to allow or disallow the

transference of memory to the next level (time domain).

This feature is discussed fully below.

Equation 3 links the levels together in the following

manner. As the adaptrode receives input pulses (xA(t)=1),

WO is pulled up toward Wlax, but at the same time is being

pulled down toward w1 . Since the decay is slower than the

potentiation, however, a net rise in w0 occurs assuming

there is a sufficient frequency of input pulses. As wo

rises above wi, it also begins to pull up on wi, which over

a longer time period will rise toward wo, while

simultaneously being pulled down by w 2, and so on. Thus

short term changes are reflected in the quickly-responding

WO, while longer-term trends are recorded deeper in the

levels as intermediate- or long-term memory.
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As mentioned earlier, associatiativity is achieved by

blocking and unblocking the transfer of memory from one

level to the next based on correlation with the activity of

some other signal. The mechanism by which this is achieved

is called a hurdle. Each level (except level 0) has

associated with it a (possibly empty) set of hurdles, Hk.

These hurdles are the values of other adaptrode's responses

or are externally applied values. These hurdle values are

summed together, and their sum is compared against a

threshold value, Y, called a gate. If the sum exceeds the

gate, then xk is set to 1, allowing that level to be

potentiated, and thus transferring the memory to that level.

If the sum does not exceed the gate, then xk is set to 0,

effectively blocking memory encoding in that or any

subsequent levels. The equation for xk is:

1 if X h >yk
Xk 1,EHk (4)

O otherwise

Temporal ordering can be forced upon the association by

only allowing potentiation if the input signal precedes the

reinforcement hurdle signal. This is accomplished by the

use of a latch, X. When the hurdle summation rises above

the gate at a particular level, the adaptrode's response is

compared with the latch. If the response exceeds the latch,

then potentiation is allowed since the input signal has
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obviously preceded the hurdle reinforcement. If the

response is below the latch, however, then the signals have

come in the wrong temporal order, and potentiation is

blocked at that level until the hurdle sum drops back down

below the gate value. After this time, if the signals are

received in the proper order, then potentiation will be

allowed for that level.

While it is desirable to specify the output of another

neuron as a hurdle source, this obviously will not work

because a neuron's output is a boolean value. This problem

is remedied by the addition of another adaptrode (with index

0) which acts as a sort of 'internal synapse'. This

adaptrode does not receive input from outside the neuron,

instead it receives its input from the neuron's output.

Also, this adaptrode does not contribute to the adaptrode

summation. The sole reason for this adaptrode, termed the

output adaptrode, is to provide a real number representation

of the neuron's activity. Thus we can use the output

adaptrode of a neuron as a hurdle source for other

adaptrodes.

Network wirings for the adaptrode neuronal model are similar

to those for other neural network models. Figure 3 below

shows the network diagram for a BAN (Basic Associative

Network), as it would appear in the Adnet simulation
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environment. The BAN basically learns to associate one of

two conditionable stimuli (CS1 or CS2) with an

unconditionable stimulus (UCS), just as the dogs in the

famous Pavlovian experiment learned to associate the ringing

of a bell with food, and thus began salivating upon hearing

the bell ring. (Pavlov, 1927)

Input Slot 0 (CSI)

Input Slot 1 (UCS)

Input Slot 2 (CS2)

--HI

-HI

-I

A 1  AO

A 2

T

A 3

Neuron 0

Al AO J

A2

T

A 3

Neuron 1

Output Slot 0

(Behavior 0)

Output Slot 1

(Behavior 1)

--- Nonlearning excitatory synapse

--I Learning excitatory synapse

--- Nonlearning inhibitory synapse

Figure 3

As previously stated, neurons can have any number of

synapses, and can receive from either input slots (inslots)

or other neurons. In simulation, inslots are assigned real
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numbers that represent the frequency of pulses coming from

the input sources. The real number is then transformed into

a sequence of pulses using a randomized pulse generator.

The frequency of the pulses generated approximates the

frequency specified by the real number.

The output of the network is collected by receiving agents

called output slots or 'outslots'. Each outslot receives

from a particular neuron. At the end of each sample frame,

a count of the number of pulses fired from the neuron is

used to estimate a frequency. This frequency is then

combined with the previous value of the outslot using an

exponential weighted average, and this value is recorded.

Thus, the outslot value at time t, (t), is computed as:

o(t) =aoutap+(1 -aot)o(t - 1) (4)

where cout is the exponential weighted average constant (the

same for all outslots), a is the count of the number of

pulses from the outslot's neuron in the previous sample

frame, and p is the frequency of sample frames (typically,

per second).

Appendix A contains complete documentation for the Adnet

simulation engine, which implements the adaptrode neuronal

model. The documentation includes a detailed description of

the neural configuration (.cfg) file, which contains all
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network setup directives. These directives act as the

'machine instructions' which the NCC compiler generates as

it compiles a neural configuration specification. The

specification language, discussed below, allows much of the

network details to be abstracted, thus making the designing

and building of an adaptrode-based neural network much

easier.

1.4 The NCC Neural Configuration Compiler

The impetus behind the development of the NCC compiler was

the realization that, even on relatively small networks, the

configuration file was becoming much too large to manually

create and edit. As evidenced by the sample configuration

file for the BAN (Basic Associative Network) shown in

Appendix A, the configuration file is quite large, even for

a two-neuron network. The reason for this is the much more

complex way in which synapses are handled than in many other

models where the synapse is simply represented by a single

weight value. For projects such as pattern recognition,

which require large grids of input and many network

connections, the task of creating the network manually

became insurmountable.

The NCC compiler solves this problem by compiling a

high-level specification of the network into the low-level

configuration file format that can be used by the Adnet
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simulation engine. NCC accepts as input a text file

containing the specification for an adaptrode-based neural

network (.ncc file), and outputs the network configuration

file (.cfg file). The specification language, resembling C

in structure, gives all of the associated rate constants and

synapse parameters, along with the network connections.

There are two major advantages to this method as opposed to

constructing the configuration file manually. First, since

network objects are defined from base types, many objects

can be derived from a single type, without having to repeat

all of the information for each object of that type. This

also allows for changes to be made to the whole network

easily, without having to change the same information in

many places throughout the configuration file. The second

advantage of the specification language is that it allows a

high-level description of the network connections without

having to explicitly enumerate the connections for each

neuron. Since the network objects (i.e., neurons, inslots,

and outslots) each belong to a class (known as a unit) which

can be treated as a whole, the connections to a whole group

of neurons can be made with a single directive. The

language also allows the connection specifications to be as

specific as needed, so that individual connections can be

explicitly given as well.
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The NCC compiler runs under the UNIX, MS-DOS, and Microsoft

Windows operating systems. The program is source-code

compatible on all three platforms. The scanner was

generated using flex, the GNU version of the UNIX tool lex.

The LALR parser was generated using bison, the GNU version

of the UNIX tool yacc[]. The program was written in ANSI C.

The UNIX version of NCC should compile on any platform using

an ANSI C compiler. The only incompatibility that might

arise would be in the use of the architecture-dependent

calls to the random number generator routines. The UNIX

development environment used was a Sequent Symmetry running

the Dynix operating system (a UNIX variant, modified for use

on the Symmetry's multi-processor architecture). The

compiler used was GNU C (gcc) with the ANSI option

specified. Initial development (i.e., generation of the

scanner and parser) was done on the UNIX machine in order to

use the GNU flex and bison tools, but then the generated

source code was downloaded to the MS-DOS environment for the

rest of the program (syntax and semantic checking and

network generation).

After the parser and scanner were created, development

continued in the MS-DOS environment using Borland C++. The

DOS environment was preferred over the UNIX one because of

the superior debugging tools available (i.e., Turbo Debugger
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in DOS versus dbx in UNIX). As the size of the program and

its data structures grew, however, the 640K limit of DOS was

soon reached, so the program was ported to Microsoft Windows

using the Borland C++ EasyWin libraries. These libraries

allow a standard C program to be compiled as a Windows 3.x

program and run in protected mode under Windows. The main

advantage of this is that it provides a DOS extender, so

that the 640K limit is no longer a problem. Also, since the

program is running in the protected mode of the Intel

2/3/486, invalid memory references are caught, and the

program is shut down gracefully instead of crashing the

machine, as in DOS. This feature aided greatly in debugging

the program.

The user's guide for the NCC compiler may be found in

Appendix B. It contains a detailed explanation of the NCC

language, and also provides help on the usage of the

compiler. Appendix C contains the entire source code

listing for the program, including the parser and scanner

definition files.



CHAPTER II

GOALS AND PROBLEMS

2.1 Goals

In designing the NCC language, the following goals were

important considerations:

1) The language should allow the basic elements of the

network (e.g., levels) to be specified as types, and

then higher-level elements to be derived from these

types. This eliminates needless duplication of the

elements' description, and provides for an easy way to

modify the characteristics of all elements derived from

this base element.

2) The language should allow the abstract specification of

network features without regard to the low-level

details involved. However, the ability to access the

low-level features should be allowed when it is

necessary to explicitly specify such things as specific

individual network connections and shift/time constants

(discussed later in this chapter).

The first goal was the easier of the two. All that was

needed was a mechanism by which a base type could be

19
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declared, then later used by a higher-level element. For

example, consider these level type declarations (See

Appendix B for a complete description of the syntax for the

NCC language):

Example 1

These level declarations may then be used in constructing an

adaptrode type as follows:

atype nonlearning with
{

levels = 2 with

level[]=slowLevelO;
level[0] = slowLevell;

}
}

Example 2

Similarly, neuron types are constructed using these declared

adaptrode types. This construction of complex elements from

levels

level slowLevelO with
{

alpha = 0.25;
delta = 0.1;

}
level slowLevell with
{

alpha = 0.05;
delta = 0.005;

}
}
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simpler ones allows for abstraction at any level in the

derivation hierarchy. For example, a level type may be

constructed without regard for its context (i.e., to which

adaptrode type it belongs).

The second goal proved to be more difficult to achieve.

Abstracting the network configuration by having the compiler

automate the low-level details presented two unique problems

that had to be solved. These problems, and their solutions,

are discussed below.

2.2 Rate Constant Numeric Technique

The adaptrode model, as presented in Chapter I, used the

real numbers, a, 6, and 8R, as rate constants for level

potentiation, level decay, and adaptrode response decay,

respectively. However, the Adnet simulation engine, as

described in Appendix A, uses an approximation technique

which eliminates the need for real-number arithmetic, thus

vastly improving the efficiency so critical in a real-time

environment such as the MAVRIC2 autonomous robot currently

being completed at the University of North Texas. This

technique is described below, followed by a discussion of

2 Mobile Autonomous Vehicle for Research in Intelligent

Control
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the compiler support for computing the parameters used by

this technique.

The real-numbered rate constants used in the adaptrode

neuronal model are applied at each time increment (e.g., ak

is applied to level k at each time step, t). This is

extremely costly in implementation, however, because for

each time increment, there are two floating point

multiplications (potentiation and decay) for each level of

each adaptrode in the network. An additional floating

point multiplication is required for each adaptrode in

order to compute the decay in its response. The Adnet

simulation environment eliminates the need for real-valued

arithmetic by replacing the fractional rate constant, c,

with two integer values, shift and ctim (The variable c

will denote any of the three rate constant multipliers, a,

6, or 5R , which are treated identically, except when

otherwise noted. The variable z, will denote the

multiplicand throughout.)

The constant Cshift, specifies the number of bits that z

should be shifted to the right. This is equivalent to the

following:

CSzift (5)
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The bitwise shift operation is very efficient because it is

a hardware instruction and therefore takes very little time

to execute. In the case where the fraction is an inverse of

a power of two, this method provides exactly the same result

as the real-number multiplication (with the fractional part

truncated). But restricting the domain of allowable

fractions to this small set is too restrictive. In

addition, having too high of a shift value may cause the

result to always be zero since all set bits will have been

shifted out of the register (i.e., the associated fraction

is too small).

The solution to this problem is found by adding a second

constant, cti. This constant specifies that the result

only be computed every time ticks. (Two alternate

behaviors are also allowed in Adnet and NCC. The ctime

constant actually initializes a downcounter, which may be

decremented either every tick, every frame, or every time

the previous level's downcounter reaches zero.) This allows

for the approximation of fractions that are not inverses of

multiples of 2, and also for fractions that are too small to

be computed every time increment in an integer

implementation.

Prior to the NCC compiler, the proper cshiftiCtime mix had

been found by trial and error. But the compiler automates
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the process by generating the shift and time constants from

a specified real number, so that this implementation detail

is hidden from the user. To understand how this is done,

consider what the shift and time components actually mean in

approximating the real-valued fraction, c:

11time 2Cshift (5)

In other words, the fraction 2 is spread over time

time intervals. So, for example, the fraction c=1 , could

be approximated with cshift=1 and timee 3 as follows:

C = 1 =1.
3-21 6

There are two kinds of errors introduced by the

approximation technique described above. Both occur because

the product is not computed at each time step. The first

type of error arises because the approximation assumes that

the products computed using the real-valued fraction at each

time increment are equal for the time period time*

Assuming ctime=n, then, the logic is to compute one product

every cti., steps, with a fraction that is n times as large.

The problem with this, of course, is that the products are

not equal at each time increment. The product computed is

either added to z (in the case of potentiation) or

subtracted from it (in the case of decay), thus the result
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of the computation at time t affects the computation at time

t+1.

The second kind of error is due to the fact that since the

shift constant basically acts on a 'snapshot' of z taken

every Ctime steps, the resulting fraction does not

accurately reflect z's activity. For example, consider the

decay terms, 50 * and 50 acting on w0 . While wo may goshif t time

through several increases during the 0ime period, the decay

computation is made only on the final (highest) level, thus

the product is more than it would have been if it had been

computed using the actual fraction, 50, at each time step.

While the second type of error is activity dependent, the

first type is constant for each interval, Ctime , and may be

calculated. To compute the error, consider the summation

of the results, aact , from three successive multiplications

using the actual fraction, }, from the above example:

as6t=&z6+ ) Z-A+6[z--6 =6z+5z+2Z=9Z (6)act66 6 'K 36 216 216 (6

Now consider the result, aest , obtained for three successive

time increments by using the cshiftiCtime estimate:

es. 21 2=} (7)

Subtracting (6) from (7), we get:
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1 Z_91 Z17ZOerr_2 ZmZ 16

or approximately 7.87%. The larger Ctime is, the larger the

error will be.

To examine how the total error may be reduced, observe that

(5) is an equation in two unknowns, Cshift and time*

Solving this equation into the slope-intercept form of a

line, we have:

c = 2 -Cshi f t C-1time

lg c = lg ( 2 -cahift cJ_1me

lg C= -Cshif t ~- 19 C time

lg9Ctime= -Cshifft -lg c (8)

The solution to this equation lies anywhere along the

specified line, but we are only interested in the region

where c,)jft>O and ctime1 (lgctime O). This is

illustrated in figure 3 below for the example of C=

Notice that for cshift=1, lgtime;%-6 (thus, ctime=2l.6 =3),

which agrees with our earlier choice for these two

variables.
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3

24
1.584963

0
0 1 2 3

Cshif t
Figure 4

While the above combination of cshift=l and ctime=3 does

satisfy equation 5 above, we have seen that there is

significant error involved because the product is not

computed at each time step. Notice that this error

diminishes as we decrease time (increase cshift) . This

observation leads us to the following algorithm used for

determining the (cSIt, ctime) pair with minimal error.

(Note: The Round(x) function used below rounds x to the

nearest integer. It is equivalent to returning [x+0.5J)
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RealConvert (c, cahift, Ctime)

1 temp--lgc

2 if Round(temp) 5 then

3 c shif t +- Round(temp)

4 Ctime+- 1

5 else

6 Cshift+-5

7 C ffime +- Round (2 temP5

The reason for the test on line 2 is so that the shift

constant will not get too large, and thus have no effect.

A limit of 5 was arbitrarily chosen, because this fraction

is effectual for values of z 32. Since 300 is a common

value for e", this represents about 90% of the total

range. (When z becomes too small for the shift constant to

have any effect, Adnet begins decrementing z once every

2 ctime time steps, thus preventing the value from getting

stuck at a low value.) If the shift corresponding to

ctime=l is not greater than 5, then this value is used, and

the product will be computed at each time step (lines 3 and

4). If this shift is greater than 5, then the shift is set

to 5,.and the corresponding time is calculated (lines 6 and

7). This case is illustrated in Figure 4 below for c=0.01.
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Figure 5

Since the intersection with the shift (x) axis is at

Cshiftm 6 . 6 4 , we find the value of lgctime corresponding to

Cshift=S. This value is about 1.64, therefore

C ift=Round(21-64) =Round(3.125)=3. To verify these values,

we plug them into equation 5:

C= 1=0.01042-0.01
3o25

The exception to this algorithm is the 8R constant, which

must be computed at each time step. If the above algorithm

computes a 8Rme greater than 1 for this constant, the

compiler generates an error explaining that the specified

constant is too small.

To examine the error generated by using the above

algorithm, let us return to our first example of c=
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Recall that when using the (most obvious) solution, c.hietl

and Ctime=3 , the error generated was 7.87%. Using the

algorithm presented above, we get the solution Chift =3 and

ctime-le Now, we compute aest for the above solution:

(Yest = -Z+ Iz - Z)+1 z- z Z+7Z+ 49Z= 16Z (9)aest8 = 8 8k8} 64 512 512

Subtracting aact (6) from aest (9), we get:

169,,iL91Zvo. 09z
Uerr=5 Z ~216

Therefore the absolute error is about 9%. While this is

slightly higher than the error produced by our original

selection, the second, activity dependent, type of error is

not included in these figures. Since the presented

algorithm attempts to compute the product at each time step

if possible, the calculated products will follow z's

activity more closely. Thus, on average, the constants

derived using the algorithm will generate less error than

those with longer periods.

Note that the goal of the above algorithm is to increase the

accuracy of the numeric technique, not to improve the

efficiency of the network simulation. If improved

efficiency was the goal, then a cshiftictime pair would be

sought that had a larger time (and thus a longer time

period between computations). Thus a point farther to the

left would be chosen on the characteristic line described by
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equation 8. A third possible method might be to ignore the

activity-dependent (type 2) error and compute the type 1

error for each integer value of cahift up to 5. The

cshift/Ctime pair corresponding to the lowest error would

then be selected.

2.3 Overlapping Fields Capability

Overlap is a common feature in many types of biological

neural networks (Durbin, et. al., 1989). While it is clear

that there are definite boundaries between different

cortical regions in the brain, for example, there are no

such well-defined boundaries between the neurons that make

up these regions. These neurons may receive their signals

from a relatively small, localized area, but they are not

limited to this area. Thus, the concept of localized

connectivity takes on a fuzzy nature, where a single neuron

may be a member of several groups (known as receptive

fields). In other words, these groups overlap.

The capability of specifying overlapping fields in the

network presented the biggest challenge during development

of the NCC compiler. This feature required fairly

sophisticated data structures to handle tasks such as

virtual-to-physical coordinate transformations, indexing,

and physical size calculations. These data structures and

algorithms are discussed in this section.
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First, a brief discussion of terminology is necessary. All

neurons, inslots, and outslots have an associated type which

is defined using the ntypes, inslots, and outslots type

declarations, respectively. These type declarations define

the attributes that are common to all objects of that type.

(See Appendix B for complete details on what specific

directives go into each type declaration.) From these base

types, we derive groups of base elements called units. (The

term 'base element' will be used throughout to refer to a

single neuron, inslot, or outslot.) For example, consider

the following ntype declaration and subsequent unit

creation.

Example 3

ntypes
{

ntype Recognizer with
{

threshold of FixedSmall;
adaptrodes of
{

Output of FastNonLearning is output;
Pixel of Learning is synapse;

}
}

}

create
{

neuron units
{

unit ReceptiveField[3,3] of Recognizer
}

}
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The above specification creates a 3 x 3 array of neuron

elements based on the Recognizer neuron type.

Not only may units be derived from base types, but they may

be derived from other units as well. These 'units made of

units' are called meta-units, and are illustrated in example

4.

unit MetaReceptiveField(4, 4] of ReceptiveField;

Example 4

This creates a 4x4 meta-unit called MetaReceptiveField,

where each position in this array is a ReceptiveField unit,

with 9 neurons each. This is illustrated in Figure 6, along

with the selection identifier indexing of a particular

element in the meta-unit.

Figure 6

MetaReceptiveField[1

MetaReceptiveField [0, 01

MetaReceptiveField[0, 0] .ReceptiveField[2, 01
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Since meta-units can also be created from other meta-units,

the derivation hierarchy can be as deep as desired.

Now consider the case where there is overlap in the

meta-units. Example 5 below creates the same number and

configuration of virtual elements as Example 4, but with a

1-unit overlap in both the x and y dimensions.

unit MetaReceptiveField[4, 4] of ReceptiveField
overlaps (1,1)

Example 5

This configuration is shown in Figure 7. The gray areas

represent overlapped elements (elements shared by more than

one unit).

Figure 7

Notice that the physical

are different from those

dimensions of the above meta-unit

of Example 4. The equation which

-I lip
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specifies the physical dimension, d,, of a meta-unit made of

overlapping units is:

dp=dvsp-(dv-1)o (10)

where dv is the virtual dimension of the meta-unit, s, is

the physical size of the (meta-)unit from which this

meta-unit was created, and o is the overlap. So, from

Example 5 above, we have dv=4, 1sP=3, and o=1, thus:

dp=4* 3-(4-1)1= 12-3=9

The calculation of the physical index of a base element from

its selection identifier is relatively simple in the absence

of overlap. The selection identifier may be represented as

a linked list, with each node in the list corresponding to

an item in the selection identifier. Each node contains the

corresponding item's i and j coordinates, along with the

item's unit dimensions, d1 and d2. For example, consider

the selection identifier used in Figure 6 above:

MetaReceptiveField[0, 0] .ReceptiveField[2, O]

This would be represented in linked-list form as:

1=0 1=2

0 j=0

d1 =4 next- > d 1=3 next -

d2 =4 d2 =3

Figure 8
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The following algorithm computes the base element's physical

index, given the selection identifier linked list, s, and

the physical height and width, h and w, of the (meta-)unit.

GetPhysicalIndex-Nooverlap (s, h, w)

1 base+-0

2 p+-s

3 uh<-h

4 uw+-w

5 while (p) do

6 uh+-ubhp.d4

7 UW +_UW
p.d2

8 base+-base+p.i w uh+p. j uw

9 return base

In lines 6 and 7 above, uh and uw represent the height and

width of an element in the current unit. Line 8 computes

the base address for the indexed element by adding to the

current base the offset down to the proper row (second term)

and the offset over to the proper column (third term).

(Note: All index calculations are done assuming row-major

order.)

Unfortunately, indexing is not so straightforward when

overlapping units are allowed. The above algorithm will not

work because the offset to the correct element in a unit
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cannot be calculated simply using the element's indices and

the unit's dimensions. The overlap dimensions at every

level in the derivation hierarchy affect the translation

from virtual to physical coordinates, so a different, more

sophisticated method must be employed.

The method used in the NCC compiler to solve this problem is

to construct a derivation hierarchy tree for each

(meta-)unit hierarchy. (A meta-unit hierarchy consists of a

unit, and all meta-units created from it, with the

highest-level meta-unit (from which no other meta-units are

derived) being at the top of the hierarchy.) Each node in

the tree at a certain level represents a unit at that level

in the derivation hierarchy, and contains the base address

for that array of elements. For example, Figure 9

illustrates the derivation hierarchy tree for the meta-unit

hierarchy created in Examples 3 and 5.

base=0

MetaReceptiveField level 0123 15

base=] base=2  base 4  base=6 - base= 8

ReceptiveField level

Figure 9
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Using the same selection identifier linked list as

previously described, the algorithm for determining the

physical index of a base element is now:

GetPhysicalIndex-Withoverlap (s, t)

1 p-s

2 treeNode+-t

3 while (p.next) do

4 treeNode+-treeNode.u[p.i p.d2 +p.j]

5 p+-p.next

6 return treeNode.base+p.i'op.d2 +p. j

The second parameter, t, is a pointer to the root of the

hierarchy tree. The u field of the tree nodes contains an

array of pointers to the units down in the next level of the

hierarchy, as shown in Figure 9. The algorithm simply steps

down the selection identifier linked list and derivation

hierarchy tree simultaneously, choosing the child of the

current node which corresponds to the index of the current

meta-unit. When a leaf of the hierarchy tree is reached,

the index is computed by adding the base offset for that

unit to the index of the element within that unit.

The above algorithm assumes that the leaves (units) of the

derivation hierarchy tree already have their base offsets

computed, but the method by which this is accomplished has
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not yet been discussed. The following recursive algorithm

fills in all the leaves of the tree with their appropriate

offsets. (Note: We use the selection identifier linked

list to step down through the hierarchy tree, but do not use

the index fields. Also notice that we access four more

fields in the item nodes. Fields v1 and v2 represent the

dimension 1 and dimension 2 overlaps, respectively. Fields

usize1 and uSize2 contain the physical size of the

individual array elements in the current meta-unit. These

values can be computed by stepping down recursively to the

end of the selection identifier list, then propagating the

dimension information back through the list, using Equation

10 to compute the physical dimensions at each level.)

FindOffsets (s, t, startAddr, groupWidth)

1 if (s.next=NULL) then

2 t.base+-startAddr

3 else

4 dlIncr +-(p.next.di-p.v13p.next.uSize,.

5 d21Incr4-(p.next.d2 -p.v2) p.next.uSize2

6 baseStart,+-startAddr

7 for i+-O to p.di

8 baseStart 2 +-baseStart1

9 for j4- 0 to p. d2
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10 FindOffsets (s.next, t.u[i p.d2 +j], baseStart2 )

11 baseStart2 *-baseStart2 +d2Incr

12 baseStart ,+-baseStart,1+dlIncr. groupWidth

The parameters s and t are the selection identifier item and

hierarchy tree node pointers as used previously. The

startAddr parameter contains the starting address for the

current unit. The groupWidth parameter is the width (2nd

dimension) of the entire group of elements (i.e., the

physical size of the hierarchy tree's root meta-unit).

Lines 1 and 2 end the recursion when a leaf has been

reached. The starting address is stored into the leaf's

base field, and the algorithm returns. Lines 4 and 5 find

the amount to increment the physical address index for both

dimensions. The calculation is made by first subtracting

the overlap from the size of the unit below. This gives the

number of sub-unit elements that separate each meta-unit

element from the preceding one. This number is multiplied

by the physical size of the sub-unit, to give the physical

offset from one meta-unit element to the next. Lines 7

through 12 step through each element in the meta-unit's

array, recursively calling FindOffsets for each one so that

all of the node's children receive their proper starting

address.
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The linked list representation of the selection identifier

is useful in stepping through elements during wiring. For

example, suppose we have the following unit creations and

configuration (we use the ntype Recognizer defined in

Example 3, and also assume that an inslot type Retina has

been defined.).

Example 6

Since the pattern is many-to-many, the above configuration

says that each neuron will receive from 9 inslots, with each

create
{

inslot units
{

unit inl[3,3] of Retina;
unit in2[4] of inl;
unit in3 [5] of in2;

}
neuron units
{

unit neurl[4] of Recognizer;
unit neur2[5] of neurl;

}

}
configure
{

neuron unit neurl[]
{

adaptrode Pixel
{

receives from in2[] with pattern =M-M;

}
}

}
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neuron receiving from its corresponding 3x3 inslot unit,

inl. Thus, our source selection identifier is separated

into two parts. The first part (in this case, the list

consisting of the in2 and in3 meta-units) increments each

time the neuron selection identifier increments. The second

part (in this case, the list consisting of the single node,

inl) increments nine times for each neuron. This is easy to

handle using the linked list representation. On each

increment of the receiving neuron, the first part, or head,

of the list is incremented, and the last part, or tail, is

reset. Then for each neuron, the tail is incremented until

its upper bound is reached, as the indices are recorded for

the receiving neuron's use. This technique proved to be

vital in allowing the kind of element selection desired in

constructing the NCC language.

Another problem that arose because of the allowance of

overlapping neuron units was that of multiple configurations

for a single neuron. For example, consider a field made up

of 3x3 units, where all of the neurons in one unit receive a

set of inputs from a corresponding inslot unit. This

scenario is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10

Each neuron receives the same number of inputs, thus each

one is as likely as the others to receive enough pulses to

exceed its threshold. Consider, what happens, however, if

we have an overlap of one, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11

Now the overlapped neurons are receiving twice as many

inputs as the non-overlapped neurons are. While this may be

Inslot Field

Neuron Field

Inslot Field

Neuron Field
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desirable in some circumstances, in others it is not. Since

these 'border' neurons have more synapses, but the same

threshold, they are likely to fire on inputs that would not

cause non-border neurons to fire. The solution to this

problem is to mix a part of the two (or more) sources

together, so that the total number of sources is equal to

the number of sources for non-border neurons. The simplest

way to do this would be to simply divide the number of

available synapses evenly between all sources. The NCC

compiler, however, provides a much more flexible mechanism

in determining the distribution of synapses among sources.

This mechanism, known as a 'mix constant' specifies a

gradient of mixture proportionality over the region from the

beginning of the overlap area to the edge of the unit. This

mix constant may be either positive or negative. A positive

mix means that the slope of the gradient is positive

proceeding toward the outside edge of the unit. Thus, the

proportion of synapses receiving from sources specified for

that unit is small near the center, and becomes larger for

elements nearer the edge. A negative mix has just the

opposite effect. The proportion of synapses receiving from

the unit's specified sources decreases as you travel toward

the edge.

In order to calculate the proportionalities for the elements

in the overlap, we must find the initial proportion (the one
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for the overlapped neuron closest to the center of the

unit). Observe that two adjacent units share the overlapped

elements, and that as we progress further away from the

center of one, we draw closer and closer to the center of

the other. Notice also that our goal is to keep the total

number of synapses at the same level as for non-overlapped

neurons. This means that the sum of the two proportions at

any point in the overlap area must equal to one. (Note:

The mix constant must be between -1 and 1, otherwise one

proportion will rise above 1 while the other goes negative.)

Let us consider the whole range of the overlap area to be

located between 0 and 1 (We later split this range up into

n-I intervals, where n is the size of the overlap, and use

the values at the n interval endpoints for the overlap

region fractions.) Our mix constant, denoted by m, is the

slope in the slope-intercept form of a line, y=imx+b. We

want to solve for b. Since we have the constraint that as

one proportion rises, the other falls, and at the same rate,

we get the two following equations:

y=mi0+b

y=b(11)

and

I-y=me+b

c>y=1-In(m+b) (12)
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Combining (11) and (12) yields:

b= 1-(m+b)

2b =1-m

rbn= (13)

As an example, consider a field made up of 7x7 units, with

an overlap of 3. Further, suppose that a mix constant of

-0.5 has been specified. Using equation 13, we find the

initial proportion:

b=1-0.5)=0.75
2

Thus, the equation for our line is y=-0.5x+0.75. This line,

with the points marked corresponding to the overlap

proportions, is shown in Figure 12.

1-

0. E - 0.75

0.6--..

0.40.25

0.2--

0
0 0.5 1

X

Figure 12

Figure 13 illustrates how the density of connections

decreases the further from the center of the unit an element
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is. (Lighter shades of gray indicate less density.) The

black element in the center is not overlapped, thus its

connections are 100% from this unit.

Figure 13



CHAPTER III

CONCLUSION

3.1 Future Extensions/Modifications

The NCC compiler, in its present form, fully supports all of

the features of the Adnet 2.3 simulation environment. Of

course, as Adnet evolves, so will the compiler. Plans for

the immediate future of Adnet (and hence, NCC) include a new

binary file format to replace the cumbersome text one. This

will probably be a tagged file format, similar to TIFF

(Tagged Information File Format) graphic files. Also

planned for a future version of Adnet is a new threshold

type that decays on absence of neuron activity, but rises

during periods of high activity. Other possible future

modifications not related to any specific Adnet features are

discussed below.

An allowance for optional ways of converting from

real-valued rate constants to cshiftfCtime pairs would be

useful. Possible alternatives to the current method are

discussed at the end of section 2.2. The user should be

able to specify whether to select the constants on the basis

of accuracy, efficiency, or some mixture of the two.

Another possible extension to the current method would be to

48
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make the upper bound on the number of shifts (currently 5)

into a variable that adjusts its range according to the

maximum value of the z to which it is applied. So, for

instance, if the rate constant was being applied to a level

whose WmaX is 1024, then the ceiling on the shift value

might be something higher, say 7.

Another useful extension to the NCC compiler would be the

capability to have some sort of library support. In its

simplest form, this could be just an include file

capability, so that, for instance, a file containing often

used level types, atypes, etc., could be included with a

single statement such as the C #include. In a more

sophisticated form, this could include support for the use

of libraries, where entire networks could be built by doing

little more than linking together network pieces stored in

libraries. An 'object module' file format would have to be

created, which would make accessible all necessary

information about neuron types, units, connections, etc.

The NCC language itself presents several areas for future

extension and modification. At present, there is no

capability to specify connections from a neuron to all of

its neighbors (i.e., all neurons within a specified distance

of it). This would be a useful feature in modelling certain

networks with strong local connectivity. Also, while the
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mechanism for specifying hurdle sources is the same as for

connecting up neurons, there is no pattern specification as

is used for synapse connections. To allow the same power in

specifying hurdle sources, then, a pattern specification

mechanism should be added.

Finally, the ultimate goal for the NCC compiler is to

completely hide it! The objective is to eventually have a

graphical environment front end where objects can be created

visually using a mouse or pen-base input. These objects

could then be manipulated on-screen. For instance, a new

adaptrode class could be added to a neuron by dragging an

atype object into the neuron. Likewise, network connections

could be specified by clicking and dragging with the mouse,

or with similar gestures using pen input.

3.2 Conclusion

The NCC compiler, while designed specifically for the Adnet

neural network simulation environment, addresses problems

that have much broader applicability. The network

connection algorithms would apply equally well to

practically any other neural network architecture, and the

principles involved might also find applicability in other

types of connection problems such as silicon compilers. Of

particular promise would be those silicon compilers aimed at
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constructing neural networks on a chip (Mead, Ismail, 1989)

(Melton, et al., 1992).
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ADNET 2.1
by Lonny McMichael

The latest version of Adnet, version 2.1, contains some new features necessary for
construction of large-scale networks. These include:

* Improved memory management. Now the size of the network is limited only by
the amount of conventional memory available. Also, all memory allocations are
now verified to insure program stability.

* The size of the stimulus buffers may now be controlled through the startup file,
allowing the user to optimize for speed on smaller networks and to leave more
memory available for larger networks.

* Multiple line stimulus and response files are now supported, facilitating
construction of networks using many input slots (such as pattern recognition
networks).

* Several bugs have been fixed, and the program's structure has been cleaned up
considerably.

Running the Program

To run Adnet 2.1, type the following at the DOS prompt:

ADNET < startup-filename>

where <startup-flename> is the name of the network startup file (including path, if
necessary). The default extension for the filename is .STR. If an incorrect number of
arguments are given, a usage help message is displayed. As the program runs, a status
line at the top of the screen reports on the current input file being processed, and a line

at the bottom displays the (simulation) time elapsed. Also, any neurons and adaptrodes
specified in a template file will be displayed (see Template File below).

File Formats

Following are the formats for the various files used by Adnet 2.1 (Note: In all of the
files, comments are indicated by a semicolon (;), and specify that the rest of the line be

Adnet 2.1 User's Guide
Copyright C George Mobus, 1991. Used by Permission
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ignored by Adnet 2.1. Spaces, tabs, and blank lines may also be used freely to enhance

readability of the files.):

Startup File

The startup file contains information that directs the overall processing of the network.
Some of the information is mandatory, such as the network configuration filename, but
much of the information is optional. Adnet 2.1 can make intelligent assumptions about
many of the various settings. These optional settings will be noted in the format
description. The startup file contains 3 sections, [FILES], [SETTINGS], and
[INPUTS]. They may appear in any order in the file. Uppercase, lowercase, or a
combination may be used, as case is ignored throughout.

[FILES]

This section specifies the filenames that Adnet 2.1 needs to process the network. (This
section is mandatory).

config_filename = <configurationfilename>

This specifies the name of the network configuration file (see Network Configuration
File below). It is mandatory. For this, as for all filenames, if no extension is
specified, the default extension is appended to the filename. The default extension,
unless otherwise specified (see [SETTINGS] below), is '.CFG'. To specify a filename
without an extension, put a period at the end of the filename.

template_f ilename = <template filename>

This entry is optional. If you want to monitor the activity of specific neurons and
adaptrodes, you must specify the template to be used (see Template File below). If no
template file entry is found, then all that will be displayed is the current input filename
being processed and the elapsed (neuronal processing) time. The default extension is
'.TEM'.

hibf filename = <hibernation filename>

This entry is also optional. If the hibernation filename is not specified, the primary
filename will be the same as that for the configuration file, with a hibernation file
extension (default is '.HIB').

Adnet 2.1 User's Guide
Copyright @ George Mobus, 1991. Used by Permission
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[SETTINGS]

This section allows you to control Adnet 2.1's network processing options. Its use is

optional.

listeningnoise = <noise type> <parameter>
sending__noise =

wt_update_noise =
summationnoise =

Not currently implemented.
In the future, these options will allow you to specify the type of noise to be introduced
into the network at the various points. <Noisetype> may be either UNIFORM,
GAUSSIAN, or NONE. For UNIFORM, the parameter is a percentage, expressed as
a decimal number (i.e., 20% would be 0.2). For GAUSSIAN, the parameter is a
standard deviation, again expressed as a decimal number. For NONE, no parameter is
used, as this specifies that no noise be introduced at this point in the processing. If
these settings are not present in the startup file, they default to <noise type> =

NONE.

print-screen = <boolean>

This entry allows you to specify whether or not you want Adnet 2.1 to dump a copy of
the screen to the printer (attached to LPT1:) after each input file has been processed.
<Boolean> can be any of the following 4 specifiers: NO, FALSE, YES, TRUE.
The default for this setting is print_screen = FALSE.

cycles_per_frame = <integer>
frames_persecond = <integer>

These entries allows you to specify the number of times each frame will be sampled,
and the number of frames that will be presented to the network each second. These
two numbers are multiplied together to get the maximum gray scale value that may be
presented to the network. The default value for cyclesper frame is 10, and the default
for framesper_second is 30.
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def _conf ig_ext = <default configuration file extension>
def _templateext = <default template file extension>
definext = <default input file extension>
defoutext = <default output file extension>
def hib-ext = <default hibernation file extension>
defsnapshotext = <default snapshot file extension>

These entries allow you to alter the default extensions for all of the file types used in
Adnet 2.1. (Note: these settings only have an effect if no extension is specified for a
filename of a particular type.) The defaults for each of these file types are:

<default configuration file extension> = .CFG

<default template file extension> = .TEM
<default input file extension> = .IN
<default output file extension> = .OUT
<default hibernation file extension> = .HIB
<default snapshot file extension> = .SNP

snapincrement = {NONE j <integer>}

This entry allows you to specify the interval (in frames) between snapshots. If NONE
or 0 is specified, then no snapshots will be taken. Otherwise, a snapshot will be taken
every <integer> frames. The default for this setting is NONE.

hib_f ormat = {VERBOSE j COMPACT}

This setting allows you to specify the format that Adnet 2.1 will save the hibernation
file in. By default, the hibernation file will be saved in the same format as the
configuration file.

buffersize = <integer>

Using this setting you can specify the size of the stimulus buffers you want Adnet 2.1 to
allocate during processing of the network. <Integer> specifies the number of frames
to load into memory at one time. Since there are actually two buffers, one for the
input and one for the output, the total memory required (in bytes) by the buffers is
given by:

memoryrequired = 2 * buffersize * (Inslots + Outslots)

If the buffer size you specify is too large, Adnet 2.1 will terminate and suggest that you
try using a smaller buffer size. The default buffer size is 20.
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[INPUTS]

This section contains the input directives controlling what input files Adnet 2.1 will

present to the network and when the input files will be used. (Its use is mandatory.) It

uses a program-like format containing both input file names and control (looping)
structures. The loop structure uses a BASIC -like FOR-NEXT syntax. Looping
directives are enclosed in braces ({}), and must be on a line by themselves. Following
is an example of using the looping feature:

{FOR I = 1 TO 10}
STIMULUS
LATENT

{NEXT}

This would specify for the two files STIMULUS.IN and LATENT.IN (assuming that

'.IN' is the default input file extension) to be presented to the network each time

through the loop, as I goes from 1 to 10. Therefore, the two files will be presented to

the network a total of 10 times each. The loop bounds may be any integer values, and
the index variable may be any of the eight variables I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, or P.
Therefore, loops may be nested up to 8 levels deep. Also, decrementing loops may be
used by replacing 'TO' with 'DOWNTO'.

Another powerful feature of the looping mechanism is macro substitution. If your
input filenames contain a number which specify the order in which they should be
presented to the network, then the filenames can be built within the loop using the

values of the index variables. To insert the value of an index variable into your input
filename, inbed the following in the filename specification:

% <optionalfield width> <index variable > (no spaces)

This will cause the current value of the index variable to be inserted into the filename

at the point where the macro substitution specifier occurs. The optional field width is

an integer between 0 and 9 which specifies the width to use when inserting the integer
value. The field will be left padded with zeroes if the value has less digits than the

width specifier, and if the value has more digits, the field width will be expanded so
that the whole number will fit. If no field width is given, or if a field width of 0 is
specified, then the field will be just wide enough for the index variable's value to fit in.
(Note: to include a percent sign in your filename, you must use two percent signs

These ideas are illustrated in the next example.
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(FOR I = 5 TO 10}
STIM%I
(FOR J = 5 DOWNTO -5}

LATENT% %
UCS%2J%31.DAT

{NEXT}
{NEXT}

This structure would go through the outer loop 5 times as I varied from 5 to 10. Each
time through the loop, a different filename would be processed for the STIM%I
specification. The first time through (1=5), the file 'STIM5.IN' would be processed.
The next time, the file would be 'STIM6.IN', and so on. The inner loop on J would
process the file names within it 11 times (from 5 to -5) for each time through the I
loop. The file 'LATENT%.IN' would be processed each time. The second file
specification in the J loop, 'UCS%2J%3I.DAT', would appear on the first time
through the I and J loops as 'UCS05005.DAT'. The next time through the J loop, it
would be: 'UCSO4005', and so on.

Filenames may also be followed by two optional directives that control the processing
of that particular file. The first of these directives is {SUPPRESS}. This directive
suppresses the creation of an output file for this input file. Normally, an output file is
created for each presentation of an input file (i.e., there is a one-to-one correlation
between input files and output files). When an output file is suppressed, there will be a
skip in the Adnet result file numbers (ADNRxxxx.OUT), signifying that the results
from that run were suppressed.

The second file directive is {DURATION = <integer>}. This allows you to have
each frame gray scale value in the input file to be presented <integer> number of
times to the network. So, for example, if you wanted to let the network settle for a
while, say 10,000 frames, you could have a one line stimulus file (we'll call it
'SLEEP.IN') with all of the inputs equal to 0. The line in your [INPUTS] section for
this 'sleep' file would read:

SLEEP {SUPPRESS} {DURATION = 10000} ;Network sleeping

Network Configuration File

The configuration file contains the actual configuration for the network. Listed below
are both the verbose and compact formats for the file (the compact format is simply the
verbose format with the '<token> =' specifiers omitted). Included in the verbose
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listing are explanations for all the tokens. The explanations are given in italics, and are
not to be included in the configuration file.

Some of the tokens are identified as being "state variables." These are variables that

change with the current state of the network, and thus are not set by the user. They are
included in the configuration file so that the hibernation file created from one run of the
network may be used as the configuration file for another run, thus allowing Adnet 2.1

to continue processing from the point at which it terminated. When creating a
network, all state variables should be given a value of zero unless it is desired to start
the network out at some point other than equilibrium.

Note: Although comments, tabs, spaces, and blank lines may be included in both the
verbose and compact file formats, your formatting will not be carried over into the
hibernation file. However, the verbose hibernation file will have a default structured
format to improve readability. Note also, that in both the verbose and compact
formats, the exact components listed must be present on each line (i.e., lines cannot be
combined or split.).

Verbose Fonnat:

[NETWORK SECTION]
;The network section specifies the overall configuration of the network.
Neurons = 2, Inslots = 3, Outslots = 2, Atypes = 3, Outslot Alpha = 0.25

Neurons = <integer>
Inslots = <integer>
Outslots = <integer>
Atypes = <integer>
Outslot Alpha = <real>

Number of neurons in the network.
Number of inslots.
Number of outslots.
Number of adaptrode types.
Alpha value used for exponential weighted averaging of the
outputs. (must be between 0 and 1).

[ATYPE SECTION]
;The atype section contains the specifications for each adaptrode type.
;There must be the same number of adaptrode types listed here as were declared in the network
;section.

Atype Index = 0, Kappa = 1, Excite = 1, Decay = 2, Weight Max. = 300,
Weight Equilibrium = 0

Atype Index = <integer>

Kappa = <integer:>
Excite = (11-1)

Decay = <integer>

Weight Max = <integer>

Index number of this adaptrode type
(numbered sequentialy from 0).
Response scaling factor.
1: excitatory,
-1: inhibitory.
Decay shift constant for the adaptrode response.
(-1 to follow the adaptrode's W*)
W"' for this adaptrode.
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Weight Equilibrium = <integer> W"ufor this adaptrode.

Level Index = 0, Alpha = 6, Alpha Reset = 0, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 3,
Delta Reset = 6, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = <integer>

Alpha = <integer >
Alpha Reset = <integer>

Alpha Downcount = <integer>
Delta = <integer>
Delta Reset = <integer>
Delta Downcount = <integer>

Index number of this level
(numbered sequentially from 0).
Alpha constant for this level.
Number to reset alpha downcounter to when zero is reached
(must be Ofor level 0).
Current value for alpha downcounter. (State variable)
Delta constant for this level.
Number to reset delta downcounter to when zero is reached.
Current value for delta downcounter . (State variable)

Level Index = 1, Alpha = 3, Alpha Reset = 8, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 3,
Delta Reset = 12, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 2, End Flag = -1

To signify the end of an adaptrode type definition, specify the next level index, followed by the
token identi.er, End Flag = -1

Atype Index = 1, Kappa = 1, Excite = 1, Decay = 2, Weight Max. = 300,

Weight Equilibrium = 0

Level Index = 0, Alpha = 3, Alpha Reset = 0, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 3,
Delta Reset = 6, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 1, Alpha = 4, Alpha Reset = 8, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 4,
Delta Reset = 12, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 2, Alpha = 4, Alpha Reset = 20, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 4,
Delta Reset = 100, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 3, Alpha = 4, Alpha Reset = 200, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 4,
Delta Reset = 1280, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 4, End Flag = -1

Atype Index = 2, Kappa = 2, Excite = -1, Decay = 3, Weight Max. = 300,
Weight Equilibrium = 0

Level Index = 0, Alpha = 2, Alpha Reset = 0, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 3,
Delta Reset = 6, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 1, Alpha = 3, Alpha Reset = 8, Alpha Downcount = 0, Delta = 4,
Delta Reset = 12, Delta Downcount = 0

Level Index = 2, End Flag = -1
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[NEURON SECTION]
;The neuron section specifies the actual configuration of the neurons and of the network.
;There must be the same number of neurons listed here as were declared in the network section.
Neuron Index = 0, Neuron Name = "Seek", Old Pulse = 0, New Pulse = 0,
Threshold = 0, Threshold Setpoint = 100, Ttype = 0, Sigma = 0,
Old Sigma = 0, Adapt Count = 4, Ave Out = 0

Neuron Index = <integer >

Neuron Name = <character string >
double quotes).
Old Pulse = <integer>
New Pulse = <integer>
Threshold = <integer>
Threshold Setpoint = <integer>
Type = <integer>

Sigma = <integer>
Old Sigma = <integer>
Adapt Count = <integer>
Ave Out = <integer>

Adaptrode Index = 0, Owner = 0, Src
Response = 0

Adaptrode Index = <integer>

Owner = <integer>

Src = <integer>
neuron or the

Src Type = (1|-1)

Lag = <integer>

Atype = <integer>

Response = <integer>

Index number of this neuron.
(numbered sequentially from 0).
The identifying name of this neuron (must be enclosed in

Previous pulse of this neuron. (State variable)
Current pulse of this neuron. (State variable)
Current value of the threshold. (State variable)
Threshold setpoint value.
Threshold type specjfier. Valid types are;

0: threshold is fixed at threshold setpoint
1: threshold is lowered by subtracting neuron's R"
2: threshold is raised by adding neuron's R*

Currrent value of neuron's sigma. (State variable)
Previous value of neuron's sigma. (State variable)
Number of adaptrodes in this neuron.
Current value of neuron's average output. (State variable)

= 0, Src Type = 1, Lag = 0, Atype = 0,

Index number of this adaptrode
(numbered sequentially from 0).
Index of the neuron containing this adaptrode
(must equal the index of the neuron currently being defined).
Specifies the source of this adaptrode--either the index of a

index of an inslot (depending on Src Type).
(Note: Src may also be used to point to a neuron for use by
a virtual adaptrode. See discussion for Atype below.)
1: specifies that the source is a neuron,
-1: species that the source is an inslot.
Specifies the amount of time (cycles) that should pass before
a pulse generated at a neuron or inslot reaches this
adaptrode.
Specifies the adaptrode type of this adaptrode.
If the adaptrode type is a negative one (-1), then the
adaptrode is interpreted as a virtual adaptrode. This means
that this adaptrode's contribution is simply the sigma value
from another neuron. The value of Src gives the index of the
neuron whose summation is to be used.
Current response of this adaptrode. (State variable)
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Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Level Index = <integer>

Weight = <integer>
Gate = <integer>

Hurdle = <integer >

Index number of this level
(numbered sequentially from 0).
Current weight for this level. (State variable)
Specifies the threshold which the hurdle sum must rise above
in order to potentiate at this level.. (-1 for no gate)
Current value of the hurdle sum for this level. (State
variable)

Hrdl End Flag = -1

This level has no hurdles, so we simply include the end-of-hurdles marker, "Hrdl End Flag = -1". See
below for an example of when hurdles are used (Adaptrode 2, Level 2).

Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0
Hrdl End Flag = -1

End Flag = -1

To specify the end of this adaptrode definition, use the token "End Flag = -1". (Note: there must be
the same number of levels in the adaptrode as there were levels defined for the specified adaptrode
type.)

Adaptrode Index = 1, Owner = 0, Src = 0, Src Type = -1, Lag = 0, Atype = 0,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
End Flag = -1

Adaptrode Index = 2, Owner = 0, Src = 1, Src Type = -1, Lag = 0, Atype = 1,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrd End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 2, Weight = 0, Gate = 20, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl Src Neuron = 0, Hrdl Src Adapt = 1, Hrdl End Flag = -1

Hrdl Src Neuron = <integer>

Hrdl Src Adapt = <integer>

Specjfies either the source neuron index, or the source inslot
index, depending on the value of Hrdl Src Adapt.
-1: specifies that source is an inslot,
<nonnegative integer>: specifies that source is a neuron,
and gives the index of the source adaptrode within that

neuron.

The format of the hurdle list line is:

(Hrdl Src Neuron, Hrdl Src Adapt,...) Hrdl End Flag = -1
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There may be up to 4 hurdle specification pairs per level.

Level Index = 3, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0
Hrdl End Flag = -

End Flag = -1

Adaptrode Index = 3, Owner = 0, Src = 1, Src Type = 1, Lag = 0, Atype = 2,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
End Flag = -1

Neuron Index = 1, Neuron Name = "Avoid", Old Pulse = 0, New Pulse = 0,
Threshold = 0, Threshold Setpoint = 100, Ttype = 0, Sigma = 0,
Old Sigma = 0, Adapt Count = 4, Ave Out = 0

Adaptrode Index = 0, Owner = 1, Src = 1, Src Type = 1, Lag = 0, Atype = 0,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
End Flag = -1

Adaptrode Index = 1, Owner = 1, Src = 0, Src Type = 1, Lag = 0, Atype = 2,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
End Flag = -1

Adaptrode Index = 2, Owner = 0, Src = 1, Src Type = -1, Lag = 0, Atype = 1,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 2, Weight = 0, Gate = 20, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl Src Neuron = 1, Hrdl Src Adapt = 3, Hrdl End Flag = -1
Level Index = 3, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
End Flag = -1

Adaptrode Index = 3, Owner = 1, Src = 2, Src Type = -1, Lag = 0, Atype = 0,
Response = 0
Level Index = 0, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0

Hrdl End Flag = -1
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Level Index = 1, Weight = 0, Gate = -1, Hurdle = 0
Hrdl End Flag = -1

End Flag = -1

[INSLOT SECTION]
;The inslot section sets up the inslots.
;There must be the same number of inslots listed here as were declared in the network section.
Inslot Name = "Power", Gray Scale Data = 0, Pulse = 0

Inslot Name = <character string> Name of this inslot (must be enclosed in double quotes).
Gray Scale Data = <integer> Current value of inslot's gray scale. (State variable)
Pulse = <integer> Current pulse value. (State variable)

Inslot Name = "Light", Gray Scale Data = 0, Pulse = 0
Inslot Name = "High Temperature", Gray Scale Data = 0, Pulse = 0

[OUTSLOT SECTION]
;The outslot section sets up the outslots.
;There must be the same number of outslots listed here as were declared in the network section.
Outslot Name = "Seeking Behavior", Gray Scale Data = 0, Src Neuron = 0

Outslot Name = <character string > Name of this outslot (must be enclosed in double quotes).
Gray Scale Data = <integer> Current value of outslot's gray scale. (State variable)
Src Neuron = <integer> Specfjes the source neuron for this outslot.

Outslot Name = "Avoidance Behavior", Gray Scale Data = 0, Src Neuron = 1

Compact Format:

2,3,2,3,0.250
0,1,1,2,300,0
0,6,0,0,3,6,0
1,3,8,0,3,12,0
2,-i
1,1,1,2,300,0
0,3,0,0,3,6,0
1,4,8,0,4,12,0
2,4,20,0,4,100,0
3,4,200,0,4,1280,0
4,-i
2,2,-1,3,300,0
0,2,0,0,3,6,0
1,3,8,0,4,12,0
2,-1
0, "Seek",0,0,0,100,0,0,0,4,0
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0,0,0,1,0,0,0
0,0,-i1,0,-1
1,0,-1,0,-1
-1
1,0,0,-I1,0,0,0
0,0,-1,0,-
1,0,-i,0,-1
-1
2,0,1,-1,0,1,0

0,0,-i1,0,-1
1,0,-i,0,-1
2,0,20,0,0,1,-I

3,0,-1,0,-1
-1
3,0,1,1,0,2,0
0,0,-1,0,-1

L,0,-1,0,-1

-1
1, "Avoid",0,0,0,100,0,0,0,4,0
0,1,1,1,0,0,0
0,0,-1,0,-1

1,A-1,0,-1

-1

1,1,0,1,0,2,0
0,0,-1,0,-1

-1
2,0,1,-I,0, 1,0
0,0,-1 ,0,-1
1,0,-1,0,-1
2,0,20,0,1,3,-i
3,0,-i1,0,-i
-i
3,1,2,-i, 0,0,0
0,0,-i1,0,-1

-1
"Power",0,0
"Light",0,0
"High Temperature",,0,0
"Seeking Behavior",0,0
"Avoidance Behavior",0,1
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Template File

The template file specifies which neurons are to be displayed on the screen, and which
adaptrodes within those neurons are to be displayed. Up to 3 neurons may be
displayed, and up to 4 adaptrodes may be displayed for each neuron. Each line
contains the format for 1 neuron, and is set up as follows:

neurid, adapt_index {, adapt index2} {, adapt_index3} {, adapt index4}

There may be up to 3 of these lines in the template file, and as the braces indicate,
there may be from 1 to 4 adaptrodes specified for each neuron. Note that order is
important. The order in which the neuron lines appear in the file will be the order in
which they appear on the screen. The same is true for the adaptrodes within each
neuron.

Input File

The format of the input file is as follows:

frame#, inputO, input, ... , input< n > I
input<n + 1> ... input<numinslt -I1>

There may be as many lines of input as you wish. Frame# is ignored, so it may be
anything you wish, but by convention, it is numbered sequentially, starting at 0. As
indicated, there are <inuminsit> inputs per frame. The inputs may range in value
from 0 to the maximum gray scale, which is computed by multiplying the number of
cycles per frame by the number of frames per second. The inputs may be spread over
several lines by using the backslash (\) continuation character at the end of a line.
While no indention is necessary for subsequent continuing lines, its use is encouraged
as it greatly improves readability. (NOTE: Do not place a comma after the last
element on a line before the continuation backslash, or on the next line preceding the
first element of that line.)

Output File

The format of the output file is similar to that of the input file. The format is:

frame#, outputO, output, ... , output< n> I

output<n + 1>, ... , output<num_outsit -1>

The frame# here is the actual frame number at the time when the outputs were written
to the file. Each presentation of an input file produces an output file (unless the output
has been suppressed in the startup file's [INPUTS] section), with the name
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ADNRxx. <default out extension>, where xxxx is the resentation sequence number.
The continuation character (\) specifies that the outputs for that frame are continued on
the next line. Subsequent continuation lines will be indented to improve readability.

Snapshot File

The snapshot file contains information on the state of the network. It may be used in
conjunction with the EXTRACT program to obtain data about the behavior of the
various state variables during the simulation. The data may then be plotted for
analysis. Snapshots of the network will be generated with a frequency specified in the
startup file's [SETTINGS] section. All of the snapshots taken during one presentation
of an input file will be stored in a single file with the filename ADNSxnx. <default
snapshot extension>, where xxxx is the presentation sequence number. The format of
the snapshot file is as follows:

frame#, neurid, neurname, neuraverage_out, neurthreshold, neursigma, adaptcount

For each neuron, we have sections for each adaptrode. The first line of the adaptrode
status section is:

adindex, ad_source, ad srctype, ad_lag, ad_response, level_count

For each adaptrode, we have lines for each level. The format for the level status line
is:

level index, levelwt, level_gate, levelhurdle
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ADDENDUM TO ADNET 2.1 DOCUMENTATION
Changes and Enhancements for Version 2.2

Several modifications have been made to the Adnet 2.2 neural network simulation
run-time engine. These changes are discussed below.

Running the Program

The command line has been changed for Adnet 2.2. Its format is now:

adnet [flags ... ] startup_file[s]

where startup _file is the name of the file (including path if necessary) containing
startup directives for the network simulation. The default extension for the filename is
.str. Notice that now multiple startup files are allowed, so that it is possible to specify
an entire training session, where the output of one 'run' becomes input to the next one.

The command line flags are:

-s Silent (no output to screen)
-r Display current run number and input file only
-h Display usage help

Startup File Directives

Several new startup file directives have been added. Their use is described below.

[SETTINGS]

input dir = <default input file directory>
output dir = <default output file directory>
snapshot dir = <default snapshot file directory>

These entries allow you to specify the default locations of the input, output, and
snapshot files. (Note: If a path is given for a specific input file in the [INPUTS]
section, then this path overrides the default path.)
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randomseed = <integer>

This entry allows you to specify the seed to be used for the random number generator.
This might be useful if it is desired to duplicate a previous experiment exactly. If the
random seed is not specified, then the simulator is randomized on the system clock.

[INPUTS]

There is now an additional modifier that may be given to affect processing of an
individual input file:

{no_snap}

This directive specifies that no snapshot file should be produced for this input file.
Notice that if no snap increment is given, then this directive has no effect. An example
of the use of this new directive is given below:

[INPUTS]
sleep {suppress} {duration = 1000} {nosnap} ;Network sleeping

Network Configuration File

The name of the network is now specified in the [NETWORK SECTION] of
the configuration file. The new format of the network line is now:

Network Name = "string", Neurons = x, Inslots = x, Outslots = x, Atypes = x,
Outslot Alpha = x

(note that string must be surrounded by double quotes)

Several new entries have also been added to the adaptrode entry in the
[NEURON SECTION]. The format of the adaptrode specification line is now:

Adaptrode Index = x, Owner = x, Src = x, Src Type = x, Lag = x, Atype = x,
Latch = x, Blocked = x. Adapt Flags = x. Pot. Incr = x. Decay Decr = x.
Response= x

Latch = <integer> Specifies the threshold that the adaptrode's response must exceed
before a hurdle exceeds a gate. If the hurdle exceeds the gate first at
a particular level, then that level will not potentiate even if the
response then rises above the latch. The potentiation for that level
will remain blocked until the hurdle drops back down below the
gate, at which time the level will be allowed to potentiate once again
if signals are received in the proper temporal order.
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Blocked = <integer>

Adapt flags = <integer>

Pot. Incr = <integer>

Decay Decr = <integer>

Bit flags where biti is set if potentiation is blocked at level i. (State
variable)

Bit flags for boolean adaptrode parameters. This number is made up
of the logical OR of the following values:

1: SILENCE-This specifies that the adaptrode should be silent
(i.e., its response should not be added into the neuron's
summation.)

2 : SUPPRESSWHENBLOCKED-This flag specifies that the
response of the adaptrode should be suppressed while
potentiation is being blocked at level one.

4 : SUPPRESS-Specifies that the adaptrode's output is currently
being suppressed. (State variable)

8 : PRNTOGGLE-Flag that is set whenever SUPPRESS flag
changes. This is used to signal when the suppress message
should be turned on or off in the full screen update mode.
(State variable)

Bit flags for incrementing weight when fractional increase becomes
zero (as computed by alpha shift). Level i will be incremented by
one if bit i is set and the alpha shift produces a zero increase. This
bit is toggled on and off at each update of that leve's weight, so that
this increment is done only once every 2*alpha_time ticks. (State
variable)

Same function as Pot. Incr above for handling decay decrementing.
(State variable)

File Names

Since Adnt 2.2 now process multiple startup files from the command line, the
structure of the output and snapshot files has been altered slightly. The filenames now
generated are:

arxxyyyy.out - Output files (assuming default extension of .out), and
asxxyyy.snp - Snapshot files (assuming default extension of .snp)

where xx specifies the run number (startup file's relative position in the list of startup
files given on the command line, and yyyy specifies the input file presentation sequence
number within that run.
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Template File

The template file will now accept any number of neuron indices, and any
number of adaptrode indices for each neuron. Adnet 2.2 determines the size of the
physical screen, and places as much information as will fit onto the screen.

op

.4 'i S..r-
* e ws Adnet 2.2 for Windows

Now Adnet 2.2 also runs under Microsoft Windows 3.0/3.1. To run the
program, select File|j Run from the Program Manager or File Manager and type:

ADWIN <arguments>

where arguments are the same command line arguments as previously discussed.

Alternately, you can click on the Adnet for Windows icon:
.dnet

A window will open displaying the command line format, then you will be prompted
for the command line arguments.

Other Changes and Enhancements for Adnet 2.2

In addition to the changes already discussed, several changes were made to the
internal structure of Adnet. These modifications are documented below:

* Source code is now the same for UNIX, MS-DOS, and MS-Windows versions.
Compilers supported include:

UNIX:
MS-DOS:
MS-Windows:

standard (K&R) C Compilers, ANSI C Compilers (include GNU C)
Borland/Turbo C++ and Microsoft C
Borland C++/Turbo C++ for Windows via EasyWin libraries

* Screen I/O done by Curses package in DOS and UNIX versions (to enable
full-screen display, compile with -DCURSES compiler option).
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* Screen I/O in MS-Windows done by Windows versions of standard I/O functions
(to build Windows version, compile with -DWINDOWS compiler option).

* Pulse code generator changed to be more efficient.

* Screen updates changed for greater efficiency.

* Bug fixed in reading in of startup file.

* The program is now being compiled under the medium model in MS-DOS and
MS-Windows versions, with only the big data structures incurring the cost of huge
pointer manipulation. This also has resulted in a noticeable speed-up in processing
time.

* Various other speed enhancements made.
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ADDENDUM TO ADNET 2.2 DOCUMENTATION
Changes and Enhancements for Version 2.3

Several changes have been made to the Adnet neural network simulation
run-time engine for version 2.3. These changes deal mainly with processing efficiency
and compatibility with the NCC neural configuration compiler.

Network Configuration File

Two new entries have been added to the atype level descriptions in the [ATYPE
SECTION]. The format of the level description lines is now:

Level Index = x, Alpha = x, Alpha Reset = x, Alpha Downcount = x, Alpha Period =
Delta = x, Delta Reset = x, Delta Downcount = x, Delta Period = x

Alpha Period = <integer> Specifies when the alpha downcounter is
decremented. This value may be either 0, 1, or
2, where:

0 : Every tick.

1 : Every frame.

2: Every time the previous level's downcounter
goes to 0. (Cannot be used for level 0)

Delta Period = <integer> Same function as above for delta downcounter.

Other Changes and Enhancements for Adnet 2.3

* Bug has been fixed in MS-DOS and MS-Windows memory models for structures
greater than 64K. Now Adnet 2.3for DOS can allocate all available memory (up to
640K) correctly, and Adnet 2.3for Windows can allocate structures of 1 Megabyte
each up to the amount of available Windows memory (plus virtual memory if in 386
enhanced mode). So, for instance, you can have 1 megabyte's worth of neurons
(16,384 neurons), with 1 megabyte of adaptrodes (4096 adaptrodes) each. There
can be up to 32,768 inslots and 32,768 outslots.

* The number of atypes is no longer a fixed number but is variable, up to 1 megabyte
(8192 atypes) in Adnet 2.3 for Windows.
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* The maximum number of hurdle sources per level is now eight instead of four.

+ The memory model was changed back to small, and fast huge pointer arithmetic is
now being used resulting in additional speed improvements.

* Full compatibility with NCC neural configuration compiler version 1.0.
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NCC 1.0

by Lonny McMichael

This document describes the usage of the NCC neural configuration compiler and the
NCC language used in specifying a neural network configuration.

Running the program

To compile a network configuration specification file, type the following at the
MS-DOS or UNIX command line, or in the FileI Run dialog box under the Program
Manager or File Manager in Microsoft Windows 3.x. (Note: Alternatively, in
Microsoft Windows you can double click on the NCC icon:

NCC for Windows

a window will open displaying usage help, then you will be prompted for command
line arguments.)

nec [flags... ] ncc source file

where ncc_sourcefile is the name of the text file containing the neural network
specification. The default extension for the source file is .ncc. The brackets
surrounding the flags indicate that their use is optional. There may be zero or more
flags specified preceding the source file, and these flags must be separated by spaces.
A description of each command line flag is given below.

-c

This option tells NCC to output the resulting .cfg file in compact format
(verbose format is the default). See the Adnet documentation for an explanation
of verbose and compact file formats.

-r

This flag causes NCC to randomize on the system clock. This option, and the -s
option below, only affect the selection of sources for the normal and uniform
distributions.
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-s<int>

This flag specifies an integer to be used as a random number seed. A seed
value of 1 is the default (unless the -r option has been specified).

-u

This option forces NCC to use the "suppress when blocked" mechanism for all
adaptrode latches. Use of this flag causes an adaptrode's response to be
suppressed if the potentiation at level one is currently being blocked because of
incorrect temporal ordering of the input and hurdle signals. (i.e., the level one
gate was exceeded by the hurdles before the latch was exceeded by the
response)

-h

The flag causes a usage help screen to be displayed. This screen is also

displayed if NCC is run with no arguments.

-o<output filename >

This flag specifies the name to use for the resulting configuration file. The
default extension is .cfg. If no output filename is specified, then the source
filename is used, with a .cfg extension.

The NCC Language

The neural network specification is given using the specialized NCC language. This
language is similar to the C programming language in structure. Blocks are enclosed

by braces, and consist of zero or more directives (A single directive does not require
surrounding braces.). Each directive is terminated with a semicolon (;). Comments
are denoted by the double slash (//), and specify that the text from that point to the end
of the line is a comment and should be excluded from compilation.

An NCC specification consists of three major blocks: the declarations block, the
creation block, and the configuration block. These blocks are enclosed in the main
network block, as illustrated below:
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network netname

{
declarations block
creation block
configuration block

}

where netname is an identifier specifying the name of the neural network to be
generated. Identifiers in the NCC language must begin with an alphabetic character,
and then may contain any number of alphabetic and numeric characters, as well as
underlines. Each of the three blocks are described in detail below.

The Declarations Block

This block contains all of the base type declarations used in the network. It consists of
the following five blocks:

* atype (adaptrode type) declarations
* inslot type declarations
* ttype (threshold type) declarations
* ntype (neuron type) declarations
* outslot type declarations

The format of the declarations block is:

type

{
atype

{
level

level type declarations block
atype declarations

I
inslot

inslot type declarations block
ttype

ttype declarations block
ntype

ntype declarations block
outslot
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alpha = <float>;
outslot type declarations

}
}

Each type of declaration is discussed below. (Note: Many of the keywords, such as
atype, are also legal in their plural form (i.e., atypes). This was done to improve
readability of the specification. In general, any keyword that may refer to more than
one object can be used in its plural form. Only the singular form is given in the
descriptions below.)

Atype Declarations:

There are two parts to the atype declarations block. First the level types are declared,
and then atypes are declared using those level types. The format of a level type
declaration is:

level levelname with

{
alpha = <float spec>;
delta = <floatspec>;

}

level name is an identifier that can be used to refer to the level type later when
declaring adaptrode types. <float spec > can either be a real number between 0 and
1, or a shift specification, as used in the Adnet simulation environment (Note: Real
numbers given as afloat spec are converted by NCC into a shift specification. There is
generally an error introduced in this conversion because most fractions cannot be
represented exactly using the shift specification.) The shift specification is given as:

rshift <integer> every <integer> <timeinterval>

The first integer gives the number of bits to shift the weight to the right. The second
integer gives the number of time intervals between calculations of this number, and
<timeinterval> specifies what the time interval is. It can be either tick, frame, or
prior. (If the time interval is prior, the shift constant's downcounter will be
decremented each time the downcounter at the prior level reaches zero. Because of
this, the prior time interval cannot be used at level zero.)

The format of an atype declaration is:
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atype atype name with
atype assignments block

The identifier atypename gives the name of the adaptrode type, which is used later in
declaring neuron types. The possible atype assignments are given below.

type = <synapse type>;

This specifies the synapse type of the adaptrode. Possible values for <synapsetype>
are excite and inhibit, specifying excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively.
(There is no default for this assignment. A synapse type must be specified.)

kappa = <integer>;

This specifies the adaptrode response scaling factor. (Default is 1.)

decay = <decayjspec>;

This assignment specifies the type and rate of decay for the adaptrode's response.
<decayspec> can be either <floac spec> or follow. If <decayjspec> is a

floatspec, then the same method is used to decay the response as is used for the
adaptrode level weights. If <decayspec> is follow, then the response will follow the
value of KP. (Default is follow.)

wt max = <integer>;

This specifies WC" for this adaptrode type. (There is no default for wtmax. A value
must be specified.)

wtequil = <integer>;

This specifies W9"" for this adaptrode type. (Default is 0.)

level = <integer> with
level definition block

This assignment specifies the number and types of adaptrode levels. <integer> gives
the number of levels. The level definition block gives the type of each level. The
format of a level definition entry is:

level[ <integer> I is <leveltype>;
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where <integer> is the index of that level, and < level type> is one of the level
types previously defined. (There are no defaults for the level assignment. The level
definitions must be specified.)

Inslot Type Declarations:

The format of an inslot type declaration is:

inslot <inslottypeid> with {};

where < inslot type id> is the name of the inslot type being declared. This name will
later be used in creating inslot units in the creation block. The braces are empty
because currently this entry is only being used for declaration, but provisions are made
for future assignments within the braces.

Threshold Type Declarations:

The format of a threshold type declaration is:

ttype <ttype_id> with

{
setpoint = <integer>;
type = typee type>;

}

where <ttypeid> is the name of the threshold type being declared. This name will
be used later when declaring neuron types.

The setpoint assignment gives the threshold setpoint, and the type assignment gives the
type of threshold. <ttype type> may be either fixed, decreasing, or increasing. If
the threshold is fixed, then the setpoint becomes the actual threshold value. If the
threshold is decreasing, then the actual threshold is the setpoint minus the output
adaptrode's response. If the threshold is increasing, then the actual threshold is the
setpoint plus the output adaptrode's response.

Neuron Type Declarations:

The format of a neuron type declaration is:
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ntype <ntypejId> with

{
threshold of <ttype_id>;
adaptrode of

adaptrode definition block

}

where <ntypeid> is the name of the neuron type being declared. The first entry

specifies the threshold type to be used for this neuron type. The second entry defines

the neuron type's adaptrode classes based on the previously defined atypes. There are

two formats for an entry in the adaptrode definition block, depending on the function of

the adaptrode class being defined. The first format is:

<adaptrode classid> of <atypeid> is <adaptfunc> <opt mixspec>;

<adaptrodeclassid> is the name of the adaptrode class being declared, and
<atype id> is the name of the atype on which it is based. <adapfunc> may be

one of the following: output, synapse, or silent. The output specification marks this

adaptrode class as the output adaptrode. There must be exactly one class whose
function is output, and no connections may be made with this class in the configuration
section. A mix specification (see below) is also not allowed for the output adaptrode.
The synapse specification is a standard synapse, and the silent specification causes the
synapse's response to not be added into the neuron's summation.

The < opt mixspec > specification is an optional modifier that changes the behavior

of connections made in the presence of overlap. (Creating overlapping units is

discussed later in the creation block section.) Since a neuron can belong to several
logical groups (called units), an adaptrode class can have several connection
specifications. The default behavior is to connect to all of these. Thus, adaptrode
classes belonging to overlapped neurons have more connections (synapses), than do
those that belong to non-overlapped neurons. This may make these overlapped neurons
fire more frequently, since more inputs are contributing to the summation while the
threshold remains the same. If this behavior is undesirable, the number of synapses per
adaptrode class can be kept constant by using a mix constant. The mix constant
specifies a gradient of mixture proportionality over the region from the beginning of
the overlap area to the edge of the unit. The format of <opt mixspec> is:

with mix = <float>

The mix constant, represented here by the variable m, specifies a slope that defines

what proportion of the total number of connections will be apportioned to each
adaptrode class at each overlapped neuron. For example, suppose our overlap region is
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4 neurons, and we want a particular adaptrode class in each neuron to have 10
synapses. But since each of the two units that are overlapped specify 10 synapses, the
total number of synapses for each overlapped neuron would be 20 without the use of

the mix constant. Now, suppose we specify a mix constant of -0.6. Basically, this
means that the proportion of synapses appropriated to the unit will drop by 0.6 from
the beginning of the overlap region (near the center of the unit) to the edge of the unit.
Thus the mix proportion for each neuron in the overlap region (proceeding from the
neuron nearest the center) would be: 8, 6, 4, 2. The proportion for the other unit
would be (in corresponding order, this time listed from the edge of the unit proceeding
inward): 2, 4, 6, 8. Note that the total number of synapses at each neuron is equal to
the desired number, 10.

The second format for an entry in the adaptrode definition block is as follows:

< adaptrodeclass_id> is <adaptfunc> ;

This format is used for the adaptrode functions, virtual and activation (activation is a

combination of silent and virtual). No atype is specified because virtual adaptrodes do
not have an adaptrode type of their own, they simply echo the response of some other
adaptrode.

Outslot Type Declarations:

The outslot type declarations block contains an assignment, alpha = <float>,
followed by outslot type declarations. The assignment specifies the fraction to use in
computing the outslot gray scale values using an exponential weighted average. The
format of an outslot type declaration is:

inslot <inslottypejId> with {};

where <outslot typed> is the name of the outslot type being declared. This name
will later be used in creating outslot units in the creation block. The braces are empty
because currently this entry is only being used for declaration, but provisions are made
for future assignments within the braces.

The Creation Block

The creation block is where the actual neurons, inslots, and outslots are created. (In
this section, the term base element will refer to any of these three.) Arrays of base
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elements, called units, are created, and other units may be created from these. These
'units made of units' will be referred to as meta-units.

The structure of the creation block is:

create

inslot unit
unit specification block

neuron unit
unit specification block

outslot unit
unit specification block

}

These blocks contain the creations for inslot, neuron, and outslot units, respectively.
The format of a unit specification is as follows:

unit unitedd > [ <dimension(s) >] of <base type_id > <optoverlap>;

where <unit id> is the name of the unit (or meta-unit) being created.
dimensions(s> specifies the dimensions of the unit. The dimension may be either a
single integer (one-dimensional), or two integers separated by a comma
(two-dimensional). For inslot units, the <basetype_id> is either the name of an
inslot type, or the name of an inslot unit or meta-unit. For neuron units, it is either the
name of a neuron type, or the name of a neuron unit or meta-unit. For outslot units,
this identifier is either the name of an outslot type, or the name of an outslot unit or
meta-unit.

The <optoverlap> specification is an optional modifier that specifies the amount of
overlap between the units. The format of this specification is:

overlaps (<dimensions(s)>)

where <dimensions(s)> specifies the dimensions of the overlap. For one-dimensional
units, only one overlap dimension may be specified. For two-dimensional overlap, two
dimensions may be specified. However, if only one overlap dimension is specified for
a two-dimensional unit, the specified overlap will be used both horizontally and
vertically. The overlap dimension is specified in terms of the number of elements of
the unit to be overlapped, not the physical number of base elements involved.
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An example should clarify the creation of units, meta-units, and overlap. Consider the

following unit creation (assuming that the ntype baseneur has already been declared).

unit neurunit[3, 3] of baseneur;

This would create a 3x 3 array of neurons. Now consider the meta-unit creation:

unit metaneurunit[2, 21 of neurunit;

This would create a 2x 2 meta-unit of 3x 3 units, as shown below.

Finally, consider a meta-unit made from the above meta-unit, with an overlap of 1 in
the vertical dimension:

unit metametaneurunit[3, 31 of metaneurunit overlaps (1, 0);

The array of neurons created is shown below (The gray areas indicate overlapped
neurons):
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The Configuration Block

The configuration block is where the actual network wiring is specified. The format
of the configuration block is:

configure
configuration block

There are two types of directives in the configuration block: outslot configurations and
neuron configurations. The format of an outslot configuration entry is:

outslot unit <selectionid> receives from <selectionid>;

The first <selectionid> specifies the outslot(s) that will receive the connections, and
the second specifies the source neuron(s). The selection identifier selects a group of
elements by specifying coordinates for units and the meta-units created from them, and
concatenating them with periods (.) in a manner similar to the field selection of a C
record. Only the unit and meta-unit levels whose coordinates select the proper
elements must be specified. A couple of examples of selection identifiers should help
to clarify their use. All these examples use the meta-unit, metametaneurunit,
created in the above examples. For brevity, however, this meta-unit will be referred to
as m2nu; the meta-unit, meta neur unit, will be referred to as mnu; and the unit,
neurunit, will be referred to as nu. The first example illustrates the selection of a
single neuron using indexing at each (meta-)unit level:

m2nu[1, 0]

m2nu[1,0].mnu[1,1]

m2nu[I, 0].mnu[1, 1 .nu [0,1]
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The second example illustrates how omitting parts of the selection identifier selects all

(meta-)units at that level. The selection identifier used is mnu[O,1]. The selected
neurons are shown in black.

For outslot configurations, there must be a one-to-one correspondence between the
outslots and the source neurons.

The format of a neuron configuration entry is different than that for an outslot, and is
shown below.

neuron unit <selection id >
adaptrode configuration block

The <selectionid> specifies the neuron(s) affected by the specified wiring. An entry
in the adaptrode configuration block has the following format:

adaptrode <adaptrode classid>

receives from
receive-from block

with
wiring assignment block

}

The <adaptrodeclass id> specifies the class of synapses to be used for the
connection(s). The receive-from block is basically a block of selection identifiers,
specifying the desired connections to either neurons or inslots. The only difference
with these selection identifiers is the optional specification of an exception. The format
of a receive-from entry is:

<selectionid> <optionalexception_block>
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An exception entry may be either another selection identifier (which should specify a
subset of the set chosen with the receive-from selection identifier), or the keyword self.
If the set selected for connections includes the neuron itself, using the self exception
keeps the neuron from being connected to itself.

The wiring assignment block consists of the following entries:

lag = <integer>;

This specifies the number of time steps that should pass before a pulse generated at the
source reaches the adaptrode. (Default is 0.)

pattern = <pattern spec>;

This specifies the mapping used in making the connection(s). <patterngpec> may be
one of the following: 1-1, 1-M, M-1, or M-M. A 1-1 mapping requires that there be
the same number of neurons selected as there are input sources. A 1-M mapping
connects the selected source(s) to all selected neurons. A M-1 mapping connects all
selected source elements to the selected neuron(s). Finally, a M-M mapping connects
each selected neuron with its corresponding source element(s). (There is no default for
this assignment. A pattern must be specified.)

coverage = <coverage spec>;

This specifies the percentage of the selected sources that should be connected to. The
two options for <coverage spec> are <integer> and all. <integer> specifies the
percentage of the total number of sources that should be connected to, while all
specifies that all sources should be used. This corresponds to specifying coverage =

100. This entry is used with the distribution specification (described below) to select a
subset of the total number of specified sources according to some distribution. (Default
is all.)

distribution = <distr_spec>;

This specifies the type of distribution to use in selecting a subset of the total number of
specified sources. This entry is only meaningful if a percentage of less than 100 is
specified in the coverage entry. The distribution can be either uniform or normal. For
a uniform distribution, <distr_spec> is the keyword uniform. This spreads the
probability of being selected as an input source equally among all selected elements.

For normal (gaussian) distributions, <distr spec> has the following form:
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normal (<float>)

where <float> is the standard deviation for the normal distribution. In this case, the
probability of being selected is highest at the center of the selected unit, and becomes
less and less the closer an element is to the edge of the unit. The probability curve for
a 9x9 unit with a standard deviation of 2 is shown below:

0.2

0.15

0.1-

0.05

0

4.5 6 78 0 1.23

latch = <integer>

This specifies the latch value for the adaptrodes. A value of -1 disables the latch.
(Default is no latch.)

gate
gate specipcation block

This specifies the gate values for all levels that are using gates. The format of a gate
specification entry is:

gate[<integer>] = <integer>;

The first integer is the level index that the gate is being specified for. The second
integer is the gate value. A gate value of -1 specifies that no gate is to be used on that
level. (Default is -1 on all levels.)
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hurdle
hurdle specification block

This assignment specifies the hurdle sources for each level in which they are desired.
A hurdle specification for a level has the following format:

hurdle( <integer>] = <hurdlesourceblock>

where <integer> is the level index, and <hurdlesourceblock> is the list of hurdle
sources. The hurdle sources may be any of the following:

neighbor <adaptrode-class-id>;

This specifies that all adaptrodes belonging to the <adaptrode_classid> class should
be used as hurdle sources.

self;

This specifies that the adaptrode's own response should be a hurdle source.

output;

This uses the neuron's response as a hurdle.

<selectionid > ;

This uses the response of the neuron selected by the selection identifier.

Following is an example NCC source code listing for a BAN (Basic Associative
Network).

//
// BAN.NCC
//
// NCC specification to generate the Basic Associative Network

/
network ban

{
types
{

atypes
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levels

{
level slowlevel_0 with

I
alpha = rshift 6 every 1 tick;
delta = 2.083E-2;

}
level fastlevel_0 with

{
alpha = rshift 3 every 1 tick;
delta = rshift 3 every 6 ticks;

}
level level_1 with

I
alpha = rshift 3 every 8 ticks;
delta = 1.04167e-2;

}
level level_2 with

a
alpha = rshift 4 every 20 ticks;
delta = rshift 4 every 100 ticks;

}
level level_3 with

I
alpha = rshift 4 every 200 ticks;
delta = rshift 4 every 1280 ticks;

}
}
atype nonlearning with

I
type = excite;
kappa = 1;
decay = 0.25;
wtmax=300;
wtequil = 0;
levels = 2 with

I
level[0] is slowlevel_0;
level[1] is level_1;

}
}
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atype learning with

type = excite;
kappa = 1;
decay = 0.25;
wt max= 300;
wtequil = 0;
levels = 4 with

{
level[0] is fast level_0;
level[l] is level_1;
level[2] is level_2;
level[3] is level_3;

}
}
atype inhibition with

{
levels = 2 with

{
level[0] is fast level_0;
level[1] is level_1;

}
wt-max = 300;
type = inhibit;
kappa = 2;
decay = rshift 3 every 1 tick;

}
}
inslots

{
inslot ucs with {}
inslot cs with {}

}
ttypes

ttype thresh_1 with

{
setpoint = 100;
type = fixed;

}
ntypes

ntype associate with
I
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threshold of thresh_1;
adaptrodes of

{
outputadaptrode of nonlearning is output;
ucs_adaptrode of nonlearning is synapse;
Cs_adaptrode of learning is synapse;
competeadaptrode of inhibition is synapse;

}
}

outslots
{

alpha = 0.25;
outslot response with {}

}
}
create

{
inslot units

{
unit UCSI[1] of ucs;
unit CS[1] of s;
unit UCS2[1] of ucs;

}
neuron units

{
unit AVOID[1] of associate;
unit SEEK[1] of associate;

}
outslot units

{
unit AVOID_RESPONSE[1] of response;
unit SEEK_RESPONSE[1] of response;

}
}
configure

neuron unit AVOID[]

{
adaptrode ucs-adaptrode

{
receives from UCS1[];
with
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{
lag = 0;
pattern = I-I;

}
}
adaptrode csadaptrode

{
receives from CS[;
with

{
lag = 0;
pattern = 1-1;
gate

{
gate[1] = 40;
gate[2] = 20;

}
hurdle

{
hurdle[1] = neighbor ucsadaptrode;
hurdle[2] = output;

}
latch =20;

}
}
adaptrode competeadaptrode

{
receives from SEEKU;
with

{
lag = 0;
pattern = 1-1;

}
}

}
neuron unit SEEKfl

{
adaptrode ucs-adaptrode

{
receives from UCS2[];
with
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lag = 0;
pattern = 1-1;

}
}
adaptrode Cs_adaptrode

{
receives from CS[];
with

{
lag = 0;
pattern = 1-1;
gate

{
gate[l] = 40;
gate[2] = 20;

}
hurdle

{
hurdle[l] = neighbor ucsadaptrode;
hurdle[2] = output;

}
latch = 20;

}
}
adaptrode competeadaptrode

{
receives from AVOIDfl;
with

{
lag = 0;
pattern = 1-1;

}
}

}
outslot unit AVOID_RESPONSE[] receives from AVOIDfl;
outslot unit SEEKRESPONSE[] receives from SEEK[];

}
}
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/*
* nccscan.l
*

* Contains scanner definition for ncc compiler (to be used by FSF (Gnu) flex
* program).

Programmer
Version
Last Rev.

: Lonny McMichael
: 1.0
: 05/26/92

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All Rights Reserved.
*/

#include ". . /ncc/syntax.h"
#if defined (__MSDOS__) It defined (MSDOS)
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <io.h>
#include " ../ncc/nccparse.h"

#ifdef TURBOC
#pragma warn -rch /* Don't warn on unreachable code */
#pragma warn -ccc /* Don't warn on constant conditionals */
#endif /* If Turbo C */

#else /* else if UNIX */
#include "nccparse.tab.h"
/* Standard C function prototypes */
int fprintf (FILE *, char *, ... );
int fwrite(void *, sizet, int, FILE *);
int read(int, char *, int);
int fputs (char *, FILE *);
#if !defined (_GNUC_)
int exit (int);
#endif /* if not Gnu C */
#endif /* else if UNIX */

int LineNumber = 1;

WS ( \t]+
LETTER [a-zA-Z]
DIGIT [0-91
PRINTABLE [\x20\x21\x23-\x7e]
NONPRINTABLE [A\x20-\x7e\n]
SIGN [+-]
UNSIGNEDINT (DIGIT)+
INTEGER (SIGN)?(UNSIGNEDINT)
FLOAT (INTEGER) ("."{UNSIGNEDINT)? ([Ee] (INTEGER))?
ID (LETTER}((LETTER)(DIGIT)}"f")*
OPTS (s)?
OPTES (es)?
COMMENT

(WS) { /* Do nothing */

(COMMENT) ( /* Do nothing */

return (NETWORK);

return (LBRACE) ;

return (RBRACE);

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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network

"{"if

"}f""



type(OPTS)

create

configure

atype (OPTS)

level{OPTS)

with

alpha

if."

delta

kappa

(INTEGER)

(FLOAT)

decay

follow

wt"_"max

wt "_equil

if (if

") ""

overlaps

is

excite

inhibit

rshift

every

tick(OPTS}

frame(OPTS)

prior

inslot(OPTS)

{(

{(

(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

(

{(

{(

{(

{(

{(

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

return

(TYPE); }

(CREATE);

(CONFIGURE);

(ATYPE); I

(LEVEL); )

(WITH); )

(ALPHA);

(EQUAL);

(SEMI);

(DOT);

(DELTA);

(KAPPA); }

(ICONST); }

(FCONST);

(DECAY); )

(FOLLOW);

(WT MAX);)

(WT_EQUIL);

(LBRACK); )

(RBRACK);

(LPAREN); }

(RPAREN);

(OVERLAPS);

(IS); )

(EXCITE);

(INHIBIT); }

(RSHIFT);

(EVERY); }

(TICK);

(FRAME);

(PRIOR);

(INSLOT);
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ttype{OPTS) { return (TTYPE); }

setpoint ( return (SETPOINT); }

fixed { return (FIXED); )

increasing { return (INCREASING); }

decreasing { return (DECREASING); }

ntype(OPTS} { return (NTYPE); }

adaptrode (OPTS) { return (ADAPTRODE); }

of { return (OF); )

threshold { return (THRESHOLD); }

output { return (OUTPUT); }

synapse ( return (SYNAPSE); )

silent ( return (SILENT); }

virtual ( return (VIRTUAL); }

activation { return (ACTIVATION);

outslot(OPTS}{ return (OUTSLOT); }

return (COMMA); }

neuron(OPTS) { return (NEURON); }

all ( return (ALL); )

receives ( return (RECEIVES); }

from { return (FROM); }

except ( return (EXCEPT); }

lag { return (LAG); )

pattern ( return (PATTERN); }

coverage { return (COVERAGE); }

distribution { return (DISTRIBUTION); }

gate(OPTS} ( return (GATE); }

hurdle(OPTS) ( return (HURDLE); }

latch ( return (LATCH);

return (ONETOONE); }

1"-"[mM] { return (ONETOMANY); }

[mM]"-"l { return (MANYTOONE); }

[mM]"-"[mM] return (MANYTOMANY); }
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mix

normal

uniform

neighbor

self

unit(OPTS)

{ID}

\n

<<EOF>>

{ return (MIX); }

return (NORMAL); }

return (UNIFORM); )

return (NEIGHBOR); }

return (SELF); }

return (UNIT); }

return (IDENT); }

LineNumber++;

return (0); 1

fprintf (stderr, "Error -- illegal character on line %d.\n",
LineNumber);

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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/*
* nccparse.y
*

* Parser definition for the ncc compiler (created for FSF (Gnu) bison
* parser generator program).

Programmer
Version
Last Rev.

: Lonny McMichael
: 1.0
: 07/04/92

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#ifdef MSDOS
#define MSDOS

#ifdef TURBOC
#include <malloc.h> /*

/*
So the parser can use 'alloca' */
NOTE: This may be an incompatibility problem since
the bison generated code explicitly disallows
the inclusion of this file if the compiler is
Turbo C. However, I have not experienced any
problems so far.

*/
#pragma warn -cln /* Don't warn when constant is long */
#endif /* If Turbo C */

#endif /* MSDOS */
#ifdef MSDOS
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <string.h>

#else /* else UNIX */
#define USEPROTOS
#define PROTO(proto) proto
#include <strings.h>
#include "../common23/stringfn.h"

#ifdef GNUC
#include <stddef.h>
typedef long timet; /* Since stddef doesn't have time t's definition */
void *malloc (sizet);
void free (void *);
#else /* else not GNU C */
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#endif /* GNUC */
#endif /* else UNIX */

#include <math.h>
#include "../ncc/syntax.h"

/* Configuration file formats */
#define COMPACT 1
#define VERBOSE 2

void yyerror (char *s); /* fon
/* Function prototypes */
int main (int argc, char *argv(]);
int yyparse (void);
void DisplayUsageHelp (void);

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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extern void ConstructSymTab (void);
extern void SemanticCheck (void);
extern void GenerateNetwork (char *outfilename);

/* Global variables */
extern int LineNumber, hibfmt;
extern char *yytext;
extern FILE *yyin;
int SyntaxErrors = 0;
int SemanticErrors = 0;
Specification *apt;
unsigned char suprWhenBlokd;

#ifndef MSDOS
char randState(256]; /* Used to hold state information for the UNIX */

/* random number generator */

/* Standard C function prototypes */
int fprintf (FILE *, char *, ... );

int printf (char *, ... );

int fclose (FILE *);
int atoi (char *);
long random (void);
char *initstate (unsigned, char *, int);
timet time (time_t *);

#endif /* if not MSDOS */

%token ACTIVATION ADAPTRODE ALL ALPHA ATYPE COMMA CONFIGURE COVERAGE CREATE
%token DECAY DECREASING DELTA DISTRIBUTION DOT

%token EQUAL EVERY EXCEPT EXCITE FCONST FIXED FOLLOW FRAME FROM
%token GATE HURDLE ICONST IDENT INCREASING INHIBIT INSLOT IS KAPPA LAG

%token LATCH LBRACE LBRACK LPAREN LEVEL MANYTOMANY MANYTOONE MIX
%token NEIGHBOR NEURON NETWORK NORMAL NTYPE OF ONETOMANY ONETOONE
%token OUTPUT OUTSLOT OVERLAPS PATTERN PRIOR RBRACE RBRACK RPAREN RECEIVES
%token RSHIFT SELF SEMI SETPOINT SILENT SYNAPSE THRESHOLD TICK TTYPE TYPE
%token UNIFORM UNIT VIRTUAL WITH WTEQUIL WTMAX

%start specification

%union
(

char *ids;
Specification *spec;
Declarations *decl;
Creations *create;
Configuration *config;
NeuronUnitConfig *neuron;
OutslotUnitConfig *outslot;
AtypeDecls *atdecls;
InslotDecls *indecls;
TtypeDecls *ttdecls;
NtypeDecls *ntdecls;
OutslotDeclRoot *ouDecRoot;
OutslotDecls *oudecls;
AdaptDec *addec;
LevelDecl *lvldecl;
AtypeDecl *atdecl;
AtypeAsgn *atasgn;
FloatSpec *flspec;
LevelItem *lvlitem;
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Unit
CoordSpec
DistrSpec
Ident
AdaptConfig
RecvFromSpec
WiringAsgn
Exception
GateSpec
HurdleSpec
HurdleSrc
int
double

<spec>
<ids>
<decl>
<create>

<config>

<atdecls>
<indecl3.>
<ttdecls>
<ntdecls>
<ouDecRoot>
<oudecls>
<addec>
<lvldecl>
<atdecl>
<atasgn>
<flspec>
<lvlitem>
<unit>

<inum>

<fnum>
<distrspec>
<coord>
<neuron>
<outalot>
<idn>
<adconfig>
<recv>
<excpt>

<wire>
<gate>
<hrdl>
<hsrc>

specification

*unit;
*coord;
*distrspec;
*idn;
*adconfig;
*recv;
*wire;
*excpt;
*gate;
*hrdl;
*hsrc;
inum;
fnum;

specification
id
declarations
creation
configuration compndunitconfig unitconfig_list
unitconfig
atype decls
inslotdecls compndinslotdec inslotdeclist inslotdec
ttype-decls compndttypedec ttype dec list ttypedec
ntypedecls compndntypedec ntype dec list ntypedec
outslot_decls
outslotdec list outslotdec
compnd_adaptdec adapt declist adaptdec
leveldecls compnd_level_dec leveldec_list leveldec
atype-declist atype-dec
compnd-atype-asgn atype asgn_list atypeasgn
float_spec
compnd-leveldef leveldef-list leveldef
inslotunits neuron_units outslotunits compnd_unitspec
unit_speclist unit_spec
iconst excite type timeincr ttypetype adapt funct
pattern-spec coverage spec
fconst optmix spec
distribution_spec
coord_spec item_spec overlap_spec
neuronunit config
outslot_unit config
compnd-ident-ident
compnd adaptconfig adapt config_list adaptconfig
compndrecvfromspec recv fromspec-list recvfrom_spec
optionalexceptions compndexceptions exceptionlist
exception
compndwiringasgn wiring_asgn_list wiringasgn
compndgate_spec gatespec list gatespec
compndhurdlespec hurdle_spec list hurdle_spec
compnd hurdlesrc hurdle_src list hurdle src

NETWORK id
LBRACE

declarations
creation
configuration

RBRACE
{

$$ = AllocSpecification ($2,$4,$5,$6);
apt = $$;
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)

id : IDENT { $$ = strdup (yytext);}

declarations TYPE
LBRACE

atypedecls
inslotdecl
ttype decls
ntype-decls
outslotdecls

RBRACE
$$ = AllocDeclarations ($3,$4, $5,$6,$7);}

;

creation CREATE
LBRACE

inslotunits
neuron units
outslot units

RBRACE
$$ - AllocCreations ($3, $4, $5);

i

configuration :CONFIGURE compnd_unit config { $$ =$2;}

compnd unitconf

unitconfig lis

atype-decls

leveldecls

compnd level_dec

Eig unit config { $$ = $1; }
I LBRACE

unitconfig_list
RBRACE

$$ = $2; }

t unit config ( $$ = $1; }
I unit configlist unitconfig

= AttachConfiguration ($1, $2);

ATYPE
LBRACE

leveldecls
atypedec list

RBRACE
{ $$ = AllocAtypeDecls ($3, $4); }

LEVEL compndleveldec ( $$ = $2; }

leveldec
I LBRACE

{ $$ = $1; }

leveldeclist
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2;

level dec list : level dec
level-dec list leveldec

{ $$ = $1; }
$$ = AttachLevel ($1, $2); }

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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LEVEL id WITH
LBRACE

ALPHA EQUAL float spec SEMI
DELTA EQUAL floatspec SEMI

RBRACE
( $$ = AllocLevelDecl ($2, $7, $11); )

atype dec list : atypedec
I atype dec list atypedec

{ $$ = $1; )
{$$ = AttachAtype ($1, $2) ;}

atype-dec ATYPE id WITH compnd-atypeasgn { $$ = AllocAtypeDecl ($2, $4);

compndatypeasgn

atype asgn list

atypeasgn {$$=$l;
LBRACE

atypeasgn list
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2;

atype-asgn
atype asgnlist atypeasgn

( $$ = $1; )
{ $$ = AttachAsgn ($1, $2); }

atype-asgn

compnd-leveldef

leveldeflis

leveldef

excitetype

float spec

TYPE EQUAL excite_type SEMI
( $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (TypeTag, $3, NULL)f;

I KAPPA EQUAL iconst SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (KappaTag, $3, NULL);

I DECAY EQUAL float spec SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (DecayTag, 0, (void *)$3);

I DECAY EQUAL FOLLOW SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (DecayTag, 1, NULL); }

I WT_MAX EQUAL iconst SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (WtMaxTag, $3, NULL);

I WTEQUIL EQUAL iconst SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (WtEquilTag, $3, NULL); }

I LEVEL EQUAL iconst WITH compndleveldef
( $$ = AllocAtypeAsgn (LevelTag, $3, (void *)$5);

level-def {
I LBRACE

leveldeflist
RBRACE

$$ = $2; )

level def { $$ = $1; }
leveldef list leveldef { $$ = AttachLevelItem ($1, $2);)

3t

LEVEL LBRACK iconst RBRACK IS id SEMI
{ $$ = AllocLevelItem ($3, $6);

: EXCITE ) $$ = 1;
I INHIBIT { $$ = -1;

: FCONST { $$ = AllocFloatSpec (0, 0, 0, 0, atof (yytext)); }
I RSHIFT iconst EVERY iconst time incr
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iconst

fconst

time incr

$$ = AllocFloatSpec (1, $2, $4, $5, 0.0);

ICONST $$ = atoi (yytext)

FCONST ( $$ = atof (yytext);}

TICK {$$ = 1;}
I FRAME {$$ = 2;
I PRIOR ( $$ = 3;

inslotdecls INSLOT compndinslot dec
$$ = $2;

compnd-inslotdec inslotdec { $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

inslotdec list
RBRACE

$$ = $2;

inslot dec list inslot dec ( $$ = $1;
I inslotdec_list inslotdec ( $$ = AttachInslot ($1, $2);}

inslotdec INSLOT id WITH LBRACE RBRACE { $$ = AllocInslotDecls ($2);

ttype-decls TTYPE compndttypedec { $$ = $2;

compnd-ttypedec ttypedec { $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

ttype dec list
RBRACE

$$ = $2; }

ttypedeclist : ttypedec { $$ = $1;
I ttype-declist ttypedec { $$ = AttachTtype ($1, $2); }

ttype-dec TTYPE id WITH
LBRACE

SETPOINT EQUAL iconst SEMI
TYPE EQUAL ttype type SEMI

RBRACE
{ $$ = AllocTtypeDecls ($2, $7, $11); }

ttype type FIXED { $$ = 0;
I DECREASING ($$=1; }
I INCREASING { $$ = 2; }

ntype-decls NTYPE compndntypedec { $$ = $2; }
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compnd ntype-dec ntype-dec ( $$=$1;
I LBRACE

ntype dec-list
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2; }

ntype dec list : ntype dec
ntypedec list ntype-dec

{ $$ = $1; }
{$$ = AttachNtype ($1, $2) ; }

NTYPE id WITH
LBRACE

THRESHOLD OF id SEMI
ADAPTRODE OF compndadaptdec

RBRACE
{ $$ = AllocNtypeDecls ($2, $7, $11); }

compnd adapt dec adaptdec {$$ = $1;)
LBRACE

adapt dec list
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2; }

adapt dec list

adapt dec id

I id

adapt funct

adapt dec
adaptdec list adaptdec

{ $$ = $1; }
{$$ = AttachAdapt ($1, $2); }

OF id IS adapt funct opt mix spec SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAdaptDec ($1, $3, $5, $6); }
IS adapt funct SEMI
{ $$ = AllocAdaptDec ($1, NIL (char), $3, -2.0);

OUTPUT
SYNAPSE
SILENT
VIRTUAL
ACTIVATION

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

1;
2;
3;
4;
5;

I
}
}

outslotdecls OUTSLOT
LBRACE

ALPHA EQUAL fconst SEMI
outslotdeclist

RBRACE
$$ = AllocOutDecRoot ($5, $7);

outslot dec list outslot dec ( $$ = $1; }
I outslotdec list outslotdec

=$$= AttachOutslot ($1, $2);

outslotdec OUTSLOT id WITH LBRACE RBRACE ( $$ = AllocOutslotDecls ($2); }

inslot units INSLOT UNIT compnd unitspec { $$ = $3;
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compnd-unit_spec unitspec ( $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

unit_speclist
RBRACE

$$ = $2;

unit spec list unitspec { $$ = $1;
I unit_speclist unitspec ( $$ = AttachUnit ($1, $2); }
;

unit spec UNIT id LBRACK coord_spec RBRACK OF id overlapspec SEMI
( $$ = AllocUnit ($2, $4, $7, $8); }

coord spec iconst { $$ = AllocCoordSpec ($1,-l);
I iconst COMMA iconst { $$ = AllocCoordSpec ($1, $3);

overlap spec OVERLAPS LPAREN coord spec RPAREN { $$ = $3;

/* epsilon */ { $$ = NIL (CoordSpec); I

opt mixspec WITH MIX EQUAL fconst ( $$ = $4; }
/* epsilon */ ( $$ = -2.0; }

;

neuronunits NEURON UNIT compndunit_spec ( $$ = $3; }

outslot units OUTSLOT UNIT compnd unit-spec( $$ - $3; )

unit config neuron unit config { $$ - AllocConfiguration (1, $1); }
outslotunitconfig ( $$ - AllocConfiguration (2, $1); }

neuron unit config NEURON UNIT compndident compndadaptconfig
$$ = AllocNeuronUnitConfig ($3, $4); }

outslotunitconfig: OUTSLOT UNIT compndident
RECEIVES FROM compnd ident SEMI

$$ = AllocOutslotUnitConfig ($3, $6); I

compndadaptconfig: adapt_config ( $$ = $1; }
I LBRACE

adaptconfiglist
RBRACE

$$ = $2; }
;

adaptconfiglist : adapt_config ( $$ = $1;
I adaptconfig_list adapt-config

( $$ = AttachAdaptConfig ($1, $2); }

adapt config : ADAPTRODE id
LBRACE

RECEIVES FROM compnd recvfromspec
WITH compndwiringasgn

RBRACE
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$$ = AllocAdaptConfig ($2, $6, $8); }

compnd-recvfromspec recv_from_spec ( $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

recvfrom_speclist
RBRACE

( $$ = $2;}
;2

recvfromspec list recvfrom_spec { $$ - $1;
I recv from_spec list recv_from_spec

{-$$ - AttachRecvFromSpec ($1, $2);

recv from spec compnd-ident optionalexceptions
$$ = AllocRecvFromSpec ($1, $2); I

optional exceptions EXCEPT compnd exceptions ( $$ = $2; }
I SEMI { $$ = NIL (Exception);

compnd exceptions exception { $$ = $1; }
I LBRACE

exception-list
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2; }
;2

exception-list exception { $$ = $1;
I exceptionlist exception { $$ - AttachException ($1, $2);)

exception compndident SEMI { $$ = AllocException (1, $1); )
SELF SEMI { $$ = AllocException (2, NIL (Ident));

I NEIGHBOR SEMI { $$ = AllocException (3, NIL (Ident)); }
;

compnd ident ident { $$ = $1;
~ compndident DOT ident { $$ = AttachIdent ($1, $3);

ident id LBRACK item_spec RBRACK ( $$ = AllocIdent ($1, $3);

1

item spec coordspec { $$ = $1; }
I /* epsilon */ { $$ = NIL(CoordSpec); }

compnd wiring_asgn wiring_asgn { $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

wiring_asgn list
RBRACE

{ $$ = $2;}

wiringasgnlist wiringasgn { $$ = $1;
I wiringasgn list wiring_asgn

$$ = AttachWiringAsgn ($1, $2); }

wiringasgn LAG EQUAL iconst SEMI
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$$ = AllocWiringAsgn (LagTag, $3, NIL (void));
I PATTERN EQUAL pattern spec SEMI

( $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (PatternTag, $3, NIL (void));
I COVERAGE EQUAL coverage spec SEMI

( $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (CoverageTag, $3, NIL (void));
I DISTRIBUTION EQUAL distribution_spec SEMI

( $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (DistributionTag, -1, (void *)$3);)
I GATE compnd_gatespec

( $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (GateTag, -1, (void *)$2);
I HURDLE compndhurdle_spec

{ $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (HurdleTag, -1, (void *)$2); }
I LATCH EQUAL iconst SEMI

( $$ = AllocWiringAsgn (LatchTag, $3, NIL (void));

pattern-spec

coverage_spec

distribution spec

compnd gatespec

ONE TOONE
ONE TO MANY
MANYTOONE
MANY_TOMANY

{ $$ = 1;
{ $$ = 2;
{ $$ = 3;
( $$ = 4;

}
}
)
}

iconst { $$ = $1; }
I ALL { 1$$0=0;

NORMAL LPAREN fconst RPAREN
{ $$ = AllocDistrSpec (1, $3); }

UNIFORM
{ $$ = AllocDistrSpec (2, 0.0);

gatespec ( $$=$1;
LBRACE

gate_speclist
RBRACE

( $$ = $2;

gate spec list gatespec
gate speclist gatespec

{ $$ = $1; }
{$$ = AttachGateSpec ($1, $2);)}

GATE LBRACK iconst RBRACK EQUAL iconst SEMI
( $$ = AllocGateSpec ($3, $6); }

compnd hurdle_spec

hurdle_spec list

hurdlespec

compndhurdle src

hurdle_spec ( $$ = $1;
I LBRACE

hurdlespeclist
RBRACE

{$$ = $2; };2

hurdle_spec { $$ = $1;
I hurdlespec list hurdlespec

( $$ = AttachHurdleSpec ($1, $2); }

HURDLE LBRACK iconst RBRACK EQUAL compndhurdle src
{ $$ = AllocHurdleSpec ($3, $6); }

: hurdle src ($$ = $1;
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I LBRACE
hurdlesrc list

RBRACE
$$ = $2;

hurdle src list hurdle src { $$ = $1; 1
I hurdlesrc list hurdlesrc ( $$ = AttachHurdleSrc ($1, $2);)

NEIGHBOR id SEMI
{ $$ = AllocHurdleSrc

I SELF SEMI
( $$ = AllocHurdleSrc

I OUTPUT SEMI
( $$ = AllocHurdleSrc

I compnd ident SEMI
($$ = AllocHurdleSrc

(NeighborTag, (void *) $2);

(SelfTag, NIL (void)); }

(OutputTag, NIL (void)); }

(RecvTag, (void *) $1); }

main
int argc
char *argv[]
none
int

- count of command line arguments
- array of argument strings

- exit status:
0 - successful compilation
1 = command line parameter error
2 = compile error
3 = system error

* This is the main function for the NCC Neural Configuration Compiler.
* First, the command line arguments are processed. (NOTE: In the DOS and
* UNIX versions, usage help is displayed if no arguments are given. In
* the MS-Windows version, usage help is displayed and then the user is
* prompted for arguments) Next the file is parsed, then semantic checking
* is done, and finally the network is generated.
*/
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

char infilename[80], outfilename[80];
int i, seed, cpos;
unsigned char argFlags = 0;
FILE *infile;

#ifdef NCCWIN
char *cptr, cmdLine[256], *winArgv[32];
int winArgc = 1;

#endif /* Windows */

if (argc == 1)

DisplayUsageHelp );

/* If under Windows, give user chance
#ifdef NCCWIN

printf ("Enter arguments: ");
gets (cmdLine);
cptr = strtok (cmdLine, \t");
while (cptr)

if (winArgc > 32)

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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{
fprintf (stderr, "Too many arguments.\n");
return 1;

}
winArgv[winArgc++] = strdup (cptr);
cptr = strtok (NIL (char), "

if (winArgc == 1)
return 0;

#else
return 0;

#endif /* else if not under Windows */

#ifdef NCCWIN
else

winArgc = argc;
for (i = 1; i < argc; i++)

winArgv[i] = argv[i];
}

/* Now we fool the program into thinking the argument list we've constructed
is the real one.

#define argv winArgv
#define argc winArgc
#endif /* Windows */

for (i = 1; i < argc; i++)
{

if (*argv[i] ==
(

switch (argv[i] [1])
{

case 'o'
if (argFlags & 1)

(
fprintf (stderr, "Only one output filename may be

"specified.\n");
return 1;

else
argFlags J= 1;

if (argv[i] [2] != 0)
strcpy (outfilename, &(argv[i][2]));

else if (i == (argc - 1))

fprintf (stderr,
"\"-o\" must be followed by an output filename.\n");

return 1;

I
else

strcpy (outfilename, argvi+1]);
i++;

for (cpos = strlen (outfilename) - 1;
#if defined (_MSDOS_) 11 defined (MSDOS)

((cpos >= 0) && (outfilename[cpos] != '\\') &&
(outfilename[cpos] != '.'));

#else
((cpos >= 0) && (outfilename[cpos] != '/') &&
(outfilename[cpos] != '));

#endif /* MSDOS */

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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cpos--);
if ((cpos < 0) || (outfilename(cpos] != '.'))

strcat (outfilename, ".cfg");

break;
case 's'

if ((argv[i][2] != 0) && ((argv[i] [2] < '0') I1
(argv[i][2] > '9')))

{
fprintf (stderr, "Invalid parameter \"%s\".\n", argv[il);
return 1;

}
if (argFlags & 2)
{

fprintf (stderr, "Only one random number seed may be
"specified.\n");

return 1;

else if (argFlags & 4)
{

fprintf (stderr, "\"-s\" and \"-r\" can not both be "
"specified.\n");

return 1;

else
argFlags J= 2;

if (argv[i] [2] != 0)
seed = atoi (&(argv[i][2]));

else if ((i == (argc - 1)) 11
(*argv[i+1] < '0') I1 (*argv[i+1] > '9'))

{
fprintf (stderr,

"\"-s\" must be followed by an integer random number "
"seed.\n");

return 1;
}
else

seed - atoi (argv[i+l]);
i++;-

break;
case 'r'

if (argv[i] [2] != 0)

fprintf (stderr, "Invalid parameter \"%s\".\n", argv(i]);
return 1;

if (argFlags & 2)
(

fprintf (stderr, "\"-s\" and \"-r\" can not both be "
"specified.\n");

return 1;

else
argFlags 1= 4;

break;
case 'c'

if (argv[i] [2] != 0)

fprintf (stderr, "Invalid parameter \"%s\".\n", argv[i]);
return 1;

argFlags 1= 8;

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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else

hibfmt = COMPACT;
break;

case 'u'I:
if (argv[i] 2] != 0)

fprintf (stderr, "Invalid parameter \"%s\".\n", argv[i]);
return 1;

}
argFlags 1= 32;
break;

case 'h'
if (argv(i] [2] != 0)
{

fprintf (stderr,
return 1;

DisplayUsageHelp (;
return 0;

if (argFlags & 16)

fprintf (stderr,
return 1;

"Invalid parameter \"%s\".\n", argv[i]);

"Only one file may be compiled at a time.\n");

)
else

argFlags J= 16;
strcpy (infilename, argv[i]);

}

if (argFlags & 16)
{

for (cpos = strlen (infilename) - 1;
#if defined (__MSDOS_) I defined (MSDOS)

((cpos >= 0) && (infilename(cpos]
(infilename(cpos] =' '));

#else

#endif /*

if
{

if
{

((cpos >= 0) && (infilename[cpos] !=
(infilename[cpos] != ''));

MSDOS */
cpos--);

((cpos < 0) |I (infilename(cpos] != '.'))

if (!(argFlags & 1))
{

strcpy (outfilename, infilename);
strcat (outfilename, ".cfg");
argFlags 1= 1;

}
strcat (infilename, ".ncc");

else if (!(argFlags & 1))

infilename(cpos] = 0;
strcpy (outfilename, infilename);
strcat (outfilename, ".cfg");
infilename[cpos] ='.;
argFlags = 1;

((infile = fopen (infilename, "rt")) == NIL

!= '\\') &&

I') &&

(FILE) )

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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fprintf (stderr, "Could not open source file \"%s\".\n",
infilename);

return 1;
}
yyin = infile;

)
else
{

DisplayUsageHelp (;
return 0;

if (!(argFlags & 8))
hib fmt = VERBOSE;

printf ("NCC (Neural Configuration Compiler) Version 1.0\n");

/* parse the input file producing the parse tree 'apt' */
(void) yyparse ();
fclose (infile);
if (!SyntaxErrors)

ConstructSymTab 0;
SemanticCheck 0;
if (!SemanticErrors)

if (argFlags & 32)
suprWhenBlokd = 2;

else
suprWhenBlokd = 0;

/* Seed the random number generator if required. */
#ifdef TURBOC

if (argFlags & 4)
randomize 0;

else if (argFlags & 2)
srand ((unsigned) seed);

#else
#ifdef _MSCVER

if (argFlags & 4)
srand ((unsigned) time (NULL));

else if (argFlags & 2)
srand ((unsigned) seed);

#else /* else if UNIX C */
if (argFlags & 4)

initstate ((unsigned) time (NULL), randState, 256);
else if (argFlags & 2)

initstate ((unsigned) seed, randState, 256);
#endif /* else if UNIX C */
#endif /* else if not Turbo C */

GenerateNetwork (outfilename);
)
if (SemanticErrors)

fprintf (stderr, "Compilation completed with %d error%s\n",
SemanticErrors, ((SemanticErrors == 1) ? "." s."));

return 2;

}
else

return 0;
)
else

(
fprintf (stderr, "Compilation completed with %d error%s\n",

SyntaxErrors, ((SyntaxErrors == 1) ? "."

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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return 2;
}

}*
/*

*

*

*

*

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

yyerror
char *s - string specifying type of error
none
none

* This function is called by yyparse() when a syntax error occurs during
* parsing. The syntax error count is incremented, and an error message
* is printed to stderr telling where the error occurred, the type of
* error, and the current token.
*/
void yyerror (char *s)
{

SyntaxErrors++;
fprintf (stderr, "Syntax Error: line %2d: %s. current token=\"%s\"\n",

LineNumber, s, yytext);

/*
* Function : DisplayUsageHelp
* Inputs : none
* Outputs : none
* Returns : none
*

* This function the command line argument options for the program.
*/
void DisplayUsageHelp (void)

(
printf ("NCC (Neural Configuration Compiler) Version 1.0\n");
printf ("Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All Rights Reserved.\n");
printf ("<%s build>\n", __DATE__);
printf ("Usage: ncc (flags ... ] nccsource file\n\n");
printf ("where nccsource-file is the name of the file (including path ")
printf ("if necessary)\n");
printf ("containing the ncc neural network specification. The default ")
printf ("extension for\n");
printf ("the filename is \".ncc\".\n\n");
printf ("flags:\n");
printf

("l-c Output configuration file in compact form (verbose is the
"default) \n");

printf
("-r Randomize on the system clock.\n");

printf
("-s<int> Use <int> as the random number seed.\n") ;

printf
("-u Use \"supress when blocked\" for latched adaptrodes.\n");

printf
("-h Display this help message.\n");

printf
("-o<output filename>\n");

printf
Save the resulting configuration file to <output "

"filename>. \n") ;
printf

If no extension is given, the extension \".cfg\" is "
"added. \n\n");

printf
("If no output filename is specified, the output file is named with ")

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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printf ("the input\n");
printf ("file's name and a \".cfg\" extension.\n");

}

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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/*
* syntax.h
*

* Contains data structures and function prototypes for parse tree
* construction in NCC compiler.
*

* Programmer Lonny McMichael
* Version 1.0
* Last Rev. 07/07/92
*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

/*
Useful Macros

*/

#define smAlloc (x) (x *)malloc(sizeof(x))
#if !defined (NIL)
#define NIL(x) ((x *)0)
#endif

/*
Data Structures - Typedefs

typedef enum

TypeTag,
KappaTag,
DecayTag,
WtMaxTag,
WtEquilTag,
LevelTag,
ErrorTag

AtypeAsgnTag;

typedef enum
(

LagTag,
PatternTag,
CoverageTag,
DistributionTag,
GateTag,
HurdleTag,
LatchTag

}
WiringAsgnTag;

typedef enum
{

NeighborTag,
SelfTag,
OutputTag,
RecvTag

HurdleSrcTag;

typedef enum

LevelDefobj,

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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AtypeDefObj,
InslotDefObj,
TtypeDefObj,
NtypeDefObj,
AdaptDefObj,
OutslotDefObj,
InslotUnitObj,
NeuronUnitObj,
OutslotUnitobj,
MetaInslotUnitObj,
MetaNeuronUnitObj,
MetaOutslotUnitObj,
NetworkObj,
UndefObj

}
ObjTypeTag;

typedef struct Specificationstr
{

char *Name;
int lineno;
struct DeclarationsStr *Decls;
struct CreationsStr *Creats;
struct ConfigurationStr *Config;

Specification;

typedef struct DeclarationsStr
{

struct AtypeDeclsStr *
struct InslotDeclsStr *
struct TtypeDeclsStr *
struct NtypeDeclsStr *
struct tagOutslotDeclRoot *

}
Declarations;

typedef struct CreationsStr
{

struct UnitStr
struct UnitStr
struct UnitStr

}
Creations;

typedef struct Unit
{

char
int

struct Coordspec

char
ObjTypeTag
void

AtDecls;
InDecls;
TtDecls;
NtDecls;
OuDeclRt;

*InslotUnits;
*NeuronUnits;
*OutslotUnits;

Str

* Name;
line no,
count, /* virtual number of this kind of (meta)unit
sizeDiml, sizeDim2, /* physical dimension of base type
numSynapseTypes, /* number of adaptrode classes

/* (not counting the output class)
elemCount; /* virtual number of elements in

/* each unit */
aStr
*Coord,
*Overlap;

*Type;
TypeTag;
*TypePtr;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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/* Unit *, or a declaration type
/* (InslotDecls *, NtypeDecls *, or */
/* OutslotDecls *) */

struct UnitStr *rootPtr; /* pointer to highest (meta)unit in */
/* the hierarchy to which this unit */
/* belongs */

struct UnitStr *next;

Unit;

typedef struct CoordSpecStr
{

int dimi;
int dim2;

CoordSpec;

typedef struct DistrSpecStr
{

int type; /* 1 = Normal, 2 = Uniform */
double stDev; /* Standard deviation for normal distribution */

DistrSpec;

typedef struct ConfigurationStr

int Tag; /* 1 = Neuron, 2 = Outslot */
union
I

struct NeuronUnitConfigStr*Neuron;
struct OutslotUnitConfigStr *Outslot;

I
ConfigUnion;
struct ConfigurationStr *next;

Configuration;

typedef struct NeuronUnitConfigStr

struct IdentStr *Neuron;
struct AdaptConfigStr *Adapt;
int line-no;

}

NeuronUnitConfig;

typedef struct OutslotUnitConfigStr

struct IdentStr *Outslot;
struct IdentStr *Source;

I
OutslotUnitConfig;

typedef struct Identstr
I

char *Name;
int line no;
struct CoordSpecStr *Coord;
struct IdentStr *next;

I

Ident;

typedef struct AdaptConfigStr
I

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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int
struct RecvFromSpecStr
struct WiringAsgnStr
struct AdaptConfigStr

I
AdaptConfig;

typedef struct RecvFromSpecStr
{

struct IdentStr
struct ExceptionStr
void

*Sourc
*Excep
*index

*index

*srcRo

* incrc

int srcTyp

numEle

unsigned char notDon

shrunk

singul

struct RecvFromSpecStr *next;
}
RecvFromSpec;

typedef struct WiringAsgnStr

WiringAsgnTag
int
union
{

int
int
int
struct DistrSpecstr
struct GateSpecStr
strict HurdleSpecSt
int

WiringAsgnUnion;
struct WiringAsgnStr

i
Wiringksgn;

e;

Head, /*
/*

Tail, /*
/*

ot, /*
/*

heck; /*
/*
/*
/*

/*
EEs; /*

/*
e, /*

/*
/*
/*
/*

ar; /*

/*

(IndexList *) pointer to head */
(incrementing) part of index list*/
(IndexList *) pointer to tail */
(selected) part of index list */
(HierarchyElem *) pointer to root*/
of heirarchy tree for source */
(IndexList *) pointer to index */
list element of destination neur.*/
that controls incrementing of */
indexHead */
specifies the type of source
(1 = inslot, 2 = neuron) */
number of elements selected by */
receive-from specification
TRUE until receive-from spec. */
identifier list can not be
incremented any more */
set to TRUE if the number of
sources has been reduced because */
of mixed overlapping */
set to TRUE if the (meta)unit */
selected by the receive-from
specification is singular (there */
is only one of them) */

Tag;
line no;

lag;
pattern; /* 1 = 1-1, 2 = 1-M, 3 = M-1, 4 = M-M */
coverage;

*distribution;
*gates;

r *hurdles;
latch;

*next;

typedef struct ExceptionStr

Tag, /* 1 = specified identifier, 2 = self, */
/* 3 = neighbor (neighbor exceptions */
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union

struct IdentStr
int
int

ExceptionUnion;
struct ExceptionStr

}
Exception;

line no;
/* are not implemented) */

*Id;
self;
neighbor;

*next;

typedef struct GateSpecStr
{

int level, val, line-no;
struct GateSpecStr *next;

GateSpec;

typedef struct HurdleSpecStr
(

int level, line no;
struct HurdleSrcStr *Src;
struct HurdleSpecStr *next;

HurdleSpec;

typedef struct HurdleSrcStr
{

HurdleSrcTag
int

Tag;
line no,
hrdlType,

hrdlCount;

/*
/*
/*
/*

union
{

char *neighbor;
struct IdentStr *Recv;

I
HurdleSrcUnion;
void

unsigned char

*hrdlRoot, *
/*

*indexHead, *
/*

*indexTail, *
/*

*mrgHrdlIList, 1*
1*

*incrCheck; 1*
/*
/*

singular, /*
/*
/*

notDone, 1*
/*

incrWithAds; 1*
/*
/*
/*
/*

specifies the hurdle source's type */
(1 = inslot, 2 = neuron) */
number of elements selected as */
hurdle sources */

(HierarchyElem *) pointer to root of
hierarchy tree for the hurdle source
(IndexList *) pointer to head
(incrementing) part of index list
(IndexList *) pointer to tail
(selected) part of index list
(IndexList *) pointer to temporary
merged index list
(IndexList *) pointer to index list
element of destination neur. that
controls incrementing of indexHead
set to TRUE if the selected hurdle
source is singular (i.e., there is
only one of them
TRUE until mrgHrdlIList cannot be
incremented any more
specifies that mrgHrdlIList should
be incremented when the adaptrode
index list is incremented (so that
the adaptrode source and hurdle
source increment together. This can
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/* only happen if the two belong to the */
/* same hierarchy grouping) */

struct HurdleSrcStr *next;

HurdleSrc;

typedef struct AtypeDeclsStr
{

struct LevelDeclStr *Levels;
struct AtypeDeclStr *Atypes;

I

AtypeDecls;

typedef struct InslotDeclsStr

char *Name;
int lineno;
struct InslotDeclsstr *next;

I
InslotDecls;

typedef struct TtypeDeclsStr
{

char *Nam
int lineno;
int setpoint;
int type;
struct TtypeDeclsStr *next;

TtypeDecls;

typedef struct NtypeDeclsstr
I

char *Name;
int lineno;
char *ThreshId;
int numSynapseTypes; /* number of adaptrode classes */

/* for this ntype (not counting */
/* the output adaptrode class) */

struct AdaptDecStr *AdaptList;
struct NtypeDeclsStr *next;

I

NtypeDecls;

typedef struct AdaptDecStr

char *Name;
int line no;
char *AtypeId;
int funct; /* 1 = output, 2 = synapse, 3 = silent, */

/* 4 = virtual, and 5 = activation (silent */
/* virtual) */

double mix; /* -2.0 signifies no mix specified */
struct AdaptDecStr *next;

AdaptDec;

typedef struct tagOutslotDeclRoot
{

int lineno;
double alpha;
struct OutslotDeclsStr *OuDecls;

I
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OutslotDeclRoot;

typedef struct OutslotDeclsStr

char *Name;
int lineno;
struct OutslotDeclsstr *next;

}

OutslotDecls;

typedef struct LevelDeclStr
{

char *Name;
int line no;
struct FloatSpecStr *Alpha, *Delta;
struct LevelDeclStr *next;

}
LevelDecl;

typedef struct FloatSpecStr
{

int Tag; /* 0 = float, 1 = rshift */
union

( 3truct

int rshift val;
int rshift time;
int timeiicr; /* 1 = tick, 2 = frame, 3 = prior */

I
Rshift;
doublefval;

I
FloatSpecUnion;

FloatSpec;

typedef struct AtypeDeclStr
{

char *Name;
int line no,

atypeNum; /* this atype's index number in the config */
/* file list (starting at index 0) */

struct AtypeAsgnStr *AtAsgn;
struct AtypeDeclStr *next;

I

AtypeDecl;

typedef struct AtypeAsgnStr

AtypeAsgnTag Tag;
int lineno;
union
{

int type; /* 1 = excitatory, -1 = inhibitory */
int kappa;
struct
{

int tag; /* specifies whether the decay is to use the */
/* rshift value (tag = 0), or if the decay is to */
/* follow the adaptrode's wO (tag = 1) */

struct FloatSpecStr *decay; /* only used if tag = 0 */
}
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Decay;
int
int
struct

wtmax;
wtequil;

int lvlcnt;
struct LevelItemStr *lvl;

LevelItems;
}
AsgnUnion;
struct AtypeAsgnStr

AtypeAsgn;

*next;

typedef struct LevelItemStr

int lvlno, line-no;
char *item;
struct LevelItemStr *next;

LevelItem;

Function Declarations

Specification *AllocSpecification (char *name, Declarations *d, Creations *cr,
Configuration *cf);

Declarations *AllocDeclarations (AtypeDecls *a, InslotDecls *i, TtypeDecls *t,
NtypeDecls *n, OutslotDeclRoot *o);

Creations *AllocCreations (Unit *i, Unit *n, Unit *o);
Unit *AllocUnit (char *n, CoordSpec *c, char *t, CoordSpec *o);
CoordSpec *AllocCoordSpec (int dl, int d2);
Configuration *AllocConfiguration (int t, void *c);
AtypeDecis *AllocAtypeDecls (LevelDecl *1, AtypeDecl *a);
InslotDecls *AllocInslotDecls (char *n);
TtypeDecls *AllocTtypeDecls (char *n, int s, int t);
NtypeDecls *AllocNtypeDecls (char *n, char *t, AdaptDec *a);
AdaptDec *AllocAdaptDec (char *n, char *at, int f, double mix);
OutslotDecls *AllocOutslotDecls (char *n);
OutslotDeclRoot *AllocOutDecRoot (double alpha, OutslotDecls *0);
LevelDecl *AllocLevelDecl (char *n, FloatSpec *fl, FloatSpec *f2);
FloatSpec *AllocFloatSpec (int t, int r, int rt, int ti, double f) ;
AtypeDecl *AllocAtypeDecl (char *n, AtypeAsgn *a);
AtypeAsgn *AllocAtypeAsgn (AtypeAsgnTag t, int v, void *other);
LevelItem *AllocLevelItem (int 1, char *i);
NeuronUnitConfig *AllocNeuronUnitConfig- (Ident *n, AdaptConfig *a);
OutslotUnitConfig *AllocOutslotUnitConfig (Ident *o, Ident *s);
Ident *AllocIdent (char *n, CoordSpec *c);
AdaptConfig *AllocAdaptConfig (char *i, RecvFromSpec *r, WiringAsgn *w);
RecvFromSpec *AllocRecvFromSpec (Ident *s, Exception *e);
WiringAsgn *AllocWiringAsgn (WiringAsgnTag t, int i, void *ptr);
Exception *AllocException (int t, Ident *ptr);
GateSpec *;alocGateSpec (int 1, int v);
HurdleSpec *AllocHurdleSpec (int 1, HurdleSrc *s);
HurdleSrc *AllocHurdleSrc (HurdleSrcTag t, void *ptr);
DistrSpec *AllocDistrSpec (int t, double s);

LevelDeci
AtypeDecl
AtypeAsgn

*AttachLevel (LevelDeci *11, LevelDecl *12);
*AttachAtype (AtypeDecl *al, AtypeDecl *a2);
*AttachAsgn (AtypeAsgn *al, AtypeAsgn *a2);
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LevelItem *AttachLevelItem (LevelItem *11, LevelItem *12);
InslotDecls *AttachInslot (InslotDecls *il, InslotDecls *i2);
OutslotDecls *AttachOutslot (OutslotDeclz *ol, OutslotDecls *o2);
TtypeDecls *AttachTtype (TtypeDecls *t1, TtypeDecls *t2);
NtypeDecla *AttachNtype (NtypeDecls *nl, NtypeDecls *n2);
AdaptDec *AttachAdapt (AdaptDec *al, AdaptDec *a2);
Unit *AttachUnit (Unit *ul, Unit *u2);

Configuration *AttachConfiguration (Configuration *cl, Configuration *c2);
Ident *AttachIdent (Ident *il, Ident *i2);
AdaptConfig *AttachAdaptConfig (AdaptConfig *al, AdaptConfig *a2) ;
WiringAsgn *AttachWiringAsgn (WiringAsgn *wl, WiringAsgn *w2);
RecvFromSpec *AttachRecvFromSpec (RecvFromSpec *rl, RecvFromSpec *r2);
Exception *AttachException (Exception *el, Exception *e2);
GateSpec *AttachGateSpec (GateSpec *gl, GateSpec *g2) ;
HurdleSpec *AttachHurdleSpec (HurdleSpec *hl, HurdleSpec *h2);
HurdleSrc *AttachHurdleSrc (HurdleSrc *51, HurdleSrc *s2);
void ReportSemanticError (char *s, int 1);

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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I/*
* constr.c

* Module for parse tree construction in NCC compiler.
*

* Programmer
* Version
* Last Rev.
*

: Lonny McMichael
: 1.0
: 07/02/92

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

#include "../ncc/syntax.h"
#include ". ./common23/adaptrod.h"

extern int LineNumber;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns

AllocSpecification
char *name
Declarations *d
Creations *cr
Configuration *cf
none
Specification *

name of
pointer
pointer
pointer

the network specification
to declarations sub-tree
to creations sub-tree
to configuration sub-tree

- the completed ncc parse tree
*

* This function takes the completed subtrees for the three parts of an
* ncc specification (declarations, creations, and configurations), and
* creates the specification parse tree root from them (along with the
* specification name).

*/
Specification *AllocSpecification
(char *name, Declarations *d, Creations *cr, Configuration *cf)
{

Specification *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (Specification)) II !(ret->Name strdup(name)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->lineno = LineNumber;
ret->Decls =d;
ret->Creats = cr;
ret->Config = cf;
return (ret);

}

AllocDeclarations
AtypeDecls *a
InslotsDecls *i
TtypeDecls *t

NtypeDecls *n

OutslotDeclRoot *0

: none
: Declarations *

- pointer to
- pointer to
- pointer to

sub-tree
- pointer to

sub-tree
- pointer to

sub-tree

atype declarations sub-tree
inslot declarations sub-tree
threshold type declarations

neuron type declarations

outslot type declarations

- the completed declarations sub-tree

* This function takes the completed subtrees for the various type
* declarations in the declarations section (atypes, inslots, ttypes,
* ntypes, and outslots) and creates the declarations sub-tree from them.

*/
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Declarations *AllocDeclarations (AtypeDecls *a, InslotDecls *i, TtypeDecls *t,
NtypeDecls *n, OutslotDeclRoot *o)

{
Declarations *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (Declarations)))
MemAllocFailed ();

ret->AtDecls = a;
ret->InDecls = i;
ret->TtDecls = t;
ret->NtDecls = n;
ret->OuDeclRt = o;
return (ret);

}

/*
* Function
* Inputs

*

*

* outputs
* Returns
*

AllocCreations
Unit *i
Unit *n
Unit *o
none
Creations *

- pointer to inslot unit creation sub-tree
- pointer to neuron unit creation sub-tree
- pointer to outslot unit creation sub-tree

- the completed creations sub-tree

This function takes the completed sub-trees for the unit creations

(inslots, neurons, and outslots) and creates the creations sub-tree

from them.
*/
Creations *AllocCreations (Unit *i, Unit *n, Unit *o)

{
Creations * ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (Creations)))
MemAllocFailed (;

ret->InslotUnits = i;
ret->NeuronUnits = n;
ret->OutslotUnits = 0;

return (ret);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

*

AllocUnit
char
CoordSpec *c
char
CoordSpec *o

none
Unit *

*n - the (meta)unit's name
- pointer to (meta)unit's dimension coords

*t- the (meta)unit's base name
- pointer to (meta)unit's overlap dimension

coordinates (may be NULL--that is, no
overlap specified

- a single unit structure created from the
above information

* This function takes the information given in its parameters and

* constructs a unit structure from it. Several additional fields in the

* unit structure are initialized and will be filled in later in the

* program.
*/
Unit *AllocUnit (char *n, CoordSpec *c, char *t, CoordSpec *o)

(
Unit *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(Unit)) | !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed ();
ret->line no = LineNumber;
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ret->count = 1; /* virtual count of this (meta)unit is */

ret->Coord = c; /* initialized to 1 */
ret->Type =t;
ret->Overlap =o;
ret->TypeTag = Undefobj; /* type of this (meta)unit's base is */

/* currently undefined */

ret->elemCount = 1; /* number of (virtual) neurons in each unit */
/* element is initialized to 1 */

ret->numSynapseTypes = -l;/* number of synapse types (adaptrode */
/* classes) is initialized to -1 */

ret->next = NIL(Unit); /* next is initialized to NULL (this is a *1
/* single element */

return (ret);

1*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

AllocCoordSpec
int dl -
int d2 -

none
CoordSpec * -

1st dimension coordinate
2nd dimension coordinate (if only 1st
dimension is given, d2 = -1)

coordinate specification created from dl and
d2

" This function creates a coordinate specification using the two dimensions

* (dl and d2) supplied as parameters.

Coordspec *AllocCoordSpec (int dl, int d2)

{
CoordSpec *ret;

if (!I(ret = smAlloc(CoordSpec)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->diml = dl;
ret->dim2 = d2;
return (ret);

)

AllocConfigurati4
int t

void *c

none
Configuration *

on
- configuration type (1 = neuron,

2 = outslot)
- pointer to either:

(1) neuron unit configuration
(NeuronUnitConf:i*g *), or

(2) outslot unit configuration
(OutslotUnitConfig *)

depending on t's value

- configuration structure created from
parameters

* This function constructs a configuration structure based on the supplied

* parameters.
*/
Configuration *AllocConfiguration (int t, void *c)

{
Configuration *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (Configuration)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->Tag =t;
if (t == 1) /* then c is a neuron unit configuration */
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ret->ConfigUnion.Neuron = (NeuronUnitConfig *) c;

else /* else c is an outslot unit configuration */
ret->ConfigUnion.outslot = (OutslotUnitConfig *) c:;

ret->next = NIL(Configuration); /* next is set to NULL since this is */

return (ret); /* a single structure */

1*
* Function
* Inputs
*

* Outputs
* Returns

*

AllocAtypeDecls
LevelDecl *1 - pointer to level declarations sub-tree
AtypeDeci *a - pointer to simple atype declarations sub-tree
none
AtypeDecls * - the completed (complex) atype declaration

sub-tree
*

* This function constructs the complex atype declaraton sub-tree
* (AtypeDecls *) from the simple atype declarations (AtypeDecl *a) and

* the atype level declarations (LevelDecl *1).
*/
AtypeDecls *AllocAtypeDecls (LevelDecl *1, AtypeDecl *a)

AtypeDecls *ret;

if (t(ret = smAlloc(AtypeDecls)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Levels = 1;
ret->Atypes = a;
return (ret);

)

AllocInslotDecls
char *n
none
InslotDecls *

- name of the inslot type

- a single inslot declaration structure

" This function creates an inslot declarations structure based on the

* name passed in as a parameter.
*/
InslotDecls *AllocInslotDecls (char *n)

InslotDecls *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(InslotDecls)) |I !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed ();
ret->line no = LineNumber;
ret->next~= NIL(InslotDecls); /* next is set to NULL since this is a */

return(ret); /* single structure */

* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

* outputs
* Returns

AllocTtypeDecls
char *n -
int s -
int t -

name of the threshold type
threshold setpoint
threshold type (0 = fixed, I = decreasing,
2 = increasing)

none
TtypeDecls * - a single threshold type declaration

* This function creates a threshold type declarations structure based on

* the paramters.
*/
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TtypeDecls *AllocTtypeDecls (char *n, int s, int t)

TtypeDecls *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(TtypeDecls)) 11 !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))
MemAllocFailed ();

ret->line no = LineNumber;
ret->setpoint =s;
ret->type = t;
ret->next = NIL(TtypeDecls); /* next is set to NULL since this is a */

return (ret); /* single structure */

}

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

AllocNtypeDecls
char *n -
char *t -
AdaptDec *a -
none
NtypeDecls * -

name of neuron type
name of threshold type
pointer to adaptrode declarations sub-tree

a single neuron type declaration

* This function constructs a neuron type declaration using information

* supplied in its parameters.
*/
NtypeDecls *AllocNtypeDecls (char *n, char *t, AdaptDec *a)

NtypeDecls *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(NtypeDecls)) !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed ();
ret->numsynapseTypes = 0; /* number of synapse types (adapt

ret->line no = LineNumber; /* classes) is initialized to 0
if (!(ret->ThreshId = strdup (t)))
MemAllocFailed (;
ret->AdaptList = a;
ret->next = NIL(NtypeDecls) ; /* next is set to NULL since this
return (ret); /* single structure */

rode */
/

sis a *

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

AllocAdaptDec
char *n - name of adaptrode class
char *at - name of atype (may be NULL, because virtual

adaptrodes don't have atypes)
int f - function of the adaptrode class (1 = output,

2 = synapse, 3 = silent, 4 = virtual, and
5 = a-..vation (silent virtual)

double mix - optional real number specifying mix ratio
for overlapped neurons (may be -2.0,
indicating that no mix was specified)

none
AdaptDec * - a single adaptrode class declaration

* This function constructs an adaptrode class declaration from the

* information supplied in its parameters.
*/
AdaptDec *AllocAdaptDec(char *n, char *at, int f, double mix)

AdaptDec *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(AdaptDec)) It !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed ();
ret->line no = LineNumber;
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if (at) /* if an atype was specified */

{
if (!(ret->AtypeId = strdup (at)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
}
else

ret->AtypeId = NIL (char);
ret->funct = f;
ret->mix = mix;
ret->next = NIL(AdaptDec); /* next is set to NULL since this is a

return (ret)f; /* single structure */
I

* Function AllocOutslotDecls
* Inputs char *n - name of the outslot type

* Outputs none
* Returns OutslotDecls * - a single outslot type declaration

* This function creates a single outslot type declaration based on the

* name supplied as a parameter.
*/
OutslotDecls *AllocOutslotDecls (char *n)

OutslotDecls *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(OutslotDecls)) 11 !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->line no = LineNumber;
ret->next~= NIL(OutslotDecls); /* next is set to NULL since this is a

return (ret); /* single structure */

}

*

* Function
* Inputs

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns

*

AllocOutDecRoot
double alpha

OutslotDecls *o
none
OutslotDeclRoot *

* This function creates the full
* outslot alpha and outslot type

- outslot alpha value used for
exponential weighted averaging of the
outputs

- outslot type declarations sub-tree

- completed outslot declarations sub-tree

outslot declarations sub-tree using the
declaration list passed to it as

* parameters.
*/
OutslotDeclRoot *AllocOutDecRoot (double alpha, OutslotDecls *o)

{
OutslotDeclRoot *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(OutslotDeclRoot)))
MemAllocFailed ();

ret->lineno = LineNumber;
ret->alpha = alpha;
ret->OuDecls = o;
return (ret);

1*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

AllocLevelDecl
char *n
FloatSpec *al
FloatSpec *dl

level
level
level

type's name
type 's alpha value
type's delta value
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* Outputs none
* Returns LevelDecl * - a single level type declaration
*

* This function creates a level type declaration based upon its parameters.
*/
LevelDecl *AllocLevelDecl (char *n, FloatSpec *al, FloatSpec *dl)

LevelDecl *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(LevelDecl)) |1I !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed ();
ret->lineno = LineNumber;
ret->Alpha = al;
ret->Delta = dl;
ret->next = NIL(LevelDecl); /* next is set to NULL since this is a */

return (ret); /* single structure */

}

AllocFloatSpec
int t -

int r -
int rt -
int ti -

type of float specification (0 = real number,
1 = rshift specification)
rshift value (only used if t = 1)
rshift time (only used if t = 1)
rshift time interval (1 = every tick,
2 = every frame, 3 = prior)
(only used if t = 1)

ftobl realS num- er-value on -- usea2i1 &' A
* doubl e f - real number value (only used if t =

* Outputs none
* Returns FloatSpec * - float specification

* This function creates a float specification based on the parameters

* passed to it.
*/
FloatSpec *AllocFloatSpec (int t, int r, int rt, int ti, double f)

FloatSpec *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(FloatSpec)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Tag = t;
if (t == 1) /* Then this is an rshift specification */

ret->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift val = r;
ret->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshifttime = rt;
ret->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.time incr = ti;

else /* else this is a real number */
ret->FloatSpecUnion.fval = f;

return (ret);

/*
* Function AllocAtypeDecl
* Inputs char *n - atype's name
* AtypeAsgn *a - atype assignments sub-tree
* Outputs none
* Returns AtypeDecl * - a single atype declaration
*

* This function creates an atype declaration using atype name and

* assignments supplied as parameters.
*/
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AtypeDecl *AllocAtypeDecl (char *n,

AtypeDecl *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (AtypeDecl))
MemAllocFailed ();

ret->lineno = LineNumber;
ret->AtAsgn = a;
ret->next = NIL(AtypeDecl); /*
return (ret); /*

}

Function
Inputs

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns

AllocAtypeAsgn
AtypeAsgnTag t
int val

void *other

none
AtypeAsgn *

AtypeAsgn *a)

I I ! (ret->Name = strdup (n)))

next is set to NULL since this is a

single structure */

- tag specifying type of assignment
- generic variable used for those

assignments requiring integer values (see
switch statement below to see which
assignments use the val parameter)

- generic variable used for those
assignments requiring a pointer to a

structure (see switch statement below to

see which assignments use the other
parameter and how it is interpreted for
each one.

- a single atype asignment

* This function creates an atype assignment based upon the parameters

* passed to it.
*/
AtypeAsgn *AllocAtypeAsgn (AtypeAsgnTag t, int val, void *other)

{
AtypeAsgn *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc (AtypeAsgn)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Tag = t;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
switch (t)
{

case TypeTag:
ret->AsgnUnion.type = val; /* specifies whether the atype is */

/* excitatory (val = 1) or inhibitory */
/* (val = -1 */

break;
case KappaTag:

ret->AsgnUnion.kappa = val; /* specifies the atype's kappa value */

break;
case DecayTag:

ret->AsgnUnion.Decay.tag = val; /* specifies whether the decay */
/* uses the rshift value */
/* (val = 0) or decay is set to */
/* follow the adaptrode's wO */
/* (val = 1) */

ret->AsgnUnion.Decay.decay = (FloatSpec *) other;

/* other will be NULL if decay is set to follow (val = 1) */
break;

case WtMaxTag:
ret->AsgnUnion.wtmax = val; /* specifies the atype's max. weight */

break;
case WtEquilTag:

ret->AsgnUnion.wtequil = val; /* specifies the atype's equil. wt. */
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break;
case LevelTag:

ret->AsgnUnion.LevelItems.lvl_cnt = val; /* val gives
/* of levels
/* atype */

ret->AsgnUnion.LevelItems.lvl = (LevelItem *)other;
/* other is the list of level items for the atype *1
break;

case ErrorTag: /* just included so that some picky compi]
break; /* say I missed a case. This case will ne

ret->next = NIL(AtypeAsgn);
return (ret);

/*
*Function AllocLevelItem
* Inputs : int 1 - level index
* char *i - name of th
* Outputs none
* Returns LevelItem * - a single 1
*

* This function creates a level item usin
* parameters.
*/
LevelItem *AllocLevelItem (int 1, char *i)

{
LevelItem *ret;

the number */
for this */

lers won't */
ever happen */

/* next is set to NULL since this is a */
/* single structure */

ax number
!e level ty

level item

pe to use

ig the information in its

if (!(ret = smAlloc(LevelItem)) II !(ret->item = strdup (i)))
MemAllocFailed ();

ret->line no = LineNumber;
ret->lvl no = 1;
ret->next = NIL(LevelItem); /* next is set to NULL since this is a

return (ret); /* single structure */

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

AllocNeuronUnitConfig
Ident *n - neuron identifier
AdaptConfig *a - adaptrode configuration list
none
NeuronUnitConfig * - neuron unit configuration structure

* This function creates a neuron unit configuration il:em from the

* function parameters.
*/
NeuronUnitConfig *AllocNeuronUnitConfig (Ident *n, AdaptConfig *a)

NeuronUnitConfig *ret;

if (U(ret = smAlloc(NeuronUnitConfig)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Neuron = n;
ret->Adapt = a;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
return (ret);

/*
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* Function AllocOutslotUnitConfig
* Inputs Ident *o - outslot identifier
* Ident *s - source (neuron) identifier

* Outputs none
* Returns OutslotUnitConfig * - outslot unit configuration structure

* This function creates an outslot unit configuration item 
from the

* function parameters.
*/
outslotUnitConfig *AllocoutslotUnitConfig (Ident *o, Ident *s)

OutslotUnitConfig *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(OutslotUnitConfig)))
MemA.llocFailed 0;

ret->Outslot = o;
ret->Source =s;
return(ret);

I

/*
* Function AllocAdaptConfig
* Inputs char *i - adaptrode class name

* RecvFromSpec *r - specifies source(s) for the adaptrode

class
* WiringAsgn *w - wiring assignment list for the config.

* Outputs none
* Returns AdaptConfig * - single adaptrode configuration item

* This function creates an adaptrode configuration item using 
the

* information supplied in the function parameters.

*/
AdaptConfig *AllocAdaptConfig (char *i, RecvFrom5pec *r, WiringAsgn *w)

{
AdaptConfig *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(AdaptConfig)) 11 !(ret->ClassId1= strdup (i)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
ret->lineno - LineNumber;
ret->Recv = r;
ret->Wiring = w;
ret->next = NIL(AdaptConfig); /* next is set to NULL since this is a

return(ret); /* single structure */

/*
* Function AllocIdent
* Inputs char *n - (meta)unit selection name

* CoordSpec *c - coordinate selector (may be NULL if no

* coordinates are specified)

* Outputs none
* Returns Ident * - single identifier element

* This function creates an identifier element using the function

* parameters.

Ident *AllocIdent (char *n, Coordspec *c)

Ident *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(Ident)) 11 !(ret->Name = strdup (n)))

MemAllocFailed (;
ret->lineno = LineNumber;

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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ret->Coord = c;
ret->next = NIL(Ident);
return (ret);

* Function
* Inputs
*

* Outputs
* Returns

AllocRecvFromSpec
Ident *s - source identifier
Exception *e - exception list
none
RecvFromSpec * - a single receive-from specification

* This function creates a receive-from specification using the function
* parameters.
*/
RecvFromSpec *AllocRecvFromSpec (Ident *s, Exception *e)
{

RecvFromSpec *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(RecvFromSpec)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Source = s;
ret->Except = e;
ret->next = NIL(RecvFromSpec); 1*
return(ret); /*

next is set to NULL since this is a
single structure */

AllocWiringAsgn
WiringAsgnTag t
int i

void *ptr

none
WiringAsgn *

- specifies the type of wiring assignment
- generic variable whose meaning depends

upon the type of assignment (see switch
statement below for the various wiring
assignment's use of i)

- generic pointer variable used to point
to various structures for some of the
assignments (see switch statement below
for information on the uses of ptr)

- a single wiring assignment element

* This function creates a wiring assignment based upon the function's

* parameters.
*/
WiringAsgn *AllocWiringAsgn (WiringAsgnTag t, int i, void *ptr)

{
WiringAsgn *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(WiringAsgn)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->Tag = t;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
switch (t)
{

case LagTag:
ret->WiringAsgnUnion.lag =

break;
case PatternTag:

ret->WiringAsgnUnion.pattern =

break;

/* i is the adaptrode's lag value */

i; /* i is the adaptrode's
/* pattern specification
/* (1 = 1-1, 2 = 1-M, 3 =

/* and 4 - M-M) */
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case CoverageTag:
ret->WiringAsgnUnion.coverage = i;
/* i is the adaptrode's coverage */
break;

case DistributionTag:
ret->WiringAsgnUnion.distribution (DistrSpec *) ptr;

/* ptr is the distribution specification */
break;

case GateTag:
ret->WiringAsgnUnion.gates = (GateSpec *) ptr;
/* ptr is a list of gates */
break;

case HurdleTag:
ret->WiringAsgnUnion.hurdles = (HurdleSpec *) ptr;

/* ptr is a list of hurdles */

break;
case LatchTag:

ret->WiringAsgnUnion.latch = i;
/* i is the adaptrode's latch value */
break;

ret->next = NIL(WiringAsgn)
return (ret);

Function
Inputs

AllocDistrSpe
int t

double s

* Outputs
* Returns

/* next is set to NULL since
/* single structure */

this is a */

c
- type of distribution (1 = normal (gaussian),

2 = uniform)
- standard deviation (used for normal distr.,

0.0 otherwise)
none
DistrSpec * - distribution specification

* This function creates a distribution specification using the function's

* parameters.
*/
DistrSpec *AllocDistrSpec (int t, double s)

DistrSpec *ret;

if (! (ret = smAlloc (DistrSpec)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->type t;
ret->stDev = s; /* only used for normal distribution */

return ret;
I

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

* outputs
* Returns

AllocException
int t - type of exception (1 = specified identifier,

2 = self, 3 = neighbor)
Ident *i - identifier (only used for t=1, otherwise,

i = NULL
none
Exception * - a single exception element

*

*/

This function constructs an exception based on information supplied 
in

the parameters.

Exception *AllocException (int t, Ident *i)

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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{
Exception *ret;

if (! (ret = smAlloc (Exception)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->Tag = t;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
switch (t)

{
case 1:

ret->ExceptionUnion.Id =i;
break;

case 2:
case 3:

break;
}
ret->next = NIL(Exception); /*
return (ret);

)

/*
* Function : AllocGateSpec
* Inputs : int 1 - level
* int v - value

* Outputs : none
* Returns : GateSpec * - a sins

* This function constructs a gate spe
* parameters.
*/
GateSpec *AllocGateSpec (int 1, int v)

GateSpec *ret;

if ((ret = smAlloc(GateSpec)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->level = 1;
ret->val = v;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
ret->next~= NIL(GateSpec); /*
return(ret); /*

/* i is the specified identifier */

next is set to NULL since this is a
single structure */

index number for gate
of gate

gle gate specification element

cification based upon the function's

next is set to NULL since this is a
single structure */

/*
* Function : AllocHurdleSpec
* Inputs int 1 - level index number for hurdle
* HurdleSrc *s - hurdle source list

* Outputs : none
* Returns HurdleSpec * - a single hurdle specification element
*

* This function constructs a hurdle specification based upon the

* function's parameters.
*/
HurdleSpec *AllocHurdleSpec (int 1, HurdleSrc *s)
{

HurdleSpec *ret;

if (!(ret = smAlloc(HurdleSpec)))
MemAllocFailed );

ret->level = 1;
ret->lineno = LineNumber;
ret->Src = s;
ret->next = NIL(HurdleSpec); /* next is set to NULL since it is a */
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return (ret); /* single structure */

/*
* Function AllocHurdleSrc
* Inputs HurdleSrcTag t - specifies type of hurdle source

* void *ptr - generic pointer variable using in some of

* the hurdle source cases (see switch
* statement below for which hurdle source

* types use ptr and how they use it)

* Outputs none
* Returns HurdleSrc * - a single hurdle source specification

* This function constructs a hurdle source specification based upon the

* function's parameters.
*/
HurdleSrc *AllocHurdleSrc (HurdleSrcTag t, void *ptr)

(
HurdleSrc *ret;

if (!(ret - smAlloc(HurdleSrc)))
MemAllocFailed 0;

ret->Tag = t;
ret->line no = LineNumber;
switch (t)

{
case NeighborTag:

if (!(ret->HurdleSrcUnion.neighbor = strdup ((char *)ptr)))

MemAllocFailed (;

/* ptr contains the name of the adaptrode class to be used */
break;

case SelfTag:
case OutputTag:

break;
case RecvTag:

ret->HurdleSrcUnion.Recv = (Ident *)ptr;

/* ptr is an identifier specifying the hurdle source neuron(s) */
break;

}
ret->next = NIL(HurdleSrc); /* next is set to NULL since this is a */

return (ret); /* single structure */

)

/*.
* Functions Attachxxx
* Inputs *paraml, *param2
* Outputs param2->next now points to parami

* Returns param2
*

* These functions all take two pointers to list structures (i.e.,

* structures that have a 'next' field) and attach param2 to the head of

* parami (param2 is assumed to be a single element). The new list, with

* param2 as the head, is returned.

*/

LevelDecl *AttachLevel (LevelDecl *11, LevelDecl *12)

12->next = 11;
return (12);

AtypeDecl *AttachAtype (AtypeDecl *al, AtypeDecl *a2)

{
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a2->next = al;
return (a2);

}

AtypeAsgn *AttachAsgn (AtypeAsgn *al, AtypeAsgn *a2)

a2->next = al;
return (a2);

LevelItem *AttachLevelItem (LevelItem *11, LevelItem *12)

12->next = 11;
return (12);

InslotDecls *AttachInslot (InslotDecls *il, InslotDecls *i2)
{

i2->next = il;
return (i2);

}

OutslotDecls *AttachOutslot (OutslotDecls *ol, OutslotDecls *o2)
(

o2->next = ol;
return (o2);

TtypeDecls *AttachTtype (TtypeDecls *tl, TtypeDecls *t2)

t2->next = ti;
return (t2);

NtypeDecls *AttachNtype (NtypeDecls *nl, NtypeDecls *n2)
(

n2->next = ni;
return (n2);

}

AdaptDec *AttachAdapt (AdaptDec *al, AdaptDec *a2)
{

a2->next = al;
return (a2);

Unit *AttachUnit (Unit *ul, Unit *u2)

u2->next = ul;
return (u2);

I

Configuration *AttachConfiguration (Configuration *cl, Configuration *c2)

c2->next = ci;
return (c2);

I

AdaptConfig *AttachAdaptConfig (AdaptConfig *al, AdaptConfig *a2)

a2->next = al;
return(a2);

)
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Ident *AttachIdent (Ident *il, Ident *i2)

i2->next = il;
return (i2);

}

WiringAsgn *AttachWiringAsgn (WiringAsgn *wl, WiringAsgn *w2)

{
w2->next = wl;
return (w2);

I

RecvFromSpec *AttachRecvFromSpec (RecvFromSpec *rl, RecvFromSpec *r2)
(

r2->next = ri;
return (r2);

Exception *AttachException (Exception *el, Exception *e2)

e2->next = el;
return (e2);

GateSpec *AttachGateSpec (GateSpec *gl, GateSpec *g2)

g2->next = gl;
return (g2);

I

HurdleSpec *AttachHurdleSpec (HurdleSpec *hl, HurdleSpec *h2)
{

h2->next = hi;
return (h2);

I

HurdleSrc *AttachHurdleSrc (HurdleSrc *hl, HurdleSrc *h2)

{
h2->next = hi;
return (h2);

I
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/ *
* symtab.h
*
* Symbol table data structures and function prototypes for NCC compiler

Programmer
Version
Last Rev.

: Lonny McMichael
: 1.0
: 07/03/92

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992.
*/

All rights reserved.

typedef struct SymTabStr
{

char *symbol;
union

LevelDecl
AtypeDecl
InslotDecls
TtypeDecls
NtypeDecls
AdaptDec
OutslotDecls
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Specification

}
SymTabUnion;
unsigned char
struct SymTabStr

*level;
*atype;
*inslot;
*ttype;
*ntype;
*adapt;
*outslot;
*inslotunit;
*neuron unit;
*outslot unit;
*metainslot_unit;
*metaneuronunit;
*metaoutslot_unit;
*spec;

used;
*next;

}

SymTab;

extern SymTab *Rootf14]; /* Symbol table, an array of pointers to symbol */

/* lists for each type of symbol */

void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

ConstructSymTab (void);
InstallLevels (LevelDecl *1);
InstallAtypes (AtypeDecl *a);
InstallIntypes(InslotDecls *i);
InstallTtypes (TtypeDecls *t);
InstallNtypes (NtypeDecls *n);
InstallOuttypes (OutslotDecls *o);
InstallInslots (Unit *i);
InstallNeurons (Unit *n);
Installoutslots (Unit *o);

SymTab *FindSymbol(char *s, ObjTypeTag t);
SymTab *AddSymbol(char *s, ObjTypeTag t, void *ptr);
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1*
* symtab.c

*
* Symbol Table package for NCC compiler
*

* Programmer
* Version
* Last Rev.

Lonny McMichael
1.0
07/03/92

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

#include "../common23/adaptrod.h"
#include "../ncc/syntax.h"
#include " ./ncc/symtab.h"
#include <assert.h>

SymTab *Root[14]; /* Symbol table, an array of pointers to symbol lists */
/* for each type of symbol */

extern Specification *apt;
extern char errString[];

/*
* Function
* Inputs
* Outputs
*

*

/* pointer to abstract parse tree */
/* used to print error messages */

InitSymTab
none
the symbol table array, Root[], with all elements
initialized to NULL (all symbol lists empty)

* This function initializes the symbol table so that all symbol lists are
* empty (NULL).

*/
void InitSymTab(void)

int i = 0;

for (; i < 13; Root[i++] = NIL (SymTab));

/*
* Function
* Inputs
* Outputs
*

ConstructSymTab
none
The filled in symbol table, Root[]

* This function fills in the symbol table by placing all the symbols
* used in the ncc specification into their respective symbol lists.

void ConstructSymTab (void)

Declarations *aptDecls;
Creations *aptCreats;

InitSymTab 0;
fprintf (stdout, "\nSpecification: %s\n", apt->Name);
aptDecls = apt->Decls;
aptCreats = apt->Creats;
InstallLevels (aptDecls->AtDecls->Levels);
InstallAtypes (aptDecls->AtDecls->Atypes);
InstallIntypes (aptDecls->InDecls);
InstallTtypes (aptDecls->TtDecls);
InstallNtypes (aptDecls->NtDecls);
Installouttypes (aptDecls->OuDeclRt->OuDecls);
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InstallInslots (aptCreats->InslotUnits);
InstallNeurons (aptCreats->NeuronUnits);
InstallOutslots (aptCreats->OutslotUnits);

/*
* Functions Installxxxx
* Inputs list of declarations or creations containing symbols to

* be placed in the symbol list for that symbol type

* Outputs the symbol list for the appropriate symbol type is filled

* with all symbols of that type
*

* These functions each fill in one of the symbol lists in the symbol table

* list array Root[] by placing all symbols of that type into the list.

*/

void InstallLevels (LevelDecl *1)

{
if (!l)

return;
InstallLevels (1->next);

if (!(AddSymbol (1->Name, LevelDefObj, (void *) 1)))

sprintf (errString, "Level object \"%s\" multiply defined", 1->Name);
ReportsemanticError (errString, 1->lineno);

}
}

void InstallAtypes (AtypeDecl *a)

{
if (!a)

return;
InstallAtypes (a->next);
if (!(AddSymbol (a->Name, AtypeDefObj, (void *) a)))

{
sprintf (errString, "Atype object \"%s\" multiply defined", a->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, a->lineno);

}

void InstallIntypes (InslotDecls *i)

{
if (!i)

return;
InstallIntypes (i->next);
if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, InslotDefObj, (void *) i)))

{

sprintf (errString, "Inslot object \"%s\" multiply defined", i->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

I

void InstallTtypes (TtypeDecls *t)

if (!t)
return;

InstallTtypes (t->next);
if (!(AddSymbol (t->Name, TtypeDefObj, (void *) t)))

sprintf (errString, "Ttype object \"%s\" multiply defined", t->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, t->lineno);

I
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}

void InstallNtypes (NtypeDecls *i)

{
if (!i)

return;
InstallNtypes (i->next);
if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, NtypeDefObj, (void *) i)))

sprintf (errString, "Ntype object \"%s\" multiply defined", i->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

}

void Installouttypes (OutslotDecls *i)

if (!i)
return;

InstallOuttypes (i->next);
if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, OutslotDefObj, (void *) i)))

(
sprintf (errString, "Outslot object \"%s\" multiply defined", i->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

void InstallInslots (Unit *i)

if (!i)
return;

InstallInslots (i->next);

if (FindSymbol (i->Type, InslotDefObj))/* Then this is an inslot unit */

if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, InslotUnitObj, (void *) i)))

(
sprintf (errString, "Inslot Unit \"%s\" multiply defined", i->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

}
}
else /* else this is an inslot meta-unit */

if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, MetaInslotUnitObj, (void *) i)))

(
sprintf (errstring, "Inslot meta-unit \"%s\" multiply defined",

i->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

void InstallNeurons (Unit *i)

{
if (!i)

return;
InstallNeurons(i->next);
if (FindSymbol (i->Type, NtypeDefObj)) /* Then this is a neuron unit */

if (!(Addsymbol (i->Name, NeuronUnitObj, (void *) i)))

sprintf (errstring, "Neuron unit \"%s\" multiply defined", i->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, i->line no);

}
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else /* else this is a neuron meta-unit */

{
if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, MetaNeuronUnitObj, (void *) i)))

{
sprintf (errString, "Neuron meta-unit \"%s\" multiply defined",

i->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, i->line no);

}
}

void InstallOutslots(Unit *i)

if (!i)
return;

InstallOutslots (i->next);

if (FindSymbol (i->Type, OutslotDefObj)) /* Then this is an outslot unit */

if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, OutslotUnitObj, (void *) i)))

{
sprintf (errString, "Outslot unit \"%s\" multiply defined",

i->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

}
)
else /* else this is an outslot meta-unit */

if (!(AddSymbol (i->Name, MetaOutslotUnitObj, (void *) i)))

(
sprintf (errString, "Outslot meta-unit \"%s\" multiply defined",

i->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, i->lineno);

}

/*
* Function FindSymbol
* Inputs char *sym - name of the symbol we're looking for

* ObjTypeTag t - type of symbol it is

* Outputs none

* Returns SymTab * - pointer to the symbol table entry for the

* symbol if found, NULL otherwise

* This function looks up the symbol sym in the symbol list specified by

* t, and returns the symbol table entry if found.

*/
SymTab *FindSymbol (char *sym, ObjTypeTag t)

{
SymTab *s;

for (s = Root[t]; ((s) && (strcmp (sym, s->symbol))); s = s->next);

return s;

)

/*
* Function AddSymbol
* Inputs char *sym - name of the symbol to add to the symbol list

* ObjTypeTag t - type of symbol it is

void *ptr - pointer to the symbol's declaration or

* creation structure

* Outputs none

* Returns SymTab * - pointer to the newly created symbol table
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* element, or NULL if the symbol was already
* in the list
*

* This function attempts to add a new symbol, sym, into the symbol table

* list specified by t. If the symbol is already in the list, NULL is
* returned. Otherwise, the newly created symbol table entry is returned.

*/
SymTab *AddSymbol (char *sym, ObjTypeTag t, void *ptr)

SymTab *new;

if (FindSymbol (sym, t)) /* Then this symbol is already in the list */
return (NIL (SymTab));

else /* otherwise, we insert the symbol */

if (!(new - smAlloc(SymTab)) 11 !(new->symbol = strdup (sym)))
MemAllocFailed (;

new->used FALSE;
switch (t)

case LevelDefObj
new->SymTabUnion.level = (LevelDecl *) ptr;
break;

case AtypeDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.atype = (AtypeDecl *) ptr;
break;

case InslotDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.inslot = (InslotDecls *) ptr;
break;

case TtypeDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.ttype - (TtypeDecls *) ptr;
break;

case NtypeDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.ntype = (NtypeDecls *) ptr;
break;

case AdaptDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.adapt = (AdaptDec *) ptr;
break;

case OutslotDefObj:
new->SymTabUnion.outslot = (OutslotDecls *) ptr;
break;

case InslotUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.inslot_unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case NeuronUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.neuron unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case OutslotUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.outslot_unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case MetaInslotUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.metainslot_unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case MetaNeuronUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.metaneuron unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case MetaOutslotUnitObj:
new->SymTabUnion.metaOutslOt unit = (Unit *) ptr;
break;

case NetworkObj:
new->SymTabUnion.spec = (Specification *) ptr;
break;

default :
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assert (FALSE);

/* Now insert newly created symbol table item at front of list */

new->next = Root[t];
Root[t] - new;
return new;

}
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I/*
* semantic.h
*
* Semantic checking for NCC compiler - header file

*

* Programmer
* Version
* Last Rev.

Lonny McMichael
1.0
07/06/92

Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.

*/

#define MAXRSHIFT 8
#define MAX KAPPA 3
#define MAXCONVRSHIFT

/* Maximum RSHIFT value */
/* Maximum Kappa value */

5 /* Maximum RSHIFT value that a RSHIFT */
/* specification can have after being converted
/* from a floating point number (this is to

/* keep the error from being too great because
/* of too long a time between potentiation and

/* decay calculations. */

typedef struct tagAdDeclElem
{

char
unsigned char
struct tagAdDeclElem

}
AdDeclElem;

*Name;
used;
*next;

/* Function Prototype */
void ReportSemanticError (char *s, int 1);
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1*
* semantic.c
*

* Semantic checking for NCC compiler
*

* Programmers : Lonny McMichael
* Version : 1.0
* Last Rev. : 07/06/92
*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.

*/

#include "../common23/adaptrod.h"
#include "../ncc/syntax.h"
#include "../ncc/symtab.h"
#include "../ncc/semantic.h"

/* Function Prototypes */
void CheckLevels (LevelDecl *3);
int CheckFloatSpec (FloatSpec *f, int 1);
int CheckAtypes (AtypeDecl *a);
void CheckNtypes (NtypeDecls *ntDec);
int CheckAdaptDecls (AdaptDec *adDec, int *numSynapseTypes);

void CheckUnits (Unit *u, int unitCategory);
void CheckConfig (Configuration *cfg);
void CheckNeuronConfig (NeuronUnitConfig *neurCfg);

void CheckOutslotConfig (outslotUnitConfig *outCfg);
int VerifyCmpndIdent (Ident *id, int type, void **selType, int *count,

ObjTypeTag *TypeTag);

int CheckCmpndIdent (Ident *id, int type, void **selType, int *count,
ObjTypeTag *TypeTag);

void CheckAdaptConfig (AdaptConfig *ac, AdDeclElem *adList,
NtypeDecls *baseNtype, int neurUnitCnt);

void UpdateUnitCount (Unit *u);

void CheckRecvFromSpec (RecvFromSpec *r, int neurUnitCnt);
void CheckExceptions (Exception *e, void *srcBaseType, ObjTypeTag srcTypeTag);
void CheckWiring (WiringAsgn *w, unsigned char wiringGiven(], int numLevels,

AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt);

void CheckGateSpec (GateSpec *g, int numLevels, unsigned char specFound[]);

void CheckHurdleSpec (HurdleSpec *h, int numLevels, unsigned char specFound[],
AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt);

void CheckHurdleSrc (HurdleSrc *hs, AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt);

/* External and Global Variables */
extern Specification *apt;
extern int SemanticErrors;
char errString(80];

/*
* Function SemanticCheck
* Inputs none
* Outputs none
* Returns none
*

* This function calls the various functions needed to check the semantic

* correctness of the different parts of the abstract parse tree (apt).

*/
void SemanticCheck (void)

CheckLevels (apt->Decls->AtDecls->Levels);
atypes = CheckAtypes (apt->Decls->AtDecls->Atype);
CheckNtypes (apt->Decls->NtDecls);
if (((outsltalpha = apt->Decls->OuDeclRt->alpha) < 0.0) 11
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(outslt_alpha > 1.0))
ReportSemanticError ("Outslot alpha must be between 0 and 1",

apt->Decls->OuDeclRt->lineno);
CheckUnits (apt->Creats->InslotUnits, 1); /* bit 0 -> inslots */
CheckUnits (apt->Creats->NeuronUnits, 2); /* bit 1 -> neurons */
CheckUnits (apt->Creats->OutslotUnits, 4); /* bit 2 -> outslots */
CheckConfig (apt->Config);

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

CheckLevels
LevelDeci *1 - level declaration sub-tree
none
none

* This function recursively checks all of the level declarations, calling
* CheckFloatSpec twice, once for the alpha spec. and once for the delta
* spec.
*/
void CheckLevels (LevelDecl *1)
{

if (!1)
return;

CheckLevels (1->next);
(void) CheckFloatSpec (1->Alpha, 1->lineno);
(void) CheckFloatSpec (1->Delta, 1->line no);

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

CheckAtypes
AtypeDecl *a - atype declarations sub-tree
none
int - number of atypes processed so far

* This function recursively checks all of the atype declarations, and
* keeps a total of the number of atypes processed so far, so that when
* CheckAtypes is called on the full atype declaration sub-tree, the
* result returned is the number of atypes in the network.
*/
int CheckAtypes (AtypeDeci *a)
{

AtypeAsgn
LevelItem
int
unsigned char
FloatSpec
SymTab

*asgn;
*li;
1, numLevels, ret;
levelDefined[MAXLEVELS];

*lvlsym;

if (!a)
return 0;

ret = CheckAtypes (a->next);
asgn = a->AtAsgn;
while (asgn != NIL(AtypeAsgn))
{

switch (asgn->Tag)
{

case TypeTag:
/* nothing to check */
break;

case KappaTag:
if ((asgn->AsgnUnion.kappa < 1) II

(asgn->AsgnUnion.kappa > MAXKAPPA))
ReportSemanticError ("Kappa value out of bounds",
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asgn->lineno);
break;

case DecayTag:
if (asgn->AsgnUnion.Decay.tag == 0)
/* use RSHIFT value for decay */

f = asgn->AsgnUnion.Decay.decay;
if (!(CheckFloatSpec (f, asgn->line no)))
/* if no errors in float specification */
{

if (f->Tag == 0) /* float */

if (f->FloatSpecUnion. Rshift.rshifttime 1= 1)
ReportSemanticError (

"Specified decay constant is too small",
asgn->lineno);

{

}
else

if ((f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift-time != 1) I1
(f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift. timeincr != 1))

ReportSemanticError (
"Decay must take place each tick",
asgn->lineno);

I
}

break;
case WtMaxTag:

if (asgn->AsgnUnion.wtmax < 0)
ReportSemanticError ("Wt. Max must be a nonnegative value",
asgn->line no);

break;
case WtEquilTag:

if (asgn->AsgnUnion.wtequil < 0)
ReportSemanticError ("Wt. Equil. must be a nonnegative value",
asgn->line no);

break;
case LevelTag:

numLevels = asgn->AsgnUnion.LevelItems.lvlcnt;
li = asgn->AsgnUnion.LevelItems.lvl;
if (numLevels > MAXLEVELS)
{

sprintf (errString, "Number of levels exceeds maximum of %d",
MAXLEVELS);

ReportSemanticError (errString, li->lineno);
numLevels = MAXLEVELS;

for (1 = 0; 1 < numLevels; levelDefined[l++] = FALSE);
1 = 0;
while (li 1= NIL(LevelItem))

1++;
if (.(lvlSym = FindSymbol (li->item, LevelDefObj)))

sprintf (errString, "Level \"%s\" not defined, used in",
li->item);
ReportSemanticError (errString, li->lineno);

I
if ((li->lvl no >= numLevels) II (li->lvlno < 0))

ReportSemanticError ("Invalid level number", li->lineno);
I
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else
{

if (levelDefined[li->lvl_no])

sprintf (errString,"Multiple assignments for level %d",
li->lvl no);

ReportSemanticError (errString, li->lineno);
}
else

levelDefined[li->lvl no) = TRUE;
if (li->lvlno == 0) /* if this is for level 0 */

f = lvlSym->SymTabUnion.level->Alpha;
if (f->Tag == 0) /* float */
{
if (f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift time != 1)
ReportSemanticError (
"Specified alpha constant is too small for level 0",
asgn->lineno);

}
else

(
if ((f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift_time > 1) 11

(f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.time incr != 1))
ReportSemanticError (

"Alpha increase at level 0 must be computed
"every tick",
li->lineno);

}
f = lvlSym->SymTabUnion.level->Delta;
if ((f->Tag) &&

(f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.timeincr == 3))
ReportSemanticError (

"\"Prior\" level updating cannot be used for "
"level 0",
li->lineno);

li = li->next;
}
if (numLevels != 1)

sprintf (errString,
"Level numbers not matched for atype \"%s\"", a->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, asgn->lineno);

}
break;

case ErrorTag:
break;

}
asgn = asgn->next;

}
return (ret + 1);

/*
* Function CheckFloatSpec
* Inputs FloatSpec *f - float specification
*int 1 - line number (for error reporting)
* Outputs none
* Returns int - error flag (TRUE if error, FALSE otherwise)
*

* This function checks a float specification for semantic errors. If
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* f->tag is 1 (RSHIFT), then bounds checking is done on the rshift value
* and rshift time elements of the structure. If f->tag = 0 (real number),
* bounds checking is first done on the real number. Then the real number
* is converted to a rshift value/rshift time pair (with the time interval
* being every tick). Note that after a floating point specification has
* been checked by CheckFloatSpec, the FloatSpecUnion structure always
* contains rshift information, regardless of what the tag indicates as
* the original contents.
*/
int CheckFloatSpec(FloatSpec *f, int 1)

double floatnum, temp;
int errFlag = FALSE;

if (f->Tag == 1) /* RSHIFT values are specified */

if (f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshiftval < 0 II
f->FloatSpecUnion. Rshift. rshif t_val > MAXRSHIFT)

ReportSemanticError("Rshift value out of bounds", 1);
errFlag = TRUE;

if (f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift time < 1)

ReportSemanticError("Rshift time must be positive", 1);
errFlag = TRUE;

else /* else the a real number has been specified */

floatnum = f->FloatSpecUnion.fval;
if ((floatnum < 0.0) 11 (floatnum > 1.0))

ReportSemanticError ("Float value out of bounds", 1);
errFlag = TRUE;

else /* convert floating point value to rshift specs */

/* compute value for rshiftval that would make lg(rshift time) = 0
(and, thus, rshift_time = 1)

*/
temp = -log (floatnum) / log (2.0);
if ((int) (temp + 0.5) <= MAXCONVRSHIFT) /* if rshiftvalue is */
{ /* not too large

f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshiftval = (int) (temp + 0.5);
f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshifttime = 1;

}
else /* else compute what time interval is required so that the */

/* rshift value does not exceed the maximum allowed */
f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshiftval = MAXCONV_RSHIFT;
f->FloatSpecUnion. Rshift . rshift time =

(int) (pow (2.0, (temp - 5.0)) + 0.5);
)
f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.timeincr = 1;
/* time increment is always every tick for converted real number

values.
*/

}

return errFlag;

/*
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* Function CheckNtypes
* Inputs NtypeDecls *ntDec - ntype declarations sub-tree
* Outputs the ntype declaration's numsynapseTypes field is filled in
* with the number of adaptrode classes declared (not counting
* the output adaptrode.
* Returns none

*

* This function recursively checks all of the ntype declarations. For
* each ntype, the threshold type is checked to see if it is defined, and

* the adaptrode declarations are checked by calling CheckAdaptDecls.
* Also, the ntype declaration is checked to see that exactly one output
* adaptrode has been specified.

void CheckNtypes (NtypeDecls *ntDec)
{

int numOutAds;

if (!ntDec)
return;

CheckNtypes (ntDec->next);
if (!FindSymbol (ntDec->ThreshId, TtypeDefObj))

sprintf (errString, "TType \"%s\" not defined, used in",
ntDec->ThreshId);
ReportSemanticError (errString, ntDec->lineno);

I
if ((numOutAds = CheckAdaptDecls (ntDec->AdaptList,

&(ntDec->numSynapseTypes))) > 1)
{

sprintf (errString,
"Multiple output adaptrodes specified for ntype \"%s\"", ntDec->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, ntDec->lineno);

}
else if (!numOutAds)

sprintf (errString, "No output adaptrode specified for ntype \"%s\"",
ntDec->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, ntDec->lineno);

/*
* Function : CheckAdaptDecls
* Inputs : AdaptDec *adDec - adaptrode declaration sub-tree
* Outputs : int *numSynapseTypes - pointer to an integer which keeps
* count of the number of synapse

types (adaptrode classes) declared
* (not counting the output adaptrode)
* Returns int - number of output adaptrodes
* declared

* This function recursively checks all of the adaptrode class declarations
* in the adDec sub-tree. It keeps a total of the number of output
* adaptrode classes declared and a total of the number of synapse types
* declared (all other adaptrode classes).
*/
int CheckAdaptDecls (AdaptDec *adDec, int *numSynapseTypes)

{
int numOutAds;

if (!adDec)
return 0;

numOutAds = CheckAdaptDecls (adDec->next, numSynapseTypes);
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if (adDec->funct == 1) /* output adaptrode class */

numOutAds++; /* increment output adaptrode declaration counter */
if (adDec->mix != -2.0) /* a mix constant has been specified */

{
fprintf (stderr,
"Warning: \"mix\" constant is meaningless for output adaptrodes,");
fprintf (stderr, " Line %d\n", adDec->line no);
adDec->mix = -2.0;

I
if (!(adDec->AtypeId))
{

/* no atype was specified */

sprintf (errString,
"No atype specified for adaptrode class \"%s\"", adDec->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, adDec->lineno);
}

else /* any other adaptrode class */
{

(*numSynapseTypes) ++;
if (adDec->mix != -2.0)
{

/* increment synapse types counter */
/* Then a mix constant was specified */

if ((adDec->mix < -1.0) 11 (adDec->mix > 1.0))
ReportSemanticError ("Mix constant must be between -1.0 and 1.0",

adDec->lineno);
}
if (!(adDec->AtypeId)) /* no atype was specified */

{
if (adDec->funct < 4) /*~ function is synapse or silent */

sprintf (errString,
"No atype specified for adaptrode class \"%s\""
adDec->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, adDec->lineno);

{

)
else if (adDec->funct >= 4) /* function is virtual or activation */

ReportSemanticError (
"No atype may be specified for a virtual adaptrode",
adDec->line no);

else if (!FindSymbol (adDec->AtypeId, AtypeDefobj))
{

sprintf (errString, "AType \"%s\" not defined, used in",
adDec->AtypeId);
ReportSemanticError (errString, adDec->lineno);

return numOutAds;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

* Outputs
*R
*

*

* Returns

CheckUnits
Unit *u - unit creation sub-tree
int unitCategory - unit category (1 = inslot units,

2 = neuron units, 4 = outslot units)
the unit's base type and the type of that base are placed
into u->TypePtr and u->TypeTag respectively. Also, the
unit and element counts are updated for this unit and
all unit types below it in the derivation hiearchy.
none

* This function recursively checks all of the unit creations in the
* sub-tree, u. The unit's base is checked to make sure it has been
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* declared, and the unit's dimensions and overlap (if specified) are
* checked. Finally, the unit and element counts are updated for the
* current unit, and all units below it in the hierarchy.
*/
void CheckUnits (Unit *u, int unitCategory)

ObjTypeTag s[3]; /* search type list */
int i, size;
CoordSpec *c, *o, *typeDims;
SymTab *unitType;

if (!u)
return;

CheckUnits (u->next, unitCategory);
switch (unitCategory)

case 1 /* inslot unit */
s[0] = InslotDefObj;
s[l] = InslotUnitObj;
s[2] = MetaInslotUnitObj;
break;

case 2 /* neuron unit */
s[0] NtypeDefobj;
s[1] = NeuronUnitobj;
s[2] = MetaNeuronUnitObj;
break;

case 4 /* outslot unit */
s[0] - OutslotDefObj;
s[1] = OutslotUnitobj;
s[2] = MetaOutslotUnitObj;

for (i = 0; ((i < 3) && (!(unitType = FindSymbol (u->Type, s[i])))); i++);
if (i == 3) /* then the unit's base has not been defined */
{

u->TypePtr = NULL;
sprintf (errString, "\"%s\" undefined in creation of unit \"%s\"",

u->Type, u->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, u->lineno);

}
else

u->TypeTag = s[i];
if (i != 0) /* then the unit's base is a unit or meta-unit *1

u->TypePtr = unitType->SymTabUnion.inslot unit;
else /* else the unit's base is type declaration */

switch (unitCategory)
{

case 1 /* base is an inslot type */
u->TypePtr = unitType->SymTabUnion.inslot;
break;

case 2 : /* base is an ntype */
u->TypePtr = unitType->SymTabUnion.ntype;
break;

case 4 : /* base is an outslot type */
u->TypePtr = unitType->SymTabUnion.outslot;
break;

}

/* Check unit dimensions */
c = u->Coord;
if ((c->diml < 1) 11 (c->dim2 < -1) 11 (c->dim2 == 0))

sprintf (errString, "Invalid dimension for unit \"%s\"", u->Name);
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ReportSemanticError (errString, u->lineno);
c->diml = c->dim2 = -2; /* a dimension of -2 is an error flag */
size = -1;

else
{

if (c->dim2 == -1)
size = c->diml;

else
size = c->diml * c->dim2;

}
if ((o = u->Overlap) != NIL (CoordSpec)) /* if overlap spec. is given */

{
*errString = 0;
if (i == 0)

sprintf (errstring, "Overlap cannot be specified for simple units");
else
{

typeDims = unitType->SymTabUnion.inslotunit->Coord;
/* if only one dimension is specified for overlap, but the base type

is two-dimensional, make the overlap be the same in both
dimensions.

if ((o->dim2 == -1) && (c->dim2 != -1))
o->dim2 = o->diml;

if ((o->diml < 0) 11 (o->dim2 < -1) 11 ((typeDims->dim2 =- -1) &&
(o->dim2 > 0)))

sprintf (errString, "Invalid overlap for unit \"%s\"", u->Name)1;
else if ((o->diml >= typeDims->diml) I 1

((typeDims->dim2 != -1) && (o->dim2 >= typeDims->dim2)))
sprintf (errString, "Overlap too large for unit \"%s\"",

u->Name);
}
if (*errString)
{

ReportSemanticError (errString, u->lineno);
o->diml = o->dim2 = -2;
return;

}

if ((unitType) && (i != 0) && (size != -1))
UpdateUnitCount (u);

I

/*
* Function : UpdateUnitCount
* Inputs : Unit *u - unit to update counts for
* Outputs : u->elemcount is computed, and the count fields for all units
* lower down in the derivation hierarchy are updated.
* Returns : none
*

* This function computes the number of virtual neurons in each element of
* the unit u and places this number into elemCount. It then steps down
* the unit derivation tree, updating each element with its new (virtual)
* count.
*/
void UpdateUnitCount (Unit *u)

int size, cSize, elemCount = -1;
Unit *curUnit;
ObjTypeTag curType;

/* get size of this unit */
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size - u->Coord->diml * ((u->Coord->dim2 != -1) ? u->Coord->dim2 1);

/* return if we don't know this unit's base type */
if ((curType = u->TypeTag) == UndefObj)

return;
else if (curType >= InslotUnitObj)

curUnit = (Unit *) (u->TypePtr);
while (curType >= InslotUnitobj) /* step down the hierarchy until w

/* reach the type declaration.
e *
*/

/* get the current unit's size
cSize = curUnit->Coord->diml *

((curUnit->Coord->dim2 != -1) ? curUnit->Coord->dim2 1);

/* if this is the base type of our original unit, then compute the
size of one element of that unit.

*/
if (elemCount == -1)

elemCount = curUnit->elemCount * cSize;
curUnit->count = size; /* set the (virtual) count of the number of

/* units of curUnit to the current size
size *= cSize; /* increase size by the current unit's size
if ((curType = curUnit->TypeTag) == UndefObj)

break;
else if (curType >= InslotUnitObj)

curUnit = (Unit *) (curUnit->TypePtr);

u->elemCount - (elemCount !- -1) ? elemCount 1;

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

*/
*/
*/

CheckConfig
Configuration *cfg - configuration sub-tree
none
none

* This function recursively checks the configuration sub-tree, calling
* CheckNeuronConfig or CheckOutslotConfig based on whether the config-
* uration is for a neuron unit or outslot unit respectively.
*/
void CheckConfig (Configuration *cfg)

if (!cfg)
return;

CheckConfig (cfg->next);
if (cfg->Tag == 1) /* neuron */

CheckNeuronConfig (cfg->ConfigUnion.Neuron);
else /* outslot */

CheckOutslotConfig (cfg->ConfigUnion.Outslot);

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

CheckNeuronConfig
NeuronUnitConfig *neurCfg - neuron configuration
none
none

* This function checks the neuron selection identifier, then checks the
* adaptrode configurations.
*/
void CheckNeuronConfig (NeuronUnitConfig *neurCfg)

int
NtypeDecls
AdDeclElem
AdaptDec

numNeurons, neurUnitCnt;
*baseNtype;
*adsToUse = NIL (AdDeclElem), *curAdToUse, *newAd;
*curAdDec;
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ObjTypeTag neurObjType;

numNeurons = VerifyCmpndIdent (neurCfg->Neuron, 2, (void *) &baseNtype,
&neurUnitCnt, &neurObj Type);

if (numNeurons 1= -1)

curAdDec = baseNtype->AdaptList;
while (curAdDec)

/* construct a list of synapse types */
if (curAdDec->funct != 1)

(
if ((newAd = smAlloc (AdDeclElem)) == NIL (AdDeclElem))

MemAllocFailed ();
newAd->Name = curAdDec->Name;
newAd->used = FALSE;
newAd->next= NIL (AdDeclElem);
if (!adsToUse)

adsToUse = curAdToUse = newAd;
else

curAdToUse->next{= newAd;
curAdToUse-=newAd

curAdDec = curAdDec->next;

}
CheckAdaptConfig (neurCfg->Adapt, adsToUse, baseNtype, neurUnitCnt);
/* free adaptrode class list */
for (curAdToUse = adsToUse; curAdToUse;

adsToUse = curAdToUse->next, free (curAdToUse), curAdToUse = adsToUse);
}

/*
* Function CheckOutslotConfig
* Inputs OutslotUnitConfig *outCfg - outslot configuration
* Outputs none
* Returns none
*

* This function checks the neuron and source selection identifiers, and
* then checks to make sure the source is a neuron, and that the sizes are
* the same (outslots must receive from neurons 1-1.

*/
void CheckOutslotConfig (QutslotUnitconfig *outCfg)

(
int
OutslotDecls
void
ObjTypeTag

sourceSize, numOutslots, outUnitCnt, srcUnitCnt;
*ptrl;
*ptr2;
outobjType, srcObjType;

numOutslots = VerifyCmpndIdent (outCfg->Outslot, 4, (void **) (&ptrl),
&outUnitCnt, &outObjType);

sourceSize = VerifyCmpndIdent (outCfg->Source, 3, &ptr2, &srcUnitCnt,
&srcObj Type);

if (srcObjType != NtypeDefObj)
ReportSemanticError ("Outslots can only receive from neurons",

outCfg->Outslot->line no);
if ((numOutslots > 0) && (sourceSize > 0) && (sourceSize != numOutslots))

ReportSemanticError ("Mismatched connections for outslot configuration",
outCfg->Outslot->line no);

if ((outUnitCnt > 0) && (srcUnitCnt > 0) && (outiUnitCnt != srcUnitCnt))
ReportSemanticError ("Number of source and output units do not match",
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outCfg->Outslot->line no);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Returns
*

*

*

*

*

CheckCmpndIdent
Ident *id
int type

int *count

void **selType

*TypeTag

int

unit selection identifier
- unit type (bit mask):

bit 0 (1) -> inslot,
bit 1 (2) -> neuron,
bit 2 (4) -> outslot
(This is so you can specify an unknown
source (i.e., inslot or neuron) as
neuron I inslot (3))

- the (virtual) number of the highest
level (meta-)unit selection element.
This is determined by the first unit
name (in a scan of the identifier
selection string from left to right)
that has a specified coordinate. If no
coordinate is specified for any of the
unit names, then the count returned is
negative, and is the number of units
whose name is the last (rightmost)
unit name in the string.
pointer to the base structure of the
unit name. If the unit name is a
meta-unit, then the type of this
pointer is Unit *, otherwise it is
InslotDecls * for inslot units,
NtypeDecls * for neuron units, and
OutslotDecls * for outslot units
ObjTypeTag
pointer to the variable specifying
selType's type
count of the number of units (or
elements) selected by the selection
string. The units (elements) being
counted are those whose type is given
by selType.

* This function recursively steps through a selection identifier list,
* checking to see that each unit name is in the correct place in relation
* to the unit derivation hierarchy. A count is kept of the number of
* units selected, as is a count of the (virtual) number of highest level
* (meta)units selected (see parameter description for detail).
*/
int CheckCmpndIdent (Ident *id, int type, void **selType, int *count,

ObjTypeTag *TypeTag)

SymTab *s, *tempSym;
ObjTypeTag objSrch[2][2]; /* search list */
int i, j, objFound, dl, d2, x, y, size;

if (!(id->next)) /* if at the end of the list (which is the first unit */
/* name in the selection identifier) */

*count = 0;
/* set up search list */
switch (type)
{
case 1 : /* inslot unit */

objSrch[O][0] = InslotUnitObj;
objSrch[0][1] = MetaInslotUnitObj;
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break;
case 2 : /* neuron unit */

objSrch[O][0] = NeuronUnitObj;
objSrch(0] [I] = MetaNeuronUnitObj;
break;

case 3 : /* inslot or neuron unit */
objSrch[0] [0] = InslotUnitobj;
objSrch[O] [1] = MetaInslotUnitObj;
objSrch(1][0] = NeuronUnitObj;
objSrch(l] [1] = MetaNeuronUnitObj;
break;

case 4 : /* outslot unit */
objSrch[O] [0] = OutslotUnitObj;
objSrch[O] [1] = MetaoutslotUnitobj;
break;

}
s = NIL (SymTab);
/* try to find the corresponding unit declaration */

for (i = 0, objFound = 0; ((i < 1) 11 ((i < 2 ) && (type == 3))); i++)

for (j = 0; j < 2; j++)
if ((tempSym = FindSymbol (id->Name, objSrch(i] [j])) !=

NIL (SymTab))

{
if (!objFound)
{

*TypeTag = objSrchli][j];
s = tempSym;

}
objFound++; /* increment counter of matches found */

}
if (!s) /* no declaration found */

sprintf (errString, "Invalid unit selection \"%s\"", id->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, id->lineno);
*selType = NULL;
*TypeTag = UndefObj;
return -1; /* fatal identifier error */

}
else if (objFound > 1)

{
ReportSemanticError ("Conflicting unit definitions", id->lineno);
*selType = NULL;
*TypeTag = Undefobj;
return -1; /* fatal identifier error */

}
*selType = s->SymTabUnion.inslot unit;
size = 1; /* initialize size to 1 */

}
else /* if this is not the first unit name in the selection string */

(
/* recursively call CheckCmpndIdent with the rest of the list */

if ((size = CheckCmpndIdent (id->next, type, selType, count, TypeTag))
== -1)

return -1; /* if fatal error occurred, return */

if (strcmp (id->Name, ((Unit *) (*selType) )->Name))

/* check to see if unit name is correct in relation to hierarchy */

{
sprintf (errString, "Invalid unit selection \"%s\"", id->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, id->lineno);
*selType = NULL;
*TypeTag = UndefObj;
return -1; /* fatal identifier error

}
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)
/* Check coordinates */
dl = ((Unit *) (*selType) ) ->Coord->dim1;
d2 = ((Unit *)(*selType))->Coord->dim2;
if (dl == -2)

size = -2; /* if coordinates are in error, then size is erroneous */
else

if (id->Coord) /* if coordinates were specified */

if (*count <= 0) /* if this is the first unit name encountered in */
/* the selection string with coordinates, then */
/* set count equal to the virtual number of this */
/* kind of (meta)unit */

*count = ((Unit *) (*selType) )->count;
/* check coordinates */
x = id->Coord->diml;
y = id->Coord->dim2;
if ((x < 0) 11 (x >= dl))

ReportSemanticError ("Specified coordinate is out of range",
id->lineno);
size = -2;

if (((d2 == -1) && (y 1= -1)) 11 ((d2 != -1) && (y == -1)))

ReportSemanticError ("Coordinate given is not that of definition",
id->lineno);

size = -2;

if ((y < -1) 11 ((y >= d2) && (d2 != -1)))

ReportSemanticError ("Specified coordinate is out of range",
id->lineno);
size = -2;

else /* else we are talking about all units at this level */

if (!(*count)) /* if count has not yet been specified (i.e., we */
/* are at the first unit name in the identifier */
/* string), then set *count equal to the negative */
/* of this unit's count (we make it negative so */
/* that if later in the string, we find a unit */
/* name with a specified coordinate, we can change*/
/* the count at that time. */

*count = -(((Unit *)(*selType)).->count);
if (size != -2)

if (d2 == -1) size *= dl;
else size *= dl * d2;

)

*TypeTag = ((Unit *) (*selType) )->TypeTag;
*selType = ((Unit *) (*selType))->TypePtr;
if (!(*selType))

return -1; /* fatal identifier error */
else

return size;

/*
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* Function
* Inputs
* Outputs
*R
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Returns
*

*

VerifyCmpndIdent
(same as CheckCmpndIdent)
int *count - (same as CheckCmpndIdent)
void **selType - pointer to the base type structure of the

hierarchy selected by the identifier (will
be either InslotDecls * for inslot types,
NtypeDecls * for ntypes, or OutslotDecls *
for outslot types)

ObjTypeTag
*TypeTag

: int

- pointer to the variable specifying
selType's type

- count of the number of elements (inslots,
neurons, or outslots) selected by the
selection string.

*

* This function calls CheckCmpndIdent to check the identifier string. If
* the selection extended all the way to the unit level (e.g., if the
* last (rightmost) selector in the identifier string is a unit), then
* the function returns, since *selType already points to the base declar-
* ation and the return value is already a count of the number of elements
* selected. Otherwise, the unit derivation hierarchy is traversed from
* *selType until a type declaration is reached. Our return value is
* increased by the sizes of the units as we travel down through the list.
*

* In other words, while CheckCmndIdent only checks the identifier list,
* and returns whatever results it has when it 'runs out of identifier',
* VerifyCmpndIdent follows the derivation hierarchy on through to the
* base type declaration.
*/
int VerifyCmpndIdent (Ident *id, int type, void **selType, int *count,

ObjTypeTag *TypeTag)
{

int ret, dl, d2;

ret = CheckCmpndIdent (id, type, selType, count, TypeTag);
if (*count < 0) /* If *count is less than zero, then no unit name was */

/* encountered with a coordinate specified, so we
/* make this number positive, as this is what we want */

*count = -(*count);
if ((ret == -1) I1 (*TypeTag <= OutslotDefObj)) /* if a fatal ident.

/* error occurred, or
/* if we are already at
/* the base declaration

return ret;
else /* else step down the hierarchy until we

while (*TypeTag > OutslotDefObj)

if (ret > 0)

dl = ((Unit *) (*selType) )->Coord->dim1;
d2 = ((Unit *) (*selType) )->Coord->dim2;
if (d2 == -1)

d2 = 1;
ret *= dl * d2;

*TypeTag = ((Unit *)(*selType))->TypeTag;
*selType = ((Unit *)(*selType))->TypePtr;

return ret;

*/
*/
*/
*/

reach the base decl. */
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* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Outputs

CheckAdaptConfig
AdaptConfig *ac
AdDeclElem *adList

NtypeDecls *baseNtype
int neurUnitCnt
AdDeclElem *adList

* Returns none
*

- adaptrode configuration sub-tree
- list of adaptrode classes for this

neuron type
- ntype declaration for this neuron
- number of neurons selected
- the list is updated to reflect that

one of the adaptrode classes in the
list has been used (its wiring has
been given)

This function recursively steps down through the adaptrode configuration
list. It checks to see if the adaptrode class has been declared and

has not already been wired, then it checks the receive-from specifi-
cation by calling CheckRecvFromSpec. Finally, it checks the wiring by
calling CheckWiring.

*/
void CheckAdaptConfig (AdaptConfig *ac, AdDeclElem *adList,

NtypeDecls *baseNtype, int neurUnitCnt)

{
AdDeclElem
AdaptDec
SymTab
AtypeDecl
AtypeAsgn
unsigned char
unsigned char
int

*ADEPtr;
*adDecPtr;
*atypeSymPtr;
*atDecl;
*curAtAsgn;
wiringGiven[7] = {O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
virtualFlag;
numLevels;

if (ac->next)
CheckAdaptConfig (ac->next, adList, baseNtype, neurUnitCnt);

for (ADEPtr = adList; ((ADEPtr) && (strcmp (ADEPtr->Name, ac->ClassId)));
ADEPtr = ADEPtr->next);

if (!ADEPtr) /* adaptrode class not found in list */

els

sprintf (errString, "Adaptrode \"%s\" not declared", ac->ClassId);
ReportSemanticError (errString, ac->lineno);

se

if (ADEPtr->used) /* adaptrode class already wired */
{

sprintf (errString,
"Multiple configurations given for adaptrode \"%s\"",
ac->ClassId);

ReportSemanticError (errString, ac->line no);

else
ADEPtr->used = TRUE; /* mark it as having been wired */

CheckRecvFromSpec (ac->Recv, neurUnitCnt);
/* find adaptrode declaration for this adaptrode class */
if (baseNtype)

for (adDecPtr = baseNtype->AdaptList;
((adDecPtr) && (strcmp (adDecPtr->Name, ac->ClassId)));
adDecPtr = adDecPtr->next);

else
adDecPtr = NIL (AdaptDec);

virtualFlag = FALSE;
if (adDecPtr)

/* find out how many levels are in this adaptrode type, if possible */
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if (adDecPtr->funct >= 4)
virtualFlag = TRUE;

else /* else not virtual */

if ((adDecPtr->AtypeId) &&
((atypeSymPtr = FindSymbol (adDecPtr->AtypeId, AtypeDefObj)) !=
NIL (SymTab)))

atDecl = atypeSymPtr->SymTabUnion. atype;
else

atDecl = NIL (AtypeDecl);
if (atDecl)

for (curAtAsgn = atDecl->AtAsgn; ((curAtAsgn) &&
(curAtAsgn->Tag != LevelTag)); curAtAsgn = curAtAsgn->next);

else
curAtAsgn = NIL (AtypeAsgn);

}

else
curAtAsgn = NIL (AtypeAsgn);

if (virtualFlag)
numLevels = -2; /* flags that this adaptrode is virtual */

else if (!curAtAsgn)
numLevels = -1;/* flags that the number of levels could not be found */

else
numLevels = curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. LevelItems . lvlcnt;

if (numLevels > MAXLEVELS)
numLevels = MAXLEVELS;

CheckWiring (ac->Wiring, wiringGiven, numLevels, adList, neurUnitCnt);

/*

* Function CheckRecvFromSpec
* Inputs RecvFromSpec *r - receive-from specification sub-tree
* int neurUnitCnt - number of selected neurons (needed to
* compare with number of source elements if
* source is not singular)
* Outputs the 'singular' field of the receive-from specification is
* set to TRUE if its count (as returned by VerifyCmpndIdent
* is 1, otherwise (if its count is greater than 1), singular
* is set to FALSE
* Returns none
*

* This function recursively steps down through the receive-from specifi-
* cation list, checking each one and comparing the neurUnitCnt to the
* srcUnitCnt (if the source is not singular). The list of exceptions
* are checked by calling CheckExceptions.

*/

void CheckRecvFromSpec (RecvFromSpec *r, int neurUnitCnt)

int srcUnitCnt;
void *srcObjDecl;
ObjTypeTag srcTypeTag;

if (r->next)
CheckRecvFromSpec (r->next, neurUnitCnt);

(void) VerifyCmpndIdent (r->Source, 3, &srcobjDecl, &srcUnitCnt,
&srcTypeTag);

if (srcUnitCnt == 1) /* there's only one */
r->s ingular = TRUE;

else
{

r->singular = FALSE;
if (neurUnitCnt != srcUnitCnt) /* counts must match */
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ReportSemanticError
"Number of neurons doesn't match size of source",
r->Source->line no);

if (r->Except)
CheckExceptions (r->Except, srcObjDecl, srcTypeTag);

/*
* Function CheckExceptions
* Inputs Exception *e - exception list

* void *srcBaseType - base type of source (can be either
* InslotDecls * or NtypeDecls *)
* ObjTypeTag srcTypeTag - type of srcBaseType
*

* Outputs none
* Returns none
*

* This function recursively steps through the exception list, checking the

* exceptions that reference specific sources (with identifier lists) and

* making sure that the exception is in the same hierarchy as the source.

*/
void CheckExceptions (Exception *e, void *srcBaseType, ObjTypeTag srcTypeTag)

void *exDecl;
ObjTypeTag exTypeTag;
int exCount;
unsigned char exMismatch = FALSE;

if (e->next)
CheckExceptions (e->next, srcBaseType, srcTypeTag);

if (e->Tag != 1) /* If exception is not a specified identifier, then */

return; /* we're done. */
if (CheckCmpndIdent (e->ExceptionUnion. Id, 3, &exDecl, &exCount,

&exTypeTag) == -1) /* if fatal identifier error */
return;

if (exTypeTag != srcTypeTag) /* source and exception must be same type */
exMismatch = TRUE;

else

if (exTypeTag == NtypeDefObj)
{

if (strcmp (((NtypeDecls *) srcBaseType) ->Name,
((NtypeDecls *)exDecl)->Name))

exMismatch = TRUE;
)
else

if (strcmp (((InslotDecls *) srcBaseType) ->Name,
((InslotDecls *)exDecl).->Name))

exMismatch = TRUE;

}
)
if (exMismatch)

ReportSemanticError ("Exceptions not appropriate for source",
e->lineno);

)

/*
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: CheckWiring
: WiringAsgn *w

unsigned char
wiringGiven(]

int numLevels

AdDeclElem *adList

int neurUnitCnt
: unsigned char

wiringGiven (

- wiring assignment sub-tree

- array of flags which are set to TRUE
when their corresponding wiring
assignment is encountered

- number of levels in the adaptrode
whose wiring is being checked

- list of synapse types (does not include
output adaptrode) for this adaptrode

- number of neurons selected

- appropriate element in this array is
set to TRUE when its wiring is found

* Returns none
*

* This function recursively steps down through the wiring assignments,
* performing relevant semantic checks on each one, and making sure there

* are no multiple assignments to a single attribute.
*/
void CheckWiring (WiringAsgn *w, unsigned char wiringGiven[], int numLevels,

AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt)

unsigned char
int

specFound[MAXLEVELS];
i;

if (w->next)
CheckWiring (w->next, wiringGiven, numLevels, adList, neurUnitCnt);

switch (w->Tag)

case LagTag
if (wiringGiven[LagTag])

ReportSemanticError ("Multiple lag values given", w->lineno);
if ((w->WiringAsgnUnion.lag < 0) 11

(w->WiringAsgnUnion.lag > 15))
ReportSemanticError ("Invalid value for lag", w->lineno);

if (numLevels -- -2)
ReportSemanticError

"Lag cannot be specified for virtual adaptrodes",
w->line no);

break;
case PatternTag

if (wiringGiven(PatternTag])
ReportSemanticError ("Multiple pattern specs given",

w->lineno);
break;

case CoverageTag
if (wiringGiven[CoverageTag])

ReportSemanticError ("Multiple coverage
w->line no);

if ((w->WiringAsgnUnion.coverage < 0) II
(w->WiringAsgnUnion. coverage > 100))

ReportSemanticError ("Invalid value for
w->lineno);

specs given",

coverage",

break;
case DistributionTag

if (wiringGiven[DistributionTag])
ReportSemanticError ("Multiple Distribution specs given",

w->lineno);
if ((w->WiringAsgnUnion.distribution->type == 1) &&

(w->WiringAsgnUnion.distribution->stDev <= 0.0))
ReportSemanticError ("Invalid value for standard deviation",

w->lineno);
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break;
case GateTag

if (wiringGiven[GateTag])
ReportSemanticError ("Multiple gate specs given", w->lineno);

if (numLevels == -2)
{

ReportSemanticError
"Gates cannot be specified for virtual adaptrodes",
w->lineno);

break;

for (i = 0; i < MAXLEVELS; specFound[i++] = FALSE);
CheckGateSpec (w->WiringAsgnUnion. gates, numLevels, specFound);
break;

case HurdleTag
if (wiringGiven [HurdleTag])

ReportSemanticError ("Multiple hurdle specs given",
w->line no);

if (numLevels == -2)
{

ReportSemanticError (
"Hurdles cannot be specified for virtual
w->lineno);

break;

adaptrodes",

}
for (i = 0; i < MAXLEVELS; specFound[i++] = FALSE);
CheckHurdleSpec (w->WiringAsgnUnion.hurdles, numLevels,

specFound, adList, neurUnitCnt);
break;

case LatchTag
if (wiringGiven[LatchTag])

ReportSemanticError ("Multiple latch specs given",
w->line no);

if (w->WiringAsgnUnion.latch < -1)
ReportSemanticError ("Invalid latch

w->lineno);
if (numLevels == -2)

ReportSemanticError
"A latch cannot be specified for
w->line no);

break;

wiringGiven[w->Tag] = TRUE;

/*
* Function CheckGateSpec
* Inputs GateSpec *g
* int numLevels
* unsigned char
* specFound[]
*

*

* Outputs unsigned char
* specFound[]

*

Returns : none

specification",

virtual adaptrodes",

- gate assignment list
- number of levels for this adaptrode class

- array of flags with each element marking
whether its corresponding level has had an
assignment to it

- the element whose index is the referenced
level is set to TRUE, indicating that this
level has had an assignment to it

* This function recursively steps down through the gate list, making sure
* that the gate references are valid, are not duplicated, and that the
* gate values are >= -1.
*/
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void CheckGateSpec (GateSpec *g, int numLevels, unsigned char specFound[])
{

if (g->next)
CheckGateSpec (g->next, numLevels, specFound);

if ((g->level < 0) 11 ((numLevels != -1) && (g->level >= numLevels)))
ReportSemanticError ("Invalid level number", g->lineno);

else if (g->level >= MAXLEVELS)
{

sprintf (errString,
"Level number exceeds maximum of %d", MAX_LEVELS - 1);

ReportSemanticError (errString, g->lineno);
)
else if (specFoundfg->level])
{

sprintf (errString, "Multiple gate specs given for level %d",
g->level);

ReportSemanticError (errString, g->lineno);
)
else

specFound[g->levelJ = TRUE;
if (g->val < -1)

ReportSemanticError ("Gate values must be nonnegative or -1",
g->lineno);

/*
* Function CheckHurdleSpec
* Inputs HurdleSpec *h - hurdles specification list
* int numLevels - number of levels for this adaptrode class
* unsigned char
* specFound[] - array of flags with each element marking
* whether its corresponding level has had an
* assignment to it
* AdDeclElem
* *adList - list of synapse types (this does not
* include the output adaptrode class)
* int neurUnitCnt - number of selected neurons
* Outputs unsigned char
* specFound(] - the element whose index is the referenced
* level is set to TRUE, indicating that this
* level has had an assignment to it
* Returns none
*

* This function recursively steps down through the hurdle specification
* list, checking to see if the level references are valid, and that there
* are not multiple hurdle assignments to a single level. Then, the hurdle
* source list is checked with a call to CheckHurdleSrc.

void CheckHurdleSpec (HurdleSpec *h, int numLevels, unsigned char specFound[],
AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt)

{
if (h->next)

CheckHurdleSpec (h->next, numLevels, specFound, adList, neurUnitCnt);
if ((h->level < 0) I1 ((numLevels != -1) && (h->level >= numLevels)))

ReportSemanticError ("Invalid level number", h->lineno);
else if (h->level >= MAXLEVELS)
{

sprintf (errString,
"Level number exceeds maximum of %d", MAXLEVELS - 1);

ReportSemanticError (errString, h->lineno);

else if (specFound[h->level])
{
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sprintf (errString, "Multiple gate specs given for level %d",
h->level);

ReportSemanticError (errString, h->line no);
}
else

specFound[h->level] = TRUE;
CheckHurdleSrc (h->Src, adList, neurUnitcnt);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns

*

CheckHurdleSrc
HurdleSrc *hs
AdDeclElem

*adList

int neurUnitCnt -
none
none

hurdle source list

list of synapse types (this does not
include the output adaptrode class)
number of selected neurons

* This function recursively steps down through the hurdle source list,
* performing appropriate semantic checking on each source specification.

void CheckHurdleSrc (HurdleSrc *hs, AdDeclElem *adList, int neurUnitCnt)
(

AdDeclElem
int
void
ObjTypeTag

*curAdDecl;
srcUnitCnt;
*srcObjDecl;
srcTypeTag;

if (hs->next)
CheckHurdleSrc (hs->next, adList, neurUnitCnt);

switch (hs->Tag)
{

case NeighborTag/* find adaptrode class's name in list */
for (curAdDecl = adList; (curAdDecl &&

strcmp (curAdDecl->Name, hs->HurdlesrcUnion.neighbor)) ;
curAdDecl = curAdDecl->next);

if (!curAdDecl) /* if not found */
{

sprintf (errString,
"Undefined neighbor adaptrode \"%s\" used as
hs->HurdleSrcUnion.neighbor);

ReportSemanticError (errString, hs->line no)f;

hurdle source",

break;
case SelfTag

: /* nothing to check */
break;

case OutputTag
/* nothing to check */
break;

case RecvTag
: /* check validity of selection identifier */

(void) VerifyCmpndIdent (hs->HurdleSrcUnion.Recv, 3, &srcObjDecl,
&srcUnitCnt, &srcTypeTag);

if (srcUnitCnt == 1) /* if there's only one */
hs->singular = TRUE;

else /* else the counts must match */

hs->singular = FALSE;
if (neurUnitCnt != srcUnitCnt)

ReportSemanticError (
"Number of neurons doesn't match size of source",
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hs->line no);

/*
* Function
* Inputs

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

*

*

*/

ReportSemanticError
char *s - error text string
int 1 - line number where error occurred
none
none

This function reports a semantic error to stderr, and increments the
semantic error counter.

void ReportSemanticError (char *s, int 1)
{

}

SemanticErrors++;
fprintf (stderr, "%s: Line %d\n", s, 1);
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/*
* generate.h
*

* Data structures for network generation.

* Programmer : Lonny McMichael
* Version : 1.0
* Last Rev. : 07/06/92
*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

typedef struct tagHierarchyElem

struct UnitStr *unitPtr; /* pointer to the unit structure */
/* for this level in the derivation*/
/* hierarchy */int start, /* base (physical) address for */
/* this group of elements */

diml, dim2; /* physical dimensions of the */
/* block of elements constituting */
/* a hierarchy tree (these are */
/* only defined at the root level) */

struct tagHierarchyElem *baseArray; /* array of hierarchy elements for */
/* the base unit (NULL if the */
/* current level is a unit) */

struct tagHierarchyElem *next;
struct tagAdaptWiringList **aList, /* array of lists of local */

/* adaptrode configuration */
/* specifications. The array's */
/* length is equal to the number */
/* of units at that level. */

*global; /* pointer to list of global */
/* adaptrode configurations that */
/* affect all units at that level */

struct tagAdaptPos **adPosList; /* two dimensional array of
/* Adaptrode Position Elements. */
/* Each row contains an APE for */
/* each synapse type (not count- */
/* ing the output adaptrode class)*/
/* The number of rows is equal to*/
/* the number of units defined at*/
/* the base level. This array */
/* is initially created and */
/* placed in the hierarchy root */
/* as just a single-dimensioned */
/* list with only the synapse */
/* names. Later, however, in */
/* ComputeAdaptCounts, this array*/
/* is multiplied and propagated */
/* down the tree till an APE list*/
/* can be found at each leaf in */
/* the hierarchy derivation tree.*/

struct tagAdaptConter *adCountList; /* two dimensional array of
/* Adaptrode Counter Elements. */
/* Each row contains an ACE for */
/* each synapse type (not */
/* counting the output adaptrode */
/* class) The number of rows *1
/* is equal to the number of
/* physical neurons for this
/* hierarchy group. (This is */
/* only defined for the root of */
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/* neuron unit hierarchy trees.) */

HierarchyElem;

typedef struct tagMetaUnitList

struct UnitStr *unitPtr;
unsigned char isRoot;
struct tagMetaUnitList *next;

I
MetaUnitList;

typedef struct tagIndexList
{

int index, /* current index at this level (will
/* be locked at sel if sel != -l

ub, /* upper bound for index (number of
/* elements at this level)

sel; /* set to the selected index value if
/* a coordinate was specified (or set
/* to -1 otherwise)

unsigned char incrFlag; /* set to TRUE if this level's index
/* was incremented as a result of the
/* last IncrIndex call

struct tagIndexList *prev, *next;/* doubly-linked list links. Forms a
/* cycle except for the next field of
/* the tail element, which is NULL.

IndexList;

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

typedef struct tagAdaptWiringList

struct AdaptConfigStr *adConfig;
struct tagAdaptWiringList *next;

AdaptWiringList;

typedef struct tagAdaptPos
{

char *Name; /* name of adaptrode class to which this*/
/* pertains */

int length; /* number of source elements the adaptrode */
/* class will be receiving from */

struct tagAdCntrElem *AdCntrPtr; /* pointer into the AdCntrElem list */
/* to the entry relating to this */
/* element */

AdaptPos;

typedef struct tagAdaptCounter
I

char
int

*Name; /*
total; /*

/*
struct tagAdCntrElem *elem;

AdaptCounter;

/*
/*

typedef struct tagAdCntrElem

int rawNum,

adaptrode class name */
total of all source elements that this
this adaptrode class will receive from
list of elements (we more than one
because of overlapping units)

*/
*/
*/
*/

/* raw number (before mixing) of source*/
/* elements for this contribution */
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double

unsigned char

mixedNum, /* adjusted number (after mixing) of
/* source elements
/* (Note: rawNum == mixedNum if no mix
/* is specified.) */

start; /* physical adaptrode index where this
1* set of connections begins */

mixPercent; /* percent of raw elements used in
/* computing the adjusted number (this
/* is -2.0 if no mix is used) */

roundFlag; /* specifies status of number if */
/* rounding is required: */
1* 0 - number should round up */
/* 1 - number was evenly divisible */
/* 2 - number would round down */
/* 3 - number has been rounded up */

*/
*/
*/

*/
*/

struct tagAdCntrElem *next;

AdCntrElem;

typedef struct tagMixPortionElem

int adaptfunct, /* specifies the corresponding adaptrode's function*/
/* (1 = output, 2 = synapse, 3 = silent, */
1* 4 = virtual, and 5 = activation) */

atypenum; /* physical atype index number */
double mix; /* adaptrode's specified mix constant (-2.0 if no *1

/* mix is specified) */
double *dimlList, *dim2List; /* arrays of mix values for each position */

/* in the overlap area. The sizes of
/* these arrays are the diml overlap and */
/* dim2 overlap respectively. */

MixPortionElem;

typedef struct tagRecvSpecElem
{

RecvFromSpec
unsigned char

*r;
f lag; /*

/*
/*
/*
1*
/*

struct tagRecvSpecElem *next;

RecvSpecElem;
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/*
* generate.c
*

* Module for the actual generation of the neural network specification.

* Programmer : Lonny McMichael
* Version : 1.0
* Last Rev. : 07/06/92

*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1992. All rights reserved.
*/

#include ". . /common23/adaptrod.h"
#include " ../ncc/syntax.h"
#include ". . /ncc/symtab.h"
#include ". ./ncc/semantic.h"
#include " ../ncc/generate.h"
#include <assert.h>

#if !defined (_TURBOC
#define MPI 3.14159265358979323846 /* then define the constant MPI */
long RANDMAX;
#endif /* If not Turbo C */

/* Global and external variables */
extern Specification *apt;
extern char errString[], randState[];
extern int SemanticErrors;
extern unsigned char suprWhenBlokd;
HierarchyElem *inslotTree, *neuronTree, *outslotTree;

/* Function prototypes */
int GenerateAtypes (AtypeDecl *atDecl, int *atypeNum, FILE *adFptr);
void GenerateLevels (int lvlcnt, LevelItem *lvl, ADAPT TYPES MODSPEC *at);
void FreeParseTreeMem (void);
int ConstructTreeList (HierarchyElem **treeRoot, Unit *u);
void FindDimensions (Unit *u, int *diml, int *dim2);
void GrowBranches (HierarchyElem *treeElem, Unit *u, int dim2, int startDim);
void NameSlots (HierarchyElem *slotTree, int slotType);
unsigned char AssignOutslots (OutslotUnitConfig *outCfg);
void *ConstructIndexList (Ident *id, int *type, IndexList **iList,

HierarchyElem **treeRoot, IndexList **incrPtr);
void *BuildIdentIndexList (Ident *id, int *type, ObjTypeTag *baseType,

IndexList **iList, HierarchyElem **treeRoot,
IndexList **incrPtr);

IndexList *BuildFullIdentList (HierarchyElem *treeRoot);
int GetIndex (HierarchyElem *tree, IndexList *iList, unsigned char *bFlag);
HierarchyElem *GetTreePos (HierarchyElem *treeRoot, IndexList *iList);
unsigned char IncrIndexList (IndexList *iList);
void ResetIndexList (IndexList *iList);
void FreeIndexList (IndexList *iList);
int WireTree (Configuration *c);
int ComputeAdaptCounts (HierarchyElem *treeElem, AdaptPos *adPosList,

int numSynapseTypes);
AdaptPos *DeriveAdPosList (AdaptWiringList *adWireList, AdaptPos *adPosList,

int numSynapseTypes, Unit *neurRootUnit);
int CreateAdaptrodes (HierarchyElem *treeElem);
void ComputeMixList (double mix, int Overlap, double **dimMixList);
unsigned char MakeConnections (Configuration *c);
unsigned char WireNeurons (NeuronUnitConfig *n);
unsigned char MergeIndexLists (IndexList *dest, IndexList *head,

IndexList *tail);
unsigned char ProcessExceptions (char *field, int diml, int dim2,
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RecvFromSpec *r, int neurIndex,
HierarchyElem *srcTreepos, int pattern);

unsigned char CheckField (char *field, int diml, int dim2, int srcIndex,
HierarchyElem *srcTreePos, int elemIndex,
HierarchyElem *srcRoot);

void MapToFieldCoords (int srcIndex, HierarchyElem *srcTreePos,
int elemIndex, HierarchyElem *srcRoot,
int *i, int *j);

void PickElements (char *field, int diml, int dim2, DistrSpec *distPtr,
int numElems, unsigned char shrunk);

HurdleSpec *WireHurdles (ADPTR curAdaptrode, HurdleSpec *hurdles,
int neurIndex, int adIndex, AdaptCounter *acList);

/*
* Function : GenerateNetwork
* Inputs : char *outfilename - name of configuration file to create
* Outputs : the completed network specification (in memory and on disk)
* Returns : none
*

* This function calls the various routines needed to generate the network.
* First, the atypes are generated. Next, a list of hierarchy trees is
* generated for each of the three creation categories (inslots, neurons,
* and outslots). Then, memory is allocated for each of these structures
* and they are labeled. (Four .LST files document the naming and
* numbering of the physical network elements. They are ATYPES.LST,
* INSLOTS.LST, NEURONS.LST, and OUTSLOTS.LST for atypes, inslots, neurons,
* and outslots respectively). Finally, the number and wiring of the
* adaptrodes is specified, and hurdles are also computed.
*/
void GenerateNetwork (char *outfilename)

FILE *adFptr;
int saveVal, flag, atypeIndex = 0;
AdaptPos *tmpAdPos;
HierarchyElem *curNeurRoot;

strcpy (NetName, apt->Name);
/* initialize network element counts */
neurons = 0;
inslots = 0;
outslots = 0;

#if !defined (__TURBOC__) /* compute this value for later use */
RAND MAX = (1 << 31) - 1;

#endif /* If not Turbo C */
adFptr = fopen ("atype.lst", "w");
/* create atype array */
if ('! (atype = Alloc (ADAPTTYPES, atypes)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* fill atype array */
if (GenerateAtypes (apt->Decls->AtDecls->Atypes, &atypeIndex, adFptr))

return;
fclose (adFptr);
/* Free up part of the parse tree that is no longer needed */
FreeParseTreeMem ();
assert (atypeIndex == atypes);
/* Construct the hierarchy tree lists for each creation group category */
inslots = ConstructTreeList (&inslotTree, apt->Creats-->InslotUnits);
neurons = ConstructTreeList (&neuronTree, apt->Creats-->NeuronUnits);
outslots = ConstructTreeList (&outslotTree, apt->Creats->OutslotUnits);

/* create inslots */
if (Uinslt = Alloc (INSLOT, inslots)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
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NameSlots (inslotTree, 1);

/* create neurons */
if (!(neur = Alloc (NEURON, neurons)))

MemAllocFailed ();
NameSlots (neuronTree, 2);

/* create outslots */
if (!(outslt - Alloc (OUTSLOT, outslots)))

MemAllocFailed ();
NameSlots (outslotTree, 4);

/* process the adaptrode configurations and distribute them to their
proper places within the hierarchy tree structure.

*/
if (WireTree (apt->Config))

return;
for (curNeurRoot = neuronTree, flag = FALSE; curNeurRoot;

curNeurRoot = curNeurRoot->next)
{

tmpAdPos = * (curNeurRoot->adPosList);
free (curNeurRoot->adPosList);
/* Compute number of adaptrodes needed for each neuron */
if (!(ComputeAdaptCounts (curNeurRoot, tmpAdPos,

curNeurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes)))
/* and create the adaptrode arrays */
flag 1= CreateAdaptrodes (curNeurRoot);

else
flag = TRUE;

free (tmpAdPos);
I
if (flag)

return;
/* Wire the adaptrodes up and configure hurdles */
if (MakeConnections (apt->Config))

return;
/* Save network configuration file */
if (hib fmt == VERBOSE)

saveVal = savereadable (outfilename);
else

saveVal = savehib (outfilename);
if (saveVal)
{

if (saveVal & 2)
(

SemanticErrors++;
fprintf (stderr, "Incomplete neuron wiring specification.\n");

I
if (saveval & 4)

SemanticErrors++;
fprintf (stderr, "Incomplete outslot wiring specification.\n");

return;
I

}
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/*
* Function GenerateAtypes
* Inputs AtypeDecl *atDecl - atype declaration list
* int *atypeNum - current number of atypes processed

(upon return to the calling procedure
this number is the atype count)

* FILE *adFptr - file pointer to write the atype map
list to

* Outputs the atypeNum field is filled in with the atype's physical
* atype index number
* Returns int - a non-zero return code indicates error,

zero indicates success
*

* This function recursively steps down through the atype list and
* generates an atype entry for each one. An entry is also written to
* the map file ATYPE.LST, indicating the physical atype index number
* assigned to each atype.
*/
int GenerateAtypes (AtypeDecl *atDecl, int *atypeNum, FILE *adFptr)

unsigned char paramFound = 0;
AtypeAsgn *curAtAsgn;
int ret = 0;

if (atDecl->next)
ret = GenerateAtypes (atDecl->next, atypeNum, adFptr);

atDecl->atypeNum = *atypeNum;
fprintf (adFptr, "\"%s\" is atype %d\n", atDecl->Name, *atypeNum);
curAtAsgn = atDecl->AtAsgn;
while (curAtAsgn)

(
switch (curAtAsgn->Tag)

case TypeTag
atype [*atypeNum] .excite = curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. type;
paramFound 1= 1;
break;

case KappaTag
atype [*atypeNum] . kappa = curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. kappa;
paramFound J= 2;
break;

case DecayTag
if (curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion.Decay.tag == 1)

atype[*atypeNum].decay = -1;
else

atype[*atypeNum] .decay =
curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. Decay. decay->FloatSpecUni on. Rshift. rshift_val;

free (curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. Decay. decay);

paramFound J= 4;
break;

case WtMaxTag
atype[*atypeNum) .wtmax = curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion.wtmax;
paramFound J= 8;
break;

case WtEquilTag
atype[*atypeNum] .wtequil = curAtAsgn->Asgnunion.wtequil;
paramFound 1= 16;
break;

case LevelTag
GenerateLevels (curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion.LevelItems.lvl cnt,

curAtAsgn->AsgnUnion. LevelItems . lvl,
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& (atype[*atypeNum]));
paramFound J= 32;
break;

default
assert (FALSE);

curAtAsgn = curAtAsgn->next;
free (atDecl->AtAsgn);
atDecl->AtAsgn = curAtAsgn;

if (!(paramFound & 1))
sprintf (errString, "No type given for atype \"%s\"", atDecl->Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, atDecl->lineno);
ret = -1;

}
if (!(paramFound & 2))

atype(*atypeNum].kappa = 1; /* default kappa 1 */
if (!(paramFound & 4))

atype[*atypeNum].decay = -1; /* default decay is to follow wO */
if (!(paramFound & 8))
{

sprintf (errString, "No Wt. Max. given for atype \"%s\"",
atDecl->Name);

ReportSemanticError (errString, atDecl->line no);
ret = -1;

if (!(paramFound & 16))
atype[*atypeNum].wtequil = 0; /* default wt equil = 0 */

if (!(paramFound & 32))
{

sprintf (errString, "No level specs given for atype \"%s\"",
atDecl->Name) ;

ReportSemanticError (errString, atDecl->line no);
ret = -1;

(*atypeNum) ++;
return ret;

/*
* Function GenerateLevels
* Inputs int lvl_cnt - number of levels for this atype
* LevelItem *lvl - level item list
* Outputs ADAPTTYPES MODSPEC *at - pointer to atype element is
* filled in with the level infor-
* mation
* Also, upon return, the memory used by *lvl has been freed
* since it is no longer needed.
* Returns none
*

* This function goes through the level item list, filling in the atype
* level fields with the appropriate information.
*/
void GenerateLevels (int lvlcnt, LevelItem *lvl, ADAPTTYPES MODSPEC *at)

LevelItem *curLvlItm;
SymTab *lvlSymPtr;
FloatSpec *f;
int i;

if (lvlcnt < MAXLEVELS)
at->alpha[lvl-cnt] = -1;

curLvlItm = lvl;
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while (lvl)

i = curLvlItm->lvl no;
lvlSymPtr = FindSymbol (curLvlItm->item, LevelDefObj);
f = lvlSymPtr->SymTabUnion.level->Alpha;
at->alpha(i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift val;
at->areset(i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift_time;
at->adwncnt[i] = 0;
at->ajperiod[i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.time incr - 1;
f = lvlSymPtr->SymTabUnion.level->Delta;
at->delta[i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshift val;
at->dreset(i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.rshifttime;
at->ddwncnt(i] = 0;
at->d_period[i] = f->FloatSpecUnion.Rshift.time incr - 1;
free (curLvlItm->item);
curLvlItm = curLvlItm->next;
free (lvl);
lvl = curLvlItm;

}

/*
* Function FreeParseTreeMem
* Inputs none
* Outputs The abstract parse tree (apt) is pruned to get rid of the

structures that are no longer needed in order to save
* memory
* Returns none
*

* This function goes through the level, inslot, and outslot symbol lists
* in the symbol table and frees all of the elements pointed to by the
* symbol table elements, as well as the symbol table entries themselves.
*/
void FreeParseTreeMem (void)
{

LevelDecl *curLvl;

InslotDecls *curInslt;
OutslotDecls *curOutslt;
SymTab *cursym;

curSym = Root(LevelDefObj];
while (curSym)
{

curLvl = curSym->SymTabUnion.level;
free (curLvl->Name);
free (curLvl->Alpha);
free (curLvl->Delta);
free (curLvl);
curSym = curSym->next;
free (Root[LevelDefObj]);
Root[LevelDefObj] = curSym;

curSym = Root[InslotDefObj];
while (curSym)

curInslt = curSym->SymTabUnion. inslot;
free (curInslt->Name);
free (curInslt);
curSym = curSym->next;
free (Root[InslotDefObj]);
Root[InslotDefobj] = curSym;

=
curSym = Root[OutslotDefObj];
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while (curSym)

curOutslt = curSym->SymTabUnion. outslot;
free (curOutslt->Name);
free (curOutslt);
curSym = curSym->next;
free (Root[OutslotDefobj]);
Root[OutslotDefObj] = curSym;

/*
* Function : ConstructTreeList
* Inputs : Unit *u - unit creation list
* Outputs : HierarchyElem
* **treeRoot - This is assigned the list of hierarchy
* trees which are created
* Returns : int - total number of elements in all
* hierarchy trees created

* This function goes through the unit creation list and extracts out all
* of the (meta)units at the highest level in their hierarchy. These
* become the roots of the hierarchy trees in the tree list. Next, we
* compute the (physical) dimensions of the units at each step in the
* hierarchy, then we 'grow branches' on the trees, filling in the nodes
* with information enabling us to obtain a physical index given an
* identifier selection string.
*/
int ConstructTreeList (HierarchyElem **treeRoot, Unit *u)

HierarchyElem *newTree, *curTreePtr;
MetaUnitList *unitList = NIL (MetaUnitList);
MetaUnitList *lstSrchPtr, *newUnit, *insertPtr;
Unit *curUnit, *srchUnit;
unsigned char foundFlag;
int diml, dim2, startDim = 0;

/* Extract out the highest level (meta)units to be the roots of our
hierarchy trees.

*/
for (curUnit = u; curUnit; curUnit = curUnit->next)

for (1stSrchPtr = unitList; lstSrchPtr; lstSrchPtr = lstSrchPtr->next)
if (!(strcmp (lstSrchPtr->unitPtr->Name, curUnit->Name)))

break;
if (!lstSrchPtr) /* Then this (meta)unit is not in the list, */

/* so we add it, and take out any of its base types */
if ((newUnit = smAlloc (MetaUnitList)) == NIL (MetaUnitList))

MemAllocFailed 0;
newUnit->unitPtr = curUnit;
newUnit->isRoot = TRUE;
newUnit->next = unitList;
unitList = newUnit;
insertPtr = newUnit->next;
curUnit->rootPtr = NIL (Unit);
srchUnit curUnit;
foundFlag = FALSE;
while ((srchUnit->TypeTag >= InslotUnitObj) && !foundFlag)
{

srchUnit = (Unit *) (srchUnit->TypePtr);
for (lstSrchPtr = insertPtr; lstSrchPtr;

lstSrchPtr = lstSrchPtr->next)
{
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if (!(strcmp (srchUnit->Name, lstSrchPtr->unitPtr->Name)))
{

1stSrchPtr->isRoot = FALSE;
foundFlag = TRUE;
break;

}
if (!foundFlag)

if ((newUnit = smAlloc (MetaUnitList)) NIL (MetaUnitList))
MemAllocFailed 0;

newUnit->unitPtr = srchUnit;
newUnit->isRoot = FALSE;
newUnit->next = unitList;
unitList = newUnit;

srchUnit->rootPtr = curUnit;
}

*treeRoot = curTreePtr = NIL (HierarchyElem);
/* Grow trees from each root found */
for (lstSrchPtr = unitList; lstSrchPtr;

lstSrchPtr = lstSrchPtr->next, free (unitList), unitList = lstSrchPtr)
if (lstSrchPtr->isRoot)

/* Find (physical) dimensions of this hierarchy block */
FindDimensions (lstSrchPtr->unitPtr, &diml, &dim2);
/* Create the tree root */
if ((newTree = smAlloc (HierarchyElem)) == NIL (HierarchyElem))

MemAllocFailed 0;
newTree->diml = diml;

/* Grow branches to fill out the tree down to the leaves (base units)*/
GrowBranches (newTree, lstSrchPtr->unitPtr, dim2, startDim);

/* Insert tree into list */
if (!(*treeRoot))

*treeRoot = curTreePtr = newTree;
else
{

curTreePtr->next = newTree;
curTreePtr = newTree;

}
/* Add the size of this block of elements to our running total */
startDim += diml * dim2;

}
return startDim;

/*
* Function GrowBranches
* Inputs Unit *u - unit for this level in the hierarchy
* int dim2 - the second dimension of the whole hierarchy
* element block (used in computing offsets)
* int startDim - (physical) base address for units at this
* level
* Outputs HierarchyElem
* *treeElem - several fields are filled in for the
* hierarchy element, and the baseArray is
* created and filled in if this element
* is not at the bottom of the hierarchy.
* Returns none

*

* This function recursively grows branches from the current hierarchy
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* element until the leaves of the tree are at the base unit level. The
* start field for each hierarchy element is computed so that a physical
* element may be found from a identifier selection string.
*/
void GrowBranches (HierarchyElem *treeElem, Unit *u, int dim2, int startDim)
{

int i, j, vDiml, vDim2, baseStartl, baseStart2;
int dimlIncr, dim2Incr, ovrlapl = 0, ovrlap2 = 0;
int subDiml, subDim2;

treeElem->unitPtr = u; /* unit corresponding to this hierarchy level*/
treeElem->start = startDim; /* physical base address for this unit */
treeElem->dim2 = dim2; /* physical 2nd dimension of the whole block */

/* of elements */
treeElem->aList = NIL (AdaptWiringList *); /* will be filled in later */
treeElem->global = NIL (AdaptWiringList); /* will be filled in later */
treeElem->next = NIL (HierarchyElem); /* only used for root */
if (u->TypeTag >= InslotUnitobj) /* if we're not at the unit level, */

/* then create the base array */
/* Get virtual dimensions */
vDiml = u->Coord->diml;
vDim2 = (u->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1 u->Coord->dim2;
/* Get next-level-down's dimensions */
subDiml = ((Unit *) (u->TypePtr))->Coord->diml;
subDim2 = ((Unit *) (u->TypePtr) ) ->Coord->dim2;
if (subDim2 == -1)

subDim2 = 1;
if (u->Overlap) /* then get overlap */

ovrlapl = u->Overlap->diml;
ovrlap2 = u->Overlap->dim2;

/* Compute physical increase in index number when stepping from one
unit at this level to the next.

*/
dimlIncr = (subDiml - ovrlapl) * ((Unit *)(u->TypePtr))->sizeDim1;
dim2Incr = (subDim2 - ovrlap2) * ((Unit *) (u->TypePtr))->sizeDim2;
/* Create the base array */
if ((treeElem->baseArray =

(HierarchyElem *) malloc (sizeof (HierarchyElem) *
(size_t) (vDiml * vDim2)))
== NIL (HierarchyElem))

MemAllocFailed (;
/* Grow branches for each element in the base array */
for (i = 0, basestartl = startDim; i < vDiml; i++,

baseStartl += (dimlIncr * dim2))
for (j = 0, baseStart2 = baseStartl; j < vDim2; j++,

baseStart2 += dim2Incr)
GrowBranches (&(treeElem->baseArray[(i * vDim2) + j]),

(Unit *) (u->TypePtr) , dim2, baseStart2);

else
treeElem->baseArray = NIL (HierarchyElem); /* signals the leaves of */

/* the tree */

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

FindDimensions
Unit *u - unit for this level in the hierarchy
int *diml - the physical 1st dimension of the unit one

level lower in the hierarchy
int *dim2 - the physical 2nd dimension of the unit one
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level lower in the hierarchy
int *diml - the physical 1st dimension of THIS unit
int *dim2 - the physical 2nd dimension of THIS unit
Also, the sizeDimx fields of the unit are filled in with the
physical dimensions of the base unit.
: none

This function recursively steps down the unit derivation tree, then
begins to step back up, computing the physical dimensions of each
level's units based on the physical dimensions of their base unit, and
on the overlap.

*/
void FindDimensions (Unit *u, int *diml, int *dim2)

(u->TypeTag >= InslotUnitobj)

FindDimensions ((Unit *) (u->TypePtr), diml, dim2);
u->sizeDiml = *diml;
u->sizeDim2 = *dim2;
/* Compute physical size of the current unit *1
if (u->Overlap)
{

*diml = (u->Coord->diml * (*diml)) -
((u->Coord->diml - 1) *

if (u->Coord->dim2 != -1)
*dim2 = (u->Coord->dim2 * (*dim2)) -

((u->Coord->dim2 - 1

else

*diml *= u->Coord->diml;
if (u->Coord->dim2 != -1)

*dim2 = u->Coord->dim2;
I

u->Overlap->diml);

* u->Overlap->dim2);

I
else /* else we're at the bottom of the hierarchy (unit level) */

*diml = u->Coord->diml;
*dim2 = (u->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1 u->Coord->di2;
u->sizeDiml = u->sizeDim2 = 1;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*R

* Returns
*

*

*

*

n NameSlots
HierarchyElem *slotTree - tree list to process
int slotType - specifies type of tree:

(bit 0 (1) -> inslot,
bit 1 (2) -> neuron, and
bit 2 (4) -> outslot)
NOTE: these bits may not be
OR'ed together. These values
are used simply to maintain
consistency with usage elsewhere
in the program.

the network elements are named and state variables are
initialized
none

This function goes through the tree list specified by slotTree and
generates names for each element based on the root (meta)unit name and
index number (if the unit has more than one element). Also, any state
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*
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{
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* variables are initialized.
*/
void NameSlots (HierarchyElem *slotTree, int slotType)

HierarchyElem *cur;
FILE *fptr;
int ub, i, start;
char tmpname(31], index10], typeName[8];
char far *namePtr;
NEURON MODSPEC *curNeuron;

switch (slotType)

case 1 : fptr = fopen ("inslots.lst", "w");
strcpy (typeName, "inslot");
break;

case 2 : fptr = fopen ("neurons.lst", "w");
strcpy (typeName, "neuron");
break;

case 4 : fptr = fopen ("outslots.lst", "w");
strcpy (typeName, "outslot");
break;

1* Traverse the tree list */
for (cur = slotTree; cur; cur = cur->next)

start = cur->start;
ub = cur->diml * cur->dim2;
strcpy (tmpname, cur->unitPtr->Name);
for (i = 0; i < ub; i++)

switch (slotType)

case 1 : namePtr = inslt[start + i].name;
inslt[start + i].pulse = inslt[start + i].grsc data

= 0;

break;
case 2 : curNeuron = &(neur[start + i]);

namePtr = curNeuron->name;
curNeuron->threshold = curNeuron->sigma =

curNeuron->old sigma = curNeuron->aveout =
curNeuron->pulse = curNeuron->old_pulse = 0;

curNeuron->ttype = -1; /* This will flag unprocessed */
/* neurons so we'll know that */
/* we've wired them all up */

break;
case 4 namePtr = outslt[start + i].name;

outslt[start + i].gr_scdata = 0;
/* Flag outslots as unprocessed. */
outslt[start + i].srcneuron = -I;
break;

}
_fstrcpy (namePtr, (char far *) tmpname);
if (ub != 1) /* then include the index number as part of the name */

sprintf (index, "[%d]", i);
fstrcat (namePtr, (char far *) index);

I

if (ub == 1) /* then use singular wording */
fprintf (fptr, "\"%s\" is %s %d.\n", cur->unitPtr->Name,

typeName, start);
else /* use plural wording */
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fprintf (fptr, "\"%s\" (%d x %d) are %ss %d-%d.\n",
cur->unitPtr->Name, cur->diml, cur->dim2, typeName, start,
start + ub - 1);

}
fclose (fptr);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Returns
*

BuildIdentIndexList
Ident *id - selection identifier string
int *type - type of identifier (bitmask):

(bit 0 (1) -> inslot,
bit 1 (2) -> neuron,
bit 2 (4) -> outslot)
NOTE: inslot and neuron may be OR'ed
together to build an index list when
it is not known whether the identifier
references an inslot or a neuron

int *type - if *type was 3 (inslot or neuron), on
return *type is set to whichever
category produced a match (1 or 2)

ObjTypeTag
*baseType - type of the base element returned by the

function
IndexList

**iList - the created index list
HierarchyElem

**treeRoot - the root of the hierarchy tree to which
the selection identifier referred

IndexList
**incrPtr - If incrPtr is not NULL, then it is

set to point to the first unit name
(in a left-to-right scan) that has
a coordinate specified. If no
coordinate is specified for any of the
unit names, then *in(:rPtr is set to NULL.

void * - base type of the last (rightmost) unit
in the selection identifier string

* This function builds an index list out of the identifier string id,
* starting with the highest (meta)unit in the hierarchy down to the
* last (rightmost) unit name in the identifier string.
*/
void *BuildIdentIndexList (Ident *id, int *type, ObjTypeTag *baseType,

IndexList **iList, HierarchyElem **treeRoot,
IndexList **incrPtr)

{
Unit
IndexList
ObjTypeTag
int
SymTab

*curUnit;
*newIndex, *prevIndex = NIL (IndexList);
objSrch[2] (2];
i, j;
*3;

if (id->next)
{

curUnit = (Unit *) (BuildIdentIndexList (id->next, type, baseType,
iList, treeRoot, incrPtr));

prevIndex = (*iList)->prev;

else /* we're at the first (leftmost) unit name */
{

switch (*type)
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case 1 : /* inslot */
objSrch[O] [0] = InslotUnitObj;
objSrch[0] [1] = MetaInslotUnitObj;
break;

case 2 : /* neuron
objSrch[0][0] = NeuronUnitobj;
objSrch[0] [1] = MetaNeuronUnitObj;
break;

case 3 : /* inslot or neuron */
objSrch[0][0] = InslotUnitObj;
objSrch[0] [1] = MetaInslotUnitObj;
objSrch[l] [0] = NeuronUnitObj;
objSrch[l] [1] = MetaNeuronUnitObj;
break;

case 4 : /* outslot */
objSrch[O] [0] = OutslotUnitObj;
objSrch[O] [1] = MetaOutslotUnitObj;
break;

}

/* Search for the unit name in the symbol table */
for (i = 0, s = NIL (SymTab); ((!s) && (i < 2)); iL++)

for (j = 0; ((!s) && (j < 2)); j++)
s = FindSymbol (id->Name, objSrch[i j]);

assert (s != NIL (SymTab));
if (*type == 3) /* Set *type to the type of unit found */

*type =

/* Follow the links back to the root of the hierarchy */
for (curUnit = s->SymTabUnion.inslotunit; curUnit->rootPtr;

curUnit = curUnit->rootPtr);
/* Find the corresponding hierarchy tree root */
switch (*type)

case 1 : *treeRoot = inslotTree;
break;

case 2 : *treeRoot = neuronTree;
break;

case 4 : *treeRoot = outslotTree;
break;

while ((*treeRoot) &&
(strcmp ((*treeRoot) ->unitPtr->Name, curUnit->Name)))

*treeRoot = (*treeRoot)->next;
assert (*treeRoot != NIL (HierarchyElem));
/* Step down the hierarchy, creating index list nodes until we reach

the unit name where our selection identifier began.
*/
for (*iList = NIL (IndexList); strcmp (curUnit->Name, id->Name);

curUnit = (Unit *) (curUnit->TypePtr))

if ((newIndex = smAlloc (IndexList)) == NIL (IndexList))
MemAllocFailed 0;

newIndex->index = 0;
newIndex->sel = -1;
newIndex->ub = curUnit->Coord->diml *

((curUnit->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1 curUnit->Coord->dim2);
newIndex->incrFlag = FALSE;
newIndex->next = NIL (IndexList);
newIndex->prev = prevIndex;
if (! (*iList))

*iList = newIndex;
else

prevIndex->next = newIndex;
(*iList)->prev = prevIndex = newIndex;
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I
if (incrPtr)

*incrPtr = NIL (IndexList);
}
/* Create index node for current unit name */
if ((newIndex = smAlloc (IndexList)) == NIL (IndexList))

MemAllocFailed ();
newIndex->ub = curUnit->Coord->diml *

((curUnit->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1 :curUnit->Coord->dim2);
newIndex->incrFlag = FALSE;
if (id->Coord) /* a coordinate was specified */

if (curUnit->Coord->dim2 != -1)
newIndex->sel = (id->Coord->diml * curUnit->Coord->dim2) +

id->Coord->dim2;
else

newIndex->sel = id->Coord->di
newIndex->index = newIndex->sel;
if ((incrPtr) && !(*incrPtr))
*incrPtr = newIndex;

else /* no coordinate was selected

newIndex->sel = -1;
newIndex->index = 0;

/* If we're supposed to find the
/* selector element and we haven't
/* yet, then set the increment
/* pointer to newIndex. */

*/
*/
*/

/* Insert new index node into double-linked list */
newIndex->next = NIL (IndexList);
newIndex->prev = prevIndex;
if (!(*iList))

*iList = newIndex;
else

prevIndex->next = newIndex;
(*iList)->prev = prevIndex = newIndex;
/* Step down one level in the hierarchy */
*baseType = curUnit->TypeTag;
return (curUnit->TypePtr);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
* Outputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Returns
*

*

ConstructIndexList
(same as described
int *type

IndexList **iList
HierarchyElem

**treeRoot

IndexList
**incrPtr

void *

above for BuildIdentlndexList
- (as described above for

BuildIdentIndexList)
- the created index list

- the root of the hierarchy tree to which
the selection identifier referred

- If incrPtr is not NULL, then it is
set to point to the first unit name
(in a left-to-right scan) that has
a coordinate specified. If no
coordinate is specified for any of the
unit names, then *incrPtr the last
(rightmost) unit name in the identifier
string

- base type of hierarchy (will be either
InslotDecls *, NtypeDecls *, or
OutslotDecls *)
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* This function build a partial index list by calling BuildIdnetIndexList,
* then completes it by following the derivation list on down until the
* unit type is reached.

void *ConstructIndexList (Ident *id, int *type, IndexList **iList,
HierarchyElem **treeRoot, IndexList **incrPtr)

{
ObjTypeTag
void
IndexList
Unit

baseType;
*typePtr;
*prevIndex, *newIndex;
*curUnit;

typePtr = BuildIdentIndexList (id, type, &baseType, iList, treeRoot,
incrPtr);

if ((incrPtr) && ! (*incrPtr)) /* if no selector was found, then the last */
*incrPtr = (*iList)->prev;/* unit name in the ident. is the selector */

/* Follow the derivation hierarchy down to the base */
if (baseType > OutslotDefObj)

prevIndex = (*iList)->prev;
while (baseType > OutslotDefObj)

curUnit = (Unit *) typePtr;
if ((newIndex = smAlloc (IndexList)) == NIL ( IndexList))

MemAllocFailed ();
newIndex->ub = (curUnit->Coord->diml *

((curUnit->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1
curUnit->Coord->dim2));

newIndex->sel = -1;
newIndex->index = 0;
newIndex->incrFlag = FALSE;
newIndex->next = NIL (IndexList);
newIndex->prev = prevIndex;
prevIndex->next = newIndex;
(*iList)->prev = prevIndex = newIndex;
baseType = curUnit->TypeTag;
typePtr = curUnit->TypePtr;

return typePtr;
I

MakeConnections
Configuration *c

unsigned char
On return, the neurc

- unit configuration specifying
connections to be made

- TRUE if error occurred, FALSE otherwise
)ns and outslots are wired up.

* This function recursively processes all of the configurations in the
* list c, calling WireNeurons or AssignOutslots for neuron configurations
* and outslots configurations respectively.
*/
unsigned char MakeConnections (Configuration *c)
{

unsigned char ret;

if (c->next)
ret = MakeConnections (c->next);

else
ret = FALSE;

if (c->Tag == 1)
ret I= WireNeurons (c->ConfigUnion.Neuron);
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else
ret I= AssignOutslots (c->ConfigUnion.Outslot);

return ret;

Function
Inputs

AssignOutslots
OutslotUnitConfig *outCfg - outslot unit configuration to

assing wiring for
The selected outslots now have their srcneuron field filled
in.
unsigned char - returns FALSE on success, TRUE

on error (error occurs if there
is a conflicting wiring)

This function wires neurons to outslots based on the configuration
specified in outCfg. First, an index list is constructed for both
the neuron and outslot selection identifier strings, then the two
index lists are incremented in parallel, assigning the neuron's index
to the outslot's src neuron field.

unsigned char AssignOutslots (OutslotUnitConfig *outCfg)

IndexList *srcIList, *outIList;
int srcType, destType, outIndex;
unsigned char sflag, oflag, ret = FALSE;
HierarchyElem *neurRoot, *outRoot;

srcType = 2;
(void) ConstructIndexList (outCfg->Source, &srcType, &srcIList, &neurRoot,

NIL (IndexList *));
destType = 4;
(void) ConstructIndexList (outCfg->Outslot, &destType, &outIList, &outRoot,

NIL (IndexList *));

outIndex = GetIndex (outRoot, outIList, NIL (unsigned char));
if (outslt[outIndex].srcneuron != -1)
{

fprintf (stderr, "Conflicting wiring for \"%s\" outslot group",
outRoot->unitPtr->Name);

SemanticErrors++;
ret = TRUE;

else

outslt[outIndex].srcneuron =
GetIndex (neurRoot, srcIList, NIL

}
flag = IncrIndexList (srcIList);
oflag = IncrlndexList (outIList);

while (sflag && oflag);
/* Since the mapping is 1-1, both sflag and oflag
assert (sflag == oflag);
/* Free up memory used by the index lists */
FreeIndexList (srcIList);
FreeIndexList (outIList);
return ret;
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{
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Function
Inputs

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*

* Returns
*

GetIndex
HierarchyElem *treeRoot

IndexList *iList

unsigned char *bFlag

unsigned char *bFlag

int

- root of hierarchy tree
containing selected element

- index list specifying the
indices for the units at each
level in the hierarchy

- if not NULL, bFlag is a pointer
that will be set to a bitmask
specifying what boundaries an
element lies on:
(bit 0 (1) -> top,
bit 1 (2) -> bottom,
bit 2 (4) -> left,
bit 3 (8) -> right)

- if not NULL, set to the boundary
bitmask as described above

- physical index number of element
selected by the index list iList

* This function steps down through the hierarchy tree, selecting the
* element indexed by the corresponding node in the index list at each
* step. When the base is reached, the physical index is computed and
* returned. NOTE: The index list, iList, must be a full index list in
* order for this to work. In other words, iList must have been created
* by a call to ConstructIndexList, NOT by calling BuildIdentIndexList
* (which may or may not create a full list, depending on how the selection
* identifier is formed).
*/
int GetIndex (HierarchyElem *treeRoot, IndexList *iList,

unsigned char *bFlag)
{

int i, j, rowLength;
unsigned char boundaries;

if (bFlag) /* start off assuming that element lies on all */
boundaries = OxF; /* four boundaries */

else
boundaries = 0;

while (iList->next != NIL (IndexList))

if (boundaries)

/* if the element is not on a boundary, then turn the
corresponding bit off.

*/
= iList->index / treeRoot->unitPtr->Coord->dim2;
= iList->index % treeRoot->unitPtr->Coord->dim2;

if ((boundaries & 1) && (i))
boundaries ^= 1;

if ((boundaries & 2) && (i != (treeRoot->unitPtr->Coord->diml - 1)))
boundaries ^= 2;

if ((boundaries & 4) && (j))
boundaries A 4;

if ((boundaries & 8) && (j != (treeRoot->unitPtr->Coord->dim2 - 1)))
boundaries A 8;

}
/* Step down one level in the hierarchy to the unit specified by

:LList->index
*/
treeRoot = & (treeRoot->baseArray[iList->index]);
iList = iList->next;
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assert (treeRoot->baseArray == NIL (HierarchyElem));
/* compute physical index */
rowLength = treeRoot->unitPtr->Coord->dim2;
if (rowLength == -1)

rowLength = 1;
i = iList->index / rowLength;
j = iList->index % rowLength;
if (bFlag) /* then set it to the boundary mask */

*bFlag = boundaries;
return (treeRoot->start + (i * treeRoot->dim2) + j);

Function
Inputs
Outputs

IncrIndexList
IndexList *iList
IndexList *iList

* Returns unsigned char
*

*

*

- index list to be incremented
- incremented index list (if incrementing

was possible)
- TRUE if increment was successful, FALSE

if increment failed (because index List
cannot be incremented any further)

* This function attempts to increment the index list, iList, starting
* at the end and working back toward the head of the list each time
* either (a) the current node can't be incremented or (b) incrementing a
* node causes it to reach its upper bound so that the index of the level
* above must be incremented. Also, all incremented nodes get their
* incrFlag set to TRUE, all unincremented nodes' flags are reset to FALSE.
*/
unsigned char IncrIndexList (IndexList *iList)

unsigned char done = FALSE;

do
{

iList = iList->prev;
if (iList->sel == -1)

{
LList->incrFlag = TRUE;
(iList->index)++;
if (iList->index < iList->ub)

done = TRUE;
else

iList->index = 0;
}

while ((!done) && (iList->prev->next));
for (iList = iList->prev; iList->next; iList = iList->prev)

if (iList->sel == -1)
iList->incrFlag = FALSE;

return (done);
}

FreeIndexList
IndexList *iList
none

- index list to be deleted

* This function frees up the memory taken up by the index list, iList.
*/
void FreeIndexList (IndexList *iList)

IndexList *cur;

for (cur = iList; cur; cur = iList)
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iList = iList->next;
free (cur);

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

* Outputs
* Returns

: BuildFullIdentList
: HierarchyElem *treeRoot - hierarchy tree for which you

want to build an index list
: none
: the full index list created from the hierarchy tree

* This function builds an index list by traversing the hierarchy tree
* from the root to the base, with no unit elements selected at any
* level.

*/
IndexList *BuildFullldentList (HierarchyElem *treeRoot)

*u;

baseType;
*ret = NIL (IndexList), *curIdx, *prevIdx;

u = treeRoot->unitPtr;
do

if ((curIdx = smAlloc (IndexList)) == NIL
MemAllocFailed (;

curIdx->index = 0;
curldx->sel = -1;
curIdx->ub = u->Coord->diml *

((u->Coord->dim2 != -1) ?
curIdx->incrFlag = FALSE;
curIdx->next = NIL (IndexList);
if (!ret)

(IndexList))

u->Coord->dim2 : 1) ;

ret = prevIdx = curIdx;
curIdx->prev = curIdx;

else
{

prevIdx->next = curIdx;
curIdx->prev = prevIdx;
ret->prev = curIdx;
prevIdx = curIdx;

if ((baseType = u->TypeTag) >= InslotUnitObj)
11 = (Unit *) (u->TypePtr) ;

while (baseType >= InslotUnitobj);
return ret;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

* Outputs
*R
* Returns
*

n WireTree
Configuration *c - network configuration list (only the

neuron configuration items are used)
On exit, the neuron tree has its adaptrode configurations
dispersed to the appropriate places in the hierarchy
int - TRUE if errors occurred, FALSE

otherwise

* This function processes all of the neuron configuration items and
* places the adaptrode configuration specs in the aList[] and global
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* adaptrode wiring lists in their proper places in the hierarchy tree.
*/
int WireTree (Configuration *c)

int ret, errFlag;
NeuronUnitConfig *n;
IndexList *neurIList;
int neurType = 2, i, ub;
HierarchyElem *neurRoot, *curTreePos;
ObjTypeTag baseType;
unsigned char globalFlag = FALSE;
AdaptiringList *curAdapt, *newAdapt;
AdaptConfig *curAdaptConfig;
void *cfgBase;
AdaptDec *curAdaptDec;
AdaptPos *tempPtr;

if (c->next)
ret = WireTree (c->next);

else
ret = FALSE;

if (c->Tag == 2) /* Then it's an outslot, so skip it */
return ret;

n = c->ConfigUnion.Neuron;
cfgBase = BuildIdentIndexList (n->Neuron, &neurType, &baseType, &neurIList,

&neurRoot, NIL (IndexList *));
/* if the unit's numsynapseTypes has not been filled in yet, then we

need to fill it in and create a (template) adaptrode position list in
the hierarchy tree root.

*/
if (neurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes == -1)
{

if (baseType != NtypeDefObj)
while (baseType != NtypeDef~bj)

baseType = ((Unit *)cfgBase)->TypeTag;
cfgBase = ((Unit *)cfgBase).->TypePtr;

neurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes =
((NtypeDecls *)cfgBase)->numSynapseTypes;

/* Create adaptrode position list */
if ((tempPtr = (AdaptPos *) malloc (sizeof (AdaptPos) *

neurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes)) == NIL (AdaptPos))
MemAllocFailed 0;

/* Create a (one element) pointer array to point to our adaptrode
position list

*/
if ((neurRoot->adPosList = (AdaptPos **) malloc (sizeof (AdaptPos *)))

== NIL (AdaptPos *))
MemAllocFailed 0;

*(neurRoot->adPosList) = tempPtr;
/* Fill in the Name field with the synapse type names, and initialize

length to -1 (indicates that a configuration for that synapse type
has not yet been found).

*/
for (i = 0, curAdaptDec = ((NtypeDecls *)cfgBase)->AdaptList;

curAdaptDec; i++, curAdaptDec = curAdaptDec->next)
{

if (curAdaptDec->funct != 1) /* we don't count output adaptrodes *1

(* (neurRoot->adPosList)) [i] .Name = curAdaptDec->Name;
(*(neurRoot->adPosList))[i].length = -1;
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else

}
assert (i == neurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes);

}
if (neurIList->prev->sel == -1) /* if global for this level */
{

neurIList->prev->sel = 0;
globalFlag = TRUE;

I
/* Disperse each adaptrode configuration to all selected elements in the

hierarchy tree.
*/
for (curAdaptConfig = n->Adapt; curAdaptConfig;

curAdaptConfig = curAdaptConfig->next, ResetIndexList (neurIList),
ret I= errFlag)

do
{

errFlag = FALSE;
curTreePos = GetTreePos (neurRoot, neurIList);
if (globalFlag)

curAdapt = curTreePos->global;
else

if (!(curTreePos->aList)) /* then we must create it */

ub = curTreePos->unitPtr->Coord->diml *
((curTreePos->unitPtr->Coord->dim2 == -1) ? 1

curTreePos->unitPtr->Coord->dim2);
if ((curTreePos->aList =

(AdaptWiringList **)
malloc (sizeof (AdaptWiringList *) *ub))
NIL (AdaptWiringList *))

MemAllocFailed (;
for (i = 0; i < ub;

curTreePos->aList[i++] = NIL (AdaptWiringList));
}
i = neurIList->prev->sel;
curAdapt = curTreePos->aList(i];

while (curAdapt) /* Search through list for duplicate wiring spec */
{

if (!strcmp (curAdapt->adConfig->ClassId,
curAdaptConfig->ClassId))

{
sprintf (errString,

"Multiple wiring specifications given for adaptrode
"class \"%s\"", curAdaptConfig->ClassId);

ReportSemanticError (errString, curAdaptConfig->line no);
errFlag = TRUE;
break;

}
else

curAdapt = curAdapt->next;

if (!curAdapt) /* If no duplicate was found */

if ((newAdapt = smAlloc (AdaptWiringList)) ==
NIL (AdaptWiringList))

MemAllocFailed ();
newAdapt->adConfig = curAdaptConfig;
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/* Insert it into the appropriate list */
if (globalFlag)

newAdapt->next = curTreePos->global;
curTreePos->global = newAdapt;

}
elsewdp-nt=cureosaisi]
{

}
} while

return ret;

newAdapt->next = curTreePos->aLis t[i] ;
curTreePos->aList(iI = newAdapt;

((!errFlag) && (IncrIndexList (neurIList)));

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

*

*

GetTreePos
HierarchyElem *treeRoot

IndexList *iList

none
HierarchyElem *

- root of index list's
corresponding hierarchy tree

- (not necessarily complete) index
list

- hierarchy element reached by
following the index list down
until the last node in the list
is reached

*

* This function finds the element in the hierarchy tree specified by the
* index list.

*/
HierarchyElem *GetTreePos (HierarchyElem *treeRoot, IndexList *iList)
{

if (!iList)
return NIL (HierarchyElem);

while (iList->next != NIL (IndexList))
{

treeRoot = & (treeRoot->baseArray(iList->index]);
iList = iList->next;

return treeRoot;
I

ResetIndexList
IndexList *iList-
IndexList *iList-
none

index list whose indices are to be reset
the reset index list

* This function resets all indices (that are not locked to a particular
* value through selection) back to 0.

void ResetIndexList (IndexList *iList)

while (iList)
{

iList->incrFlag = FALSE;
if (iList->sel == -1)

iList->index = 0;
iList = iList->next;

)
}
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I/*
* Function : ComputeAdaptCounts
* Inputs : HierarchyElem *treeElem - hierarchy sub-tree parent for
* which the adaptrode position
* list info. will be propagated
* down
* AdaptPos *adPosList - adaptrode position list that is
* partially filled in with
* adaptrode configuration
* information encountered so far
* in the current path from root to
* leaf
* int numSynapseTypes - number of adaptrode classes (not
* counting output adaptrode class)
* Outputs This subtree has all of its leaves filled in with the
* adaptrode position list information
* Returns int - TRUE if error, FALSE otherwise
*

* This function recursively traverses the hierarchy tree in a depth-
* first manner, propating adaptrode configuration information down
* the tree and storing this information in the adaptrode position lists
* of the leaves. First, a global adaptrode position list (APL) is
* constructed from the list of adaptrode configurations encountered so
* far, along with any global configurations at the current level. Then
* each child (one for each virtual unit) is processed by generating the
* local APL for each and either (a) propagating this list down to the
* next level by a recursive call to ComputeAdaptCounts (if we're not
* at a leaf), or (b) assigning the created APL to the corresponding
* element of the APL array (if we are at a leaf).
*/
int ComputeAdaptCounts (HierarchyElem *treeElem, AdaptPos *adPosList,

int numSynapseTypes)

{
int i, unitSize;
AdaptPos *glblAdPosLst, *localAdPosLst;
Unit *u;

u = treeElem->unitPtr;
unitSize = u->Coord->diml * ((u->Coord->dim2 != -1) ? u->Coord->dim2 1);

/* Derive global (for this hierarchy level) adaptrode position list */
if ((glblAdPosLst = DeriveAdPosList (treeElem->global, adPosList,

numSynapseTypes, ((treeElem->unitPtr->rootPtr) ?
treeElem->unitPtr->rootPtr : treeElem->unitPtr))) ==
NIL (AdaptPos))

return TRUE;
/* If we are at the leaves of the tree, then create an array of pointers,

each element of which will point to the adaptrode position list for
one virtual unit.

*/
if (!(treeElem->baseArray))

if ((treeElem->adPosList = (AdaptPos **) malloc (sizeof (AdaptPos *) *
unitSize)) == NIL (AdaptPos *))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* Now process local adaptrode configuration information for each unit

or neuron.

for (i = 0; i < unitSize; i++)

{
/* Derive local adaptrode position list from global one plus any local

adaptrode configuration info. pertinent.
*/
if ((localAdPosLst = DeriveAdPosList

((treeElem->aList) ? treeElem->aList [i] : NIL (AdaptWiringList)),
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glblAdPosLst, numSynapseTypes, ((treeElem-)unitPtr->rootPtr) ?
treeElem->unitPtr->rootPtr treeElem->unitPtr))) ==
NIL (AdaptPos))

free (glblAdPosLst);
return TRUE;

}
/* If there is a base array, then we are not at the leaves of the tree

yet, so we recursively call ComputAdaptCounts to propagate the
information down the tree.

*/
if (treeElem->baseArray)
{

if (ComputeAdaptCounts (& (treeElem->baseArray[i]), localAdPosLst,
numSynapseTypes))

return TRUE;
free (localAdPosLst);

}
else /* we're at the leaves, so assign this adaptrode position list */

/* to it's corresponding element adaptrode position list array */
treeElem->adPosList[i] = localAdPosLst;

}
free (glblAdPosLst);
return FALSE;

Function
Inputs

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*

* Returns
*

*

DeriveAdPosList
AdaptWiringList *adWireList - adaptrode wiring list we are

going to extract the adapt.
configuration info, out of

AdaptPos *adPosList - base adaptrode position list
from which we will derive our
new APL

int numSynapseTypes - number of adaptrode classes
(not counting output adapts.)

Unit *neurRootUnit - highest (meta)unit in the
unit derivation for this
hierarchy

Each receive-from specification gets its 'numElems' field
filled in with the number of elements specified by it
AdaptPos * - the derived adaptrode

position list or NULL if
error

This function makes a copy of the APL, adPosList, then processes the
list of adaptrode configurations (wirings) in the adaptrode wiring
list, adWireList. The elements of the APL, corresponding to the
different synapse types, are completed by filling in their 'length'
field with the total number of elements selected by all receive-from
specifications in the adaptrode wiring list.

AdaptPos *DeriveAdPosList (AdaptWiringList *adWireList, AdaptPos *adPosList,
int numSynapseTypes, Unit *neurRootUnit)

{
AdaptPos
AdaptWiringList
RecvFromSpec
int
int
Unit
Exception
unsigned char

*ret;
*curAdWire;
*curRecvSpec;
i, recvFromSize, exceptSize, patternSpec, exceptTotal;
distrSpec, recvFromFraction, srcType, expType;
*srcRootUnit;
*curExcept;
exceptFlag;
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WiringAsgn *curWireAsgn;
double coverageSpec;
IndexList *srcIList, *srcIncrPtr, *tempIdx;

IndexList *expIList, *expIncrPtr;
HierarchyElem *srcRoot, *srcTreePos, *expRoot, *expTreePos;

/* First, make a copy of our original APL */
if ((ret = (AdaptPos *) malloc (sizeof (AdaptPos) * numynapseTypes))

== NIL (AdaptPos))
MemAllocFailed ();

memcpy (ret, adPosList, sizeof (AdaptPos) * numSynapseTypes);
/* Now process each adaptrode configuration element */
for (curAdWire = adWireList; curAdWire; curAdWire = curAdWire->next)

/* Find corresponding position in our APL */
for (i = 0; ((i < numSynapseTypes) &&

strcMp (curAdWire->adConfig->Classd, ret[i] .Name));
i++) ;

assert (i < numSynapseTypes) ;
if (ret(i].length !- -1) /* Then we've already processed a config. */

/* that pertains to this adaptrode class */
sprintf (errString,

"Conflicting configurations for adaptrode \"%s\"", ret [i] .Name);
ReportSemanticError (errString, curAdWire->adConfig->lineno);
free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

else /* initialize the length (number of sources) to 0 */
ret[i].length = 0;

/* Extract information from the adaptrode wiring assignment list */
patternSpec = distrSpec = 0;
coveragespec = -1.0;
for (curWireAsgn = curAdWire->adConfig->Wiring; curWireAsgn;

curWireAsgn - curWireAsgn->next)
switch (curWireAsgn->Tag)

case PatternTag
: patternSpec = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgrnUnion.pattern;

break;
case CoverageTag

: coverageSpec =
(double) (curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion.coverage) /100.0;

break;
case DistributionTag

: distrSpec =
curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion. distribution->type;

break;
default

break;

if (!patternSpec) /* We must have a pattern specification */

sprintf (errString, "No pattern specified for adaptrode \"%sV"",
curAdWire->adConfig->Classld);

ReportSemanticError (errString, curAdWire->adConfig->line no);
free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

}
if (coveragespec == -1.0) /* if no coverage specified, set to default

*/
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coverageSpec = 1.0;
if (distrSpec && (coverageSpec == 1.0))

sprintf (errString,
"%s distributions must have coverage less than 100%%",
((distrSpec == 1) ? "Normal" : "Uniform"));

ReportSemanticError (errString, curAdWire->adConfig->lineno);
free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

}
if ((patternSpec == 1) && (coverageSpec != 1.0))
{

ReportSemanticError ("Must have 100% coverage for 1-1 pattern",
curAdWire->adConfig->lineno);

free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

/* Process each receive-from specification */
for (curRecvSpec = curAdWire->adConfig->Recv; curRecvSpec;

curRecvSpec = curRecvSpec->next)

srcType = 3; /* Inslot or Neuron */
ConstructIndexList (curRecvSpec->Source, &srcType, &srcIList,

&srcRoot, &srcIncrPtr);
/* Find selected element in the hierarchy */
tempIdx - srcIncrPtr->next;
srcIncrPtr->next - NIL (IndexList);
srcIList->prev = srcIncrPtr;
FreeIndexList (tempIdx);
/* If a coordinate was not specified for the selected unit, and

the pattern specification is 1-M or M-1, then we move the
selection up one level in the hierarchy, so that all units at
that level are selected.

*/
if ((srcIncrPtr->sel == -1) &&

((patternSpec == 2) I1 (patternSpec == 3)))
{

/* set tempIdx to last node of index list */
tempIdx = srcIList->prev;
if (tempIdx->prev->next) /* then there is a previous node */
{

srcIList->prev = tempIdx->prev;
srcIList->prev->next = NIL (IndexList);
FreeIndexList (tempIdx);
srcTreePos = GetTreePos (srcRoot, srcIList);
recvFromSize = srcTreePos->unitPtr->size:Dim1 *

srcTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDim2;
}
else

recvFromSize = srcRoot->diml * srcRoot->dim2;
}
else
{

srcTreePos = GetTreePos (srcRoot, srcIList);
recvFromSize = srcTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDiml *

srcTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDim2;
}
FreeIndexList (srcIList);
/* Process exceptions */
for (curExcept = curRecvSpec->Except, exceptFlag = FALSE,

exceptTotal = 0; curExcept; curExcept = curExcept->next)
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{
switch (curExcept->Tag)
{

case 1 /* compound ident */
/* Find the unit selected for an exception */
expType = 3; /* Inslot or Neuron */
ConstructIndexList (curExcept->ExceptionUnion. Id,

&expType, &expIList, LexpRoot, &expIncrPtr);
/* Find selected element in the hierarchy */
tempIdx = expIncrPtr->next;
expIncrPtr->next = NIL (IndexList);
expIList->prev = expIncrPtr;
FreeIndexList (tempIdx);
/* If a coordinate was not specified for the selected

unit, and the pattern specification is 1-M or M-1,
then we move the selection up one level in the
hierarchy, so that all units at that level are
selected.

if ((expIncrPtr->sel == -1) &&
((patternSpec =- 2) 11(patternSpec == 3)))

tempIdx = expIList->prev;
if (tempIdx->prev->next)
/* then there is a previous node */

(
expIList->prev - tempIdx->prev;
expIList->prev->next = NIL (IndexList);
FreeIndexList (tempIdx);
expTreePos = GetTreePos (expRoot, expIList);
exceptSize = expTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDiml *

expTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDim2;
}
else

exceptSize - expRoot->diml * expRoot->dim2;

else
{

expTreePos = GetTreePos (expRoot, expIList);
exceptSize = expTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDiml *

expTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDim2;
}
FreeIndexList (expIList);
exceptTotal += exceptSize;
break;

case 2 /* self */
if (exceptFlag & 1)
{

ReportSemanticError ("Multiple \"self\" exceptions",
curExcept->lineno);

free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

}
/* Check to see if source is in the same hierarchy as

the receiving neuron (because otherwise a self
exception makes no sense).

*/
srcRootUnit = srcRoot->unitPtr;
if (strcmp (srcRootUnit->Name, neurRootUnit->Name))
{

ReportSemanticError
"\"Self\" exception not appropriate for source",
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curExcept->line no);
free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

exceptFlag 1= 1;
exceptTotal++;
break;

case 3 /* neighbor (not currently supported) */
if (exceptFlag & 2)

ReportSemanticError
"Multiple \"neighbor\" exc
curExcept->lineno);

else
{

:eptions",

exceptFlag J= 2;
ReportSemanticError

"\"Neighbor\" exceptions not currently supported",
curExcept->line no);

free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

}
}
/* Compute number of source considering the coverage fraction */
recvFromFraction = (int) (((double)recvFromSize * coverageSpec)+0.5);
/* If this number is more than the total number of sources minus

the number of exceptions, then we use the latter.
*/
if ((recvFromSize - exceptTotal) < recvFromFraction)

recvFromSize -= exceptTotal;
else

recvFromSize = recvFromFraction;
if ((patternSpec == 1) && (recvFromSize != 1))
{

ReportSemanticError ("Adaptrode configuration not 1-1",
curAdWire->adConfig->lineno);

free (ret);
ret = NIL (AdaptPos);
return ret;

/* Store the number of elements in the receive-from specification */
curRecvSpec->numElems = recvFromSize;
/* Add the number of sources for this receive--from spec. to the

total number for this adaptrode class.
*/
ret(i].length += recvFromSize;

return ret;

I/*
* Function
* Inputs

*

*

* Outputs
* Returns
*

: CreateAdaptrodes
: HierarchyElem *treeElem -

: Adaptrode arrays are created
: int

hierarchy tree whose associated
neurons will have adaptrode
arrays created for them
for all neurons
TRUE on error, FALSE otherwise

* This function creates adaptrode lists for all neurons in the hierarchy
* specified by treeElem. First, a pass is made through all of the leaves
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* of the hierarchy tree (these are the virtual neurons), and the adaptrode
* count information is placed into lists for the physical neurons. Then
* these count lists are processed for each physical neuron, the adaptrode
* arrays are created, and the rest of the neuron fields and some of the
* adaptrode fields are filled in with the correct information.

*/
int CreateAdaptrodes (HierarchyElem *treeElem)
{

Unit
NtypeDecls
int
int
int
Coordspec
AdaptDec
AdaptCounter
IndexList
SymTab
TtypeDecls
HierarchyElem
MixPortionElem
double
AdaptPos
AdCntrElem
unsigned char
ADPTR
AtypeDecl

*curUnit, *prevUnit;
*baseNtype;
dimlOvrlap = -1, dim2Ovrlap = -1, numNeurons, numSTypes;
i, j, k, index, dimi, dim2, mixOvrlapCnt, start, aOtype;
curUnitIndex, adCntIndex;
*unitDim;
*curAdDec;
*aCntLst;
*neurIList;
*threshSym, *atypeSym;
*ttypePtr;
*curTreePos;
*mixList;
mixAccum, tempPercent;
*curAdPosList;
*newACElem, *curACElem, *prevACElem;
flag, boundaryFlag;
curAdapt;
*curAtypeDecl;

numNeurons = treeElem->diml * treeElem->dim2;
numSTypes = treeElem->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes;
/* Create an adaptrode count list which is a two dimensional array. Each

row in this array corresponds to a physical neuron, and is made up
of an adaptrode count list element for each synapse type (not counting
the output adaptrode.

*/
if ((aCntLst = (AdaptCounter *) malloc (sizeof (AdaptCounter) *

numNeurons * numSTypes)) == NIL (AdaptCounter))
MemAllocFailed ();

/* Create a mix list array, with one element for each synapse type (again,
not counting the output adaptrode.

*/
if ((mixList = (MixPortionElem *) malloc (sizeof (MixPortionElem) *

numSTypes)) == NIL (MixPortionElem))
MemAllocFailed (;

treeElem->adCountList = aCntLst;
/* Step down the unit derivation hierarchy until the bottom is reached */
for (curUnit = treeElem->unitPtr, prevUnit = NIL (Unit);

curUnit->TypeTag != NtypeDefObj;
prevUnit = curUnit, curUnit = (Unit *) (curUnit->TypePtr));

/* Extract information from the base unit and ntype structures that will
be needed later.

*/
unitDims = curUnit->Coord;
baseNtype = (NtypeDecls *) (curUnit->TypePtr);
threshSym = FindSymbol (baseNtype->ThreshId, TtypeDefObj);
assert (threshSym != NIL (SymTab));
ttypePtr = threshSym->SymTabUnion. ttype;
if ((prevUnit) && (prevUnit->Overlap))
{

dimlOvrlap = prevUnit->Overlap->dim1;
dim2Ovrlap = prevUnit->Overlap->dim2;

}
/* Process all adaptrode class declarations */
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for (i = 0, curAdDec = baseNtype->AdaptList; curAdDec;
curAdDec = curAdDec->next)

if (curAdDec->funct == 1) /* Then it's the output adaptrode */
{

atypeSym = FindSymbol (curAdDec->AtypeId, AtypeDefObj);
assert (atypeSym);
curAtypeDecl = atypeSym->SymTabUnion. atype;
a0type = curAtypeDecl->atypeNum;

else
{

if ((curAdDec->mix != -2.0) && (dimlOvrlap == -1))
{

curAdDec->mix = -2.0;
fprintf (stderr,

"Warning: Mix specification has no effect for adaptrode
"\"%s\"\n", curAdDec->Name);

fprintf (stderr, " in (meta)unit \"%s\": Line %d\n",
treeElem->unitPtr->Name, curAdDec->line no);

}
/* Create mix lists (if necessary) */
if ((mixList[i].mix = curAdDec->mix) != -2.0)
{

if (dimlOvrlap > 0)
ComputeMixList (mixList [i] .mix, dimlOvrlap,

&(mixList[i] .dimlList));
if (dim2Ovrlap > 0)

ComputeMixList (mixList[i] .mix, dim2Ovrlap,
&(mixList[i] .dim2List));

}
mixList [i] .adapt_funct = curAdDec->funct;
/* Get physical atype index number */
if (curAdDec->funct > 3)

mixList[i] .atype num = -1;
else
{

atypeSym = FindSymbol (curAdDec->AtypeId, AtypeDefObj);
assert (atypeSym);
curAtypeDecl = atypeSym->SymTabUnion.atype;
mixList [ii .atype num = curAtypeDecl->atypeNum;

}
for (j = 0; j < numNeurons; j++)
{

/* initialize each row in the adaptrode count list array to the
names of the synapse types.

*/
aCntLst[(index = (j * numSTypes) + i)].Name = curAdDec->Name;
if (mixList[i].mix = -2.0)

aCntLst[index].total = 0; /* We use the 'total' field as a
else /* temporary flag to tell whether*/

aCntLst(index].total = 1; /* or not the adaptrode is mixed */
aCntLst[index].elem = NIL (AdCntrElem);

}
i++;

assert (i == numSTypes);
/* Now we will visit each leaf of the hierarchy tree (corresponding to

each virtual neuron).

*/
neurIList = BuildFullIdentList (treeElem);
do

index = GetIndex (treeElem, neurIList, &boundaryFlag);
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curUnitIndex = neurIList->prev->index;
if (unitDims->dim2 == -1)
{

dimi = curUnitIndex;
dim2 = -1;

else
{

dimi = curUnitIndex I unitDims->dim2;
dim2 = curUnitlndex % unitDims->dim2;

}
curTreePos = GetTreePos (treeElem, neurIList);
curAdPosList = curTreePos->adPosList(curUnitIndex];
adCntIndex = (index - treeElem->start) * numSTypes;
/* Process the adaptrode position lists for each synapse type */
for (i = 0; i < numSTypes; i++)

{
if (curAdPosList[i].length == -1)

(
fprintf (stderr,

"Incomplete wiring specification for adaptrode \"%s\" ",

curAdPosList(i].Name);
fprintf (stderr,

"in (meta)unit \"%s\".\n", treeElem->unitPtr->Name);
SemanticErrors++;
return TRUE;

}
/* Find the corresponding adaptrode count list element */
for (j - 0; ((j < numSTypes) &&

(strcmp (curAdPosList[i] .Name, aCntLst[adCntIndex + j f.Name)));
j++);

assert (j < numSTypes);
/* Create an adaptrode counter element (ACE) for this adaptrode

position element (APE)
*/
if ((newACElem = smAlloc(AdCntrElem)) == NIL (AdCntrElem))

MemAllocFailed (;
newACElem->rawNum = curAdPosList[i) .length;
newACElem->roundFlag = 0;
curAdPosList[i] .AdCntrPtr = newACElem;
if (mixList[j].mix == -2.0) /* If no mix for this adaptrode type */

newACElem->mixPercent = -2.0;
newACElem->mixedNum = newACElem->rawNum;
newACElem->next = aCntLst [adCntIndex + j] .elem;
aCntLst(adCntIndex + j].elem = newACElem;

}
else /* Compute percentage after mixing */
{

mixAccum = 0.0;
mixOvrlapCnt = 0;
if (dimlOvrlap > 0)
{

if ((dimi < dimlOvrlap) && !(boundaryFlag & 1))
{

mixAccum += mixList[j].dimlList[dimlovrlap - dim1 - 1);
mixOvrlapCnt++;

if ((dimi >= (unitDims->diml - dimlOvrlap)) &&
!(boundaryFlag & 2))

mixAccum += mixList[j].dim1List[dimi - unitDims->dim1 +
dimlovrlap];
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mixovrlapCnt++;
}

}
if (dim2Ovrlap > 0)

if ((dim2 < dim2Ovrlap) && !(boundaryFlag & 4))

{
mixAccum += mixList(j].dim2List[dim2Ovrlap - dim2 - 1];
mixOvrlapCnt++;

}
if ((dim2 >= (unitDims->dim2 - dim2Ovrlap)) &&

!(boundaryFlag & 8))

(
mixAccum += mixList[j].dim2List[dim2 - unitDims->dim2 +

dim2Ovrlap];
mixOvrlapCnt++;

I
}
/* Average the mix percentage if more than one mix percentage

applied.
*/
if (mixOvrlapCnt)

mixAccum /= (double) mixOvrlapCnt;
else

mixAccum = 1.0;
/* Insert the ACE element into the list in non-decreasing order

and check to make sure that all raw numbers of source elements
are the same.

*/
newACElem->mixPercent = mixAccum;
for (flag = FALSE, prevACElem = NIL (AdCntrElem),

curACElem = aCntLst [adCntIndex + ji . elem;
curACElem; curACElem - curACElem->next)

{
if (newACElem->rawNum 1= curACElem->rawNum)

(
fprintf (stderr,

"Overlapping wirings differ in number for mixed
"adaptrode \"%s\"\n", curAdPosList[i] .Name)$;

fprintf (stderr,
"in (meta)unit \"%s\". \n", treeElem->unitPtr->Name);

SemanticErrors++;
return TRUE;

if (!flag)
{

if (mixAccum <= curACElem->mixPercent)
flag - TRUE;

else
prevACElem = curACElem;

if (!prevACElem)
{

newACElem->next = aCntLst (adCntIndex + j] .elem;
aCntLst [adCntIndex + j] .elem = newACElem;

I
else
{

newACElem->next = prevACElem->next;
prevACElem->next - newACElem;

}
}
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}
while (IncrIndexList (neurIList));

FreeIndexList (neurIList);
/* Now process each physical neuron
for (i = 0; i < numNeurons; i++)

adCntIndex = i * numSTypes; /* compute row offset for this neuron */
for (j = 0; j < numSTypes; j++)
{

if (aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total)
/* then this is a mixed adaptrode */
{

aCntLst [adCntIndex + j] .total = mixOvrlapCnt = 0;
mixAccum = 0.0;
/* Get total of all mix percentage */
for (curACElem = aCntLst[adCntIndex + j] . elem; curACElem;

curACElem = curACElem->next)

mixAccum +- curACElem->mixPercent;
if (!mixovrlapCnt)/* pick up the raw number of sources from */

/* the first ACE element visited */

mixOvrlapCnt = curACElem->rawNum;
assert (mixOvrlapCnt == curACElem->rawNum);

/* Make a second pass and scale all percentages by the total.
Compute the mixed number and set flags for if the integer
mixed number was evenly divisible or if it would round down.

*/
for (curACElem = aCntLst[adCntIndex + j] .elem; curACElem;

curACElem = curACElem->next)

curACElem->mixPercent = curACElem->mixPercent / mixAccum;
tempPercent = ((double) (curACElem->rawNum)) *

curACElem->mixPercent;
curACElem->mixedNum = (int) tempPercent;
if (((double) (curACElem->mixedNum)) == tempPercent)

curACElem->roundFlag = 1; /* It was evenly divisible */
else if (curACElem->mixedNum == (int) (tempPercent + 0.5))

curACElem->roundFlag = 2; /* It would round down */

else
mixOvrlapCnt = 0;

/* Step through the ACE list and get a total count of all sources */
f or (curACElem = aCntLst[adCntIndex + ji .elem; curACElem;

curACElem = curACElem->next)
aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total += curACElem->mixedNum;

/* If this count doesn't equal the raw number total (because of
truncation of real numbers to integers, then go through and round
up elements until the total equals the raw number. The algorithm
to do this is as follows: First, a pass is made through and

all elements that either are zero or that should be rounded up
are rounded up. If this is still not enough, then a second pass
is made through the list and all elements that would have been
rounded down are rounded up, until the total equal the raw number
of sources.

*/
if ((mixOvrlapCnt) &&

(aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total != mixOvrlapCnt))

assert (aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total < mixovrlapCnt);
for (curACElem = aCntLst[adCntIndex + j .elem;

((curACElem) &&
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(aCntLst (adCntIndex + j] .total < mixovrlapCnt));
curACElem = curACElem->next)

if ((curACElem->mixedNum == 0) 11 ! (curACElem->roundFlag))
{

(curACElem->mixedNum)++;
(aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total)++;
curACElem->roundFlag = 3;/*signals it's been incremented*/

}
for (curACElem = aCntLst[adCntIndex + jJ.elem;

((curACElem) &&
(aCntLst (adCntIndex + j] .total < mixOvrlapCnt));

curACElem - curACElem->next)
if (curACElem->roundFlag -- 2)
{

(curACElem->mixedNum)++;
(aCntLst[adCntIndex + j].total)++;
curACElem->roundFlag = 3;/*signals it's been incremented*/

assert (aCntLst fadCntIndex + j] .total == mixOvrlapCnt);
I

}
}
/* Step through each neuron and create its adaptrode */
for (i = 0, index = treeElem->start; i < numNeurons; i++, index++)

/* Set threshold and threshold type */
neur(index] .thresh_setpoint = ttypePtr->setpoint;
neur(index].ttype = ttypePtr->type;
adCntIndex - i * numSTypes;
start = 1; /* We leave adaptrode 0 for the output adaptrode *1
/* Assign adaptrode index number */
for (j = 0; j < numSTypes; j++)

for (curACElem - aCntLst[adCntIndex + j] .elem; curACElem;
start += curACElem->mixedNum, curACElem = curACElem->next)

curACElem->start = start;
neur[index] .adaptcnt = start;
/* Create adaptrode array */
if (!(neur[index].adapt = Alloc (ADAPTRODE, start)))

MemAllocFailed ();
/* Take care of adaptrode 0 */
curAdapt = &(neur(index] .adapt[O);
curAdapt->src = index;
curAdapt->srctype - 1;
curAdapt->adflags = 0;
curAdapt->atype = aOtype;
curAdapt->lag = 0;
curAdapt->latch = -1;
for (j = 0; j < MAXLEVELS; j++)
{

curAdapt->gate(j] = -1;
curAdapt->h(j][0].srcneur = -1;

}
/* Now fill in what we can for the other adaptrodes */
for (j = 0; j < numSTypes; j++)

for (curACElem = aCntLst [adCntIndex + j ].elemr; curACElem;
curACElem = curACElem->next)

(
for (k = curACElem->start;

(k < (curACElem->start + curACElem->mixedNum));
k++)

{
neur(index] .adapt(k] .atype = mixList(j] .atypenum;
switch (mixList[j].adaptfunct)
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case 2 : /* SYNAPSE or VIRTUAL*/
case 4 :

neur [index] . adapt [k] . adflags = suprWhenBlokd;
break;

case 3 : /* SILENT */
case 5 : /* ACTIVATION (SILENT VIRTUAL) */

neur[index].adapt[k].adflags = 1 I suprWhenBlokd;
break;

I
}

for (j = 0, curAdapt = &(neur[index].adapt[j]); j < start;
j++, curAdapt++)

curAdapt->owner = index;
curAdapt->response = 0;
curAdapt->blocked = curAdapt->pot-incr = curAdapt->decaydecr = 0;
for (k = 0; k < MAXLEVELS; k++)

curAdapt->wt[k] = curAdapt->hrdl(k] = 0;

I
}

/* Free mix list */
for (i = 0; i < numSTypes; i++)

if (mixList(i].mix != -2.0)
(

if (dimlOvrlap > 0)
free (mixList[i].dimlList);

if (dim2Ovrlap > 0)
free (mixList[i].dim2List);

free (mixList);
return FALSE;

/*
* Function ComputeMixList
* Inputs double mix - mix constant (between -1.0 and 1.0)
* it Overlap - number of overlaped neurons
* Outputs double **dimMixList - newly created mix array
* Returns none
*

* This function creates an array whose size is the same as the number
* of overlapped neurons, then fills in each element with the mixed
* percentage.
*/
void ComputeMixList (double mix, int overlap, double **dimMixList)

int i;

double mixIncr, curMix;

if (((*dimMixList) = (double *) malloc (sizeof (double) *
Overlap)) == NIL (double))

MemAllocFailed 0;
if (Overlap == 1) /* Then the mix is half-and-half */

**dimMixList = 0.5;
return;

curMix = (1.0 - mix) / 2.0;
mixIncr = mix / (double) (Overlap - 1);
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for (i = 0; i < Overlap; curMix += mixIncr, i++)
(*dimMixList) [ii = curMix;

}

Function
Inputs

WireNeurons
NeuronUnitConfig *n - neuron unit configuration to use in

wiring the neurons
Adaptrodes belonging to neurons selected by n are

completely wired, including hurdle sources
unsigned char - TRUE if error, FALSE otherwise

* This function makes one pass through all neu

* unit configuration, n, for each adaptrode co

* appropriate adaptrodes are wired on each pas
*/
unsigned char WireNeurons (NeuronUnitConfig *n)

{
IndexList
IndexList
int
int
int
HierarchyElem
AdaptConfig
WiringAsgn
DistrSpec
GateSpec
HurdleSpec
HurdleSrc
RecvFromSpec
AdaptPos
AdCntrElem
AdaptCounter
ADPTR
unsigned char
char
RecvSpecElem
double
Ident

rons selected by the neuron
figuration in n. The
s, including hurdle sources.

*neurIList, *srcIList, *neurIncrPtr, *srcIncrPtr, *tempIdx;

*hrdlIList, *hrdlIncrPtr, *curIdxElem;
neurType = 2, i, adIndex, neurIndex, srcIndex;
lag, pattern, gates(MAXLEVELS], latch, numSTypes;
curUnitIndex, srcFieldDiml, srcFieldDim2, recvSpecTotal;
*neurRoot, *curTreePos, *srcTreePos;
*curAdCfg;
*curWireAsgn;
*distPtr;
*curGateSpec;
*hurdles, *hrdlErrPtr, *curHurdleSpec;
*curHurdleSrc;
*curRecvSpec;
*curAdPos;
*curACElem;
*acList;
curAdaptrode;
notDone, noSrcCoord;
*srcField, *commonSrcName;
*recvSpecList, *newRSElem, *curRSElem, *prevRSElem;
recvPercent, dblTmp;
*hrdlIdent;

ConstructIndexList (n->Neuron, &neurType, &neurIList, &neurRoot,
&neurIncrPtr);

numSTypes = neurRoot->unitPtr->numSynapseTypes;
/* Wire adaptrode of selected neurons for each adaptrode configuration */
for (curAdCfg = n->Adapt; curAdCfg; curAdCfg = curAdCfg->next,

ResetIndexList (neurIList))

/* Set all values to defaults (in case no value is specified). */
lag = 0; /* No lag is the default */
distPtr = NIL (DistrSpec); /* Clear distribution specification */
for (i = O i < MAX LEVELS; gates[i++] = -1); /* Reset all gates */
hurdles = NIL (HurdleSpec); /* Clear hurdle settings */
latch = -1; /* Reset latch */
/* Get wiring assignments */
for (curWireAsgn = curAdCfg->Wiring; curWireAsgn;

curWireAsgn = curWireAsgn->next)
switch (curWireAsgn->Tag)
{

case LagTag
lag = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion.lag;
break;

case PatternTag
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pattern = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion.pattern;
break;

case CoverageTag
break;

case DistributionTag
distPtr = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion.distribution;
break;

case GateTag
for (curGateSpec = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion. gates;

curGateSpec; curGateSpec = curGateSpec->next)
gates [curGateSpec->level] = curGateSpec->val;

break;
case HurdleTag

hurdles = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion. hurdles;
break;

case LatchTag
latch = curWireAsgn->WiringAsgnUnion.latch;
break;

}
/* Process each receive-from specification */
for (curRecvSpec = curAdCfg->Recv; curRecvSpec;

curRecvSpec = curRecvSpec->next)

curRecvSpec->srcType = 3; /* Could be either neuron or inslot */
curRecvSpec->notDone = TRUE;
ConstructIndexList (curRecvSpec->Source, & (curRecvSpec->srcType),

&srcIList,
(HierarchyElem **) & (curRecvSpec->srcRoot),
&srcIncrPtr);

if ((pattern == 2) 11 (pattern == 3) 11 (neurIncrPtr->sel != -1))
/* 1-M, M-1, or index specified */

(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->incrCheck) =
(neurIncrPtr->prev->next != NIL (IndexList)) ?
neurIncrPtr->prev : NIL (IndexList);

if (((pattern -- 2) 11 (pattern -- 3)) &&
(srcIncrPtr->prev->sel =- -1))

/* If pattern is 1-M or M-1 and no source coordinate is specified*/
{

noSrcCoord = TRUE;
srcIncrPtr = (srcIncrPtr->prev->next != NIL (IndexList)) ?

srcIncrPtr->prev : NIL (IndexList);

}
else

noSrcCoord - FALSE;
}
else /* 1-1 or M-M (no index specified) */

(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->incrCheck) = neurIncrPtr;
/* Split index list up into a head and a tail. The head part */
/* increments when the selected neuron unit increments, while */
/* the tail increments each time the physical neuron index */
/* increments */
if (srcIncrPtr)

(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead) = srcIList;
tempIdx = srcIList->prev;
srcIList->prev = srcIncrPtr;
(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexTail) = srcIncrPtr->next;
srcIncrPtr->next - NIL (IndexList);
if (curRecvSpec->indexTail)

((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexTail) ) ->prev = tempIdx;

else
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(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead) = NIL (IndexList);
(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexTail) = srcIList;

}
}
if (hurdles)

if (curAdCfg->Recv->next) /* If there's more than one recv. spec */
commonSrcName = NIL (char);

else
commonSrcName =

((HierarchyElem *) (curAdCfg->Recv->srcRoot) ) ->unitPtr->Name;
/* Set up hurdles */
for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;

curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)
for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;

curHurdleSrc - curHurdleSrc->next)
if (curHurdleSrc->Tag = RecvTag)

hrdlIdent = curHurdleSrc->HurdleSrcUnion. Recv;
curHurdleSrc->hrdlType = 3; /* Inslot or Neuron */
ConstructIndexList (hrdlIdent, & (curHurdleSrc->hrdlType),

&hrdlIList,
(HierarchyElem **) (& (curHurdleSrc->hrdlRoot)),

&hrdlIncrPtr);
/* If the hurdle source is the same as the adaptrode

source, then we can increment them together.
*/
if ((!commonSrcName) 1I strcmp (commonSrcName,

((HierarchyElem*)
(curHurdleSrc->hrdlRoot) ) ->unitPtr->Name))

curHurdleSrc->incrWithAds = FALSE;
else

curHurdleSrc->incrWithAds = TRUE;
if ((curHurdleSrc->incrWithAds) &&

((pattern == 2) II (pattern == 3) 11
(neurIncrPtr->sel != -1)))

{
(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->incrCheck) =

(neurlncrPtr->prev->next != NIL (IndexList)) ?
neurIncrPtr->prev : NIL (IndexList);

if (((pattern =- 2) 11 (pattern -= 3)) &&
(noSrcCoord))

hrdlIncrPtr = (hrdlIncrPtr->prev->next !=
NIL (IndexList))? hrdllrncrPtr->prev
NIL (IndexList);

)
else
{

if (neurIncrPtr->sel != -1)
/* If a coordinate is specified */

(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->incrCheck) =
(neurIncrPtr->prev->next != NIL (IndexList)) ?

neurIncrPtr->prev : NIL (IndexList);
else /* no coordinate is specified */

(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->incrCheck) =
neurIncrPtr;

}
/* Split hurdle source index list into head and tail,

whose function is the same as discussed above for
adaptrode source.

*/
if (hrdllncrPtr)

(
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(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexHead) = hrdlIList;
tempIdx = hrdlIList->prev;
hrdlIList->prev = hrdlIncrPtr;
(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexTail) =

hrdlIncrPtr->next;
hrdlIncrPtr->next = NIL (IndexList);
if (curHurdleSrc->indexTail)

((IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexTail) ) ->prev =
tempIdx;

}
else
{

(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexHead) =
NIL (IndexList)t;

(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexTail) = hrdlIList;
I
/* Count number of hurdles */
for (curIdxElem = (IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexTail),

curHurdleSrc->hrdlCount = 1;
curIdxElem; curIdxElem = curIdxElem->next)

if ((curIdxElem->ub > 1) && (curIdxElem->sel == -1))
curHurdleSrc->hrdlCount *= curIdxElem->ub;

}

/* Process each selected neuron */
do
{

neurIndex = GetIndex (neurRoot, neurIList, NIL (unsigned char));
curUnitIndex = neurIList->prev->index;
curTreePos = GetTreePos (neurRoot, neurIList);
/* Find corresponding entry in adaptrode position list */
for (curAdPos = curTreePos->adPosList(curUnitIndex];

strcmp (curAdPos->Name, curAdCfg->Clas sId); curAdPos++);
curACElem = curAdPos->AdCntrPtr;
adIndex = curACElem->start;
acList = &((neurRoot->adCountList)

[(neurIndex - neurRoot->start) * numSTypes]);
/* Process receive-from specifications */
for (recvSpecTotal = 0, recvSpecList = NIL (RecvSpecElem),

curRecvSpec = curAdCfg->Recv; curRecvSpec;
curRecvSpec = curRecvSpec->next)

{
recvSpecTotal += curRecvSpec->numElems;
curRecvSpec->shrunk = FALSE;
/* We insert each receive-from spec. into a list in non-

decreasing order of number of elements. Then, if the total
number of elements has been decreased because of a mix
specification, we decrease all elements' sizes
proportionately, then use the following algorithm to ensure
that the new number of sources is the correct amount:
First, a pass is made through and all elements that either are
zero or that should be rounded up are rounded up. If this is
still not enough, then a second pass is made through the list
and all elements that would have been rounded down are rounded
up, until the total equals the correct amount.

*/
if ((newRSElem = smAlloc (RecvSpecElem)) == NIL (RecvSpecElem))

MemAllocFailed 0;
newRSElem->r = curRecvSpec;
newRSElem->flag = 0;
for (prevRSElem = NIL (RecvSpecElem), curRSElem = recvSpecList;

((curRSElem) &&
(newRSElem->r->numElems > curRSEJLem->r->numElems));
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prevRSElem = curRSElem, curRSElem curRSElem->next);
if (prevRSElem)
{

newRSElem->next = prevRSElem->next;
prevRSElem->next = newRSElem;

}
else
{

newRSElem->next = recvSpecList;
recvSpecList = newRSElem;

)
assert (recvSpecTotal > curACElem->mixedNum);
if (recvpecTotal > curACElem->m>ixedNum)

{
recvPercent = (double) (curACElem->mixedNum) /

(double)recvspecTotal;
recvSpecTotal = 0;
for (curRSElem = recvSpecList; curRSElem;

curRSElem = curRSElem->next)
{

dblTmp = recvPercent * (double) (curRSElem->r->numElems);
if (dblTmp == floor (dblTmp))

curRSElem->flag - 1; /* It was evenly divisible */
else if (floor (dblTmp) =- floor (dblTmp + 0.5))

curRSElem->flag = 2; /* It would round down, not up *1
curRSElem->r->numElems = (int) dblTmp;
curRSElem->r->shrunk - TRUE;
recvSpecTotal += (int) dblTmp;

}
for (curRSElem = recvSpecList;

((recvSpecTotal < curACElem->mixedNum) && (curRSElem));
curRSElem = curRSElem->next)

{
if ((curRSElem->r->numElems == 0) | 1 ! (curRSElem->flag))
{

(curRSElem->r->numElems)++;
recvSpecTotal++;
curRSElem->flag = 3;/*signals that it's been incremented*/

)
for (curRSElem = recvSpecList;

((recvSpecTotal < curACElem->mixedNum) & & (curRSElem));
curRSElem = curRSElem->next)

{
if (curRSElem->flag == 2)

(curRSElem->r->numElems)++;
recvSpecTotal++;
curRSElem->flag = 3;/*signals that it's been incremented*/

}
)

curRSElem = recvSpecList;
/* Free up the temporary receive-from element list */
while (curRSElem)
{

prevRSElem = curRSElem;
curRSElem = curRSElem->next;
free (prevRSElem);

}
/* Now do the actual wiring for each receive-from specification *1
for (curRecvSpec = curAdCfg->Recv; curRecvSpec;
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curRecvSpec = curRecvSpec->next)

if ((curRecvSpec->incrCheck) &&
(((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->incrCheck) ) ->incrFlag))

curRecvSpec->notDone =

IncrIndexList ((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead));
if ((curRecvSpec->singular) && (curRecvSpec->notDone))

ResetIndexList ((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead));
curRecvSpec->notDone = TRUE;

}

for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;
curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)

for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;
curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSrc->next)

if ((curHurdleSrc->Tag == RecvTag) &&
(curHurdleSrc->incrCheck) & &
(((IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->incrCheck) ) ->incrFlag))

assert (!(curHurdleSrc->incrWithAdls) I I
(((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->incrCheck) ) ->incrFlag));

curHurdleSrc->notDone =

IncrIndexList
((IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexHead));

if ((curHurdleSrc->singular) &&
!(curHurdleSrc->notDone))

{
ResetIndexList

((IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexHead));
curHurdleSrc->notDone = TRUE;

}
if (!(curHurdleSrc->notDone))

ReportSemanticError
("Hurdle specification inappropriate for
"adaptrode wiring",

curHurdleSrc->lineno);
return TRUE;

}

assert (curRecvSpec->notDone);
srcTreePos = GetTreePos ((HierarchyElem *) (curRecvSpec->srcRoot),

(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead));
/* Compute size of the source field */
if (srcTreePos)

srcFieldDiml = srcTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDiml;
srcFieldDim2 = srcTreePos->unitPtr->sizeDim2;

}
else

{
srcFieldDiml = ( (HierarchyElem *) (curRecvSpec->srcRoot) ) ->diml;
srcFieldDim2 = ( (HierarchyElem *) (curRecv~pec->srcRoot) ) ->dim2;

1* Create the source field array */
srcField = (char *) malloc (srcFieldDiml * srcFieldDim2 *

sizeof (char));
srcIList =

BuildFullIdentList ((HierarchyElem *) (curRecvSpec->srcRoot));
(void)MergeIndexLists (srcIList,

(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead),
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(IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexTail));
for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;

curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)
for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;

curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSrc->next)
if (curHurdleSrc->Tag == RecvTag)

curHurdleSrc->mrgHrdlIList = BuildFullIdentList
((HierarchyElem *) (curHurdleSrc->hrdlRoot));

(void)MergeIndexLists (
(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->mrgHrdlIList),
(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexHead),
(IndexList *) (curHurdleSrc->indexTail));

curHurdleSrc->notDone = TRUE;

/* Mark exceptions in the source field */
if (ProcessExceptions (srcField, srcFieldDiml, srcFieldDim2,

curRecvSpec, neurIndex, srcTreePos, pattern))
return TRUE;

/* Pick elements from the source field based on specified
distribution.

*/
PickElements (srcField, srcFieldDiml, srcFieldDim2, distPtr,

curRecvSpec->numElems , curRecvSpec->shrunk);
for (notDone = TRUE; notDone; notDone = IncrIndexList (srcIList))

for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;
curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)

for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;
curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSrc->next)

if ((curHurdleSrc->Tag == RecvTag) &&
!(curHurdleSrc->notDone))

ReportSemanticError
("Hurdle specification inappropriate for
"adaptrode wiring",

curHurdleSrc->lineno);
return TRUE;

srcIndex = GetIndex
((HierarchyElem *) (curRecvSpec->srcRoot),
srcIList, NIL (unsigned char));

/* If source field position is selected, then wire up an
adaptrode.

*/
if (CheckField (srcField, srcFieldDiml, srcFieldDim2,

srcIndex, srcTreePos, ((curRecvSpec->indexHead) ?

((IndexList *) (curRecvSpec->indexHead) ) ->prev->index : -1),
(HierarchyElem *) (curRecvSpec->srcRoot)))

assert (adIndex<(curACElem->start + curACElem->mixedNum));
curAdaptrode = & (neur fneurIndex] . adapt [adIndex));
curAdaptrode->src = srcIndex;
curAdaptrode->srctype = (curRecvSpec->srcType == 1)?-1:1;
curAdaptrode->lag = lag;
curAdaptrode->latch = latch;
for (i = 0; i < MAXLEVELS; i++)

curAdaptrode->gate[i] = gates(i;
if ((hrdlErrPtr =

WireHurdles (curAdaptrode, hurdles, neurIndex, adIndex,
acList)) != NIL (HurdleSpec))

{
sprintf (errString, "Too many hurdles for level %d",
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hrdlErrPtr->level);
ReportSemanticError (errString, hrdlErrPtr->line_no);
return TRUE;

}adlndex++;

for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;
curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)

for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;
curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSrc->next)

if ((curHurdleSrc->Tag == RecvTag) &&
(curHurdleSrc->hrdlCount > 1))

curHurdleSrc->notDone =
IncrIndexList (curHurdleSrc->mrgHrdlIList);

}
/* Free up memory */
Free (srcField);
FreeIndexList (srcIList);
for (curHurdleSpec = hurdles; curHurdleSpec;

curHurdleSpec = curHurdleSpec->next)
for (curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSpec->Src; curHurdleSrc;

curHurdleSrc = curHurdleSrc->next)
if (curHurdleSrc->Tag =- RecvTag)

FreeIndexList (curHurdleSrc->mrgHrdlIList);
}

)
while (IncrIndexList (neurIList));

}
return FALSE;

/*
* Function MergeIndexLists
* Inputs IndexList *head - the head index list, where all indices
* are locked at their current values
* IndexList *tail - the tail index list, where the indices
* are simply copied over, but are not
* locked (unless the corresponding entry in
* the tail list is locked by a nonnegative
* number in the 'sel' field
* Outputs IndexList *dest - the merged index list
* Returns unsigned char - TRUE on error, FALSE otherwise
*

* This function takes a head index list and a tail index list and merges
* the two into a single index list, where only the tail elements can be
* incremented.
*/
unsigned char MergeIndexLists (IndexList *dest, IndexLi~st *head,

IndexList *tail)

(
while (head)

if ((dest->sel != -1) && (dest->sel != head->index))
return TRUE;

dest->index = dest->sel = head->index; /* lock index at current loc. */
dest->incrFlag = FALSE;
head = head->next;
dest = dest->next;

while (tail)
{

dest->index = tail->index;
dest->sel = tail->sel;
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dest->incrFlag = FALSE;
tail = tail->next;
dest = dest->next;

}
assert (!dest);
return FALSE;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* outputs
* Returns

n ProcessExceptions
int dimi, dim2
RecvFromSpec *r

int neurIndex
HierarchyElem

*srcTreePos
int pattern

char *field
unsigned char

- dimensions of the source field
- receive-from specification containing

the list of exceptions
- current neuron index

- current location in the hierarchy tree
- pattern of receive-from specification

(1 = 1-1, 2 = 1-1, 3 = M-1, 4 = M-M)
- source field with exceptions marked
- TRUE on error, FALSE otherwise

*

* This function processes the exception list contained in the receive-

* from specification, r. If the exception is self, then the neuron's

* location within the field is marked (if the neuron does not lie

* within the field, then an error is generated). If the exception is

* a selection identifier string, the an index list is built, some checking

* is done to see if the selected elements lie within the source field,

* and then the source field is marked by incrementing down through the

* exception index list and marking each element.
*/
unsigned char ProcessExceptions (char *field, int dimi, int dim2,

RecvFromSpec *r, int neurIndex,
HierarchyElem *srcTreePos, int pattern)

{
int
Exception
IndexList
IndexList
HierarchyElem

i, j, exptIndex, exptType;
*curExcept;
*exptIList, *exptIncrPtr, *exptIndexHead, *exptIndexTail;
*tempIdx, *mergedIList, *curExptIdx, *curMergedIdx;
*exptRoot;

/* initialize the field array */
for (i = 0; i < diml; i++)

for (j = 0; j < dim2; j++)
field(i * dim2 + j] = 0;

/* process the exception list */
for (curExcept - r->Except; curExcept; curExcept - curExcept->next)
{

if (curExcept->Tag == 2) /* self */
f

MapToFieldCoords (neurIndex, srcTreePos, ((r->indexHead) ?
((IndexList *) (r->indexHead) ) ->prev->index -1),

(HierarchyElem *) (r->srcRoot), &i, &j);
if ((i < 0) II (j < 0) II (i >= dimi) It (j >: dim2))

(
ReportSemanticError ("Exception incompatible with source",

curExcept->lineno);
return TRUE;

else

if (field[i * dim2 + j] == -1)
(

ReportSemanticErrOr(

{
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"Multiple exclusions of single source element",
curExcept->line no);

return TRUE;

else
field[i * dim2 + i] = -1;

}
)
else
{

exptType = 3; /* neuron or inslot */
ConstructIndexList (curExcept->ExceptionUnion. Id, &exptType,

&exptIList, &exptRoot, &exptIncrPtr);
/* If pattern is 1-M or M-1, then set the increment pointer to

one level higher in the hierarchy.
*/
if ((pattern == 2) 11 (pattern == 3)) /* 1-M or M-1 */

exptIncrPtr = (exptIncrPtr->prev->next != NIL (IndexList)) ?
exptIncrPtr->prev : NIL (IndexList);

/* Split index list into head and tail parts */
if (exptIncrPtr)

(
exptIndexHead = exptIList;
tempIdx = exptIList->prev;
exptIList->prev = exptIncrPtr;
exptIndexTail = exptIncrPtr->next;
exptIncrPtr->next = NIL (IndexList);
if (exptIndexTail)

exptIndexTail->prev = tempIdx;
}
else
{

exptIndexHead = NIL (IndexList);
exptIndexTail = exptIList;

I
mergedIList = BuildFullIdentList (exptRoot);
(void) MergeIndexLists (mergedIList,

(IndexList *)(r->indexHead),
(IndexList *) (r->indexTail));

/* Check to see if source and exception refer to same group of
elements.

*/
for (curExptIdx = exptIndexHead, curMergedIdx = mergedIList;

curExptIdx; curExptIdx = curExptIdx->next,
curMergedIdx = curMergedIdx->next)

if ((curExptIdx->sel != -1) &&
(curExptIdx->sel != curMergedIdx->sel))

{
ReportSemanticError ("Exception incompatible with source",

curExcept->lineno);
return TRUE;

for (curExptIdx = exptIndexTail; curExptIdx;
curExptIdx = curExptIdx->next, curMergedIdx = curMergedIdx->next)
if (curExptIdx->sel != -1)

if (curMergedIdx->sel != -1)
{

if (curExptIdx->sel != curMergedIdx->sel)
{

ReportSemanticError
"Exception incompatible with source",
curExcept->lineno);
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return TRUE;

else
curMergedIdx->sel = curMergedIdx->index = curExptIdx->sel;

}
assert (!curMergedIdx);
/* Mark exceptions */
do

exptIndex - GetIndex (exptRoot, mergedIList,
NIL (unsigned char));

MapToFieldCoords (exptIndex, srcTreePos, ((r->indexHead) ?
((IndexList *) (r->indexHead) ) ->prev->index -1),
(HierarchyElem *)(r->srcRoot), &i, &j);

if ((i < 0) 11 (j < 0) I (i >- diml) II (j >= dim2))
{

ReportSemanticError ("Exception incompatible with source",
curExcept->line no);

return TRUE;

else
{

if (field[i * dim2 + j] == -1)
{

ReportSemanticError
"Multiple exclusions of single source element",
curExcept->line no);

return TRUE;
}
else

field[i * dim2 + j] = -1;

}
I while (IncrIndexList (mergedIList));
/* Free index list memory */
FreeIndexList (exptIList);
FreeIndexList (mergedIList);

}

return FALSE;

}

/*
* Function CheckField
* Inputs char *field - source field
* int dimi, dim2 - source field dimensions
* int srcIndex - source index
* HierarchyElem
* *srcTreePos - current position in source hierarchy tree
* int elemIndex - unit index of this unit (or -1 if this
* unit is at the top of the hierarchy)
* HierarchyElem
* *srcRoot - root of the source hierarchy tree
* Outputs The element in question is flagged as having been processed
* (if it is selected for inclusion
* Returns unsigned char - TRUE if field is selected, FALSE otherwise
*

* This function checks to see if a particular element in the source field
* is selected (can be wired to) by calling MapToFieldCoords to get the
* source field coordinates, and then checking the contents at the
* specified location in the field. If the contents are 1 (element is
* selected), then the element is flagged as having been processed (by
* setting the element equal to 2), and TRUE is returned.
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*/
unsigned char CheckField (char *field, int dimi, int dim2, int srcIndex,

HierarchyElem *srcTreePos, int elemIndex,
HierarchyElem *srcRoot)

{
int i, j;

MapToFieldCoords (srcIndex, srcTreePos, elemIndex, srcRoot, &i, &j);
assert (i >= 0);
assert (j >= 0);
assert (i < dimi);
assert (j < dim2);
if (field[i * dinm2 + j] == 1)
{

field[i * dim2 + ji = 2;
return TRUE;

else
return FALSE;

/* flag it as having been processed */

/*
* Function
* Inputs
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Outputs
*
* Returns

PickElements
int dimi, dim2
DistrSpec

*distrPtr
int numElems
unsigned char

shrunk

char *field

: none

- source field dimensions

- distribution specification (may be NULL)
- number of elements to select

- flags if number of elements has been
shrunk (because if so, then elements are
chosen randomly if no distribution is
specified)

- source field with selected elements
marked with a '1'

*

* This function picks the elements to be wired to from the selection field.
* If no distribution is specified, then all non-excluded elements are
* chosen (unless the source size has been shrunk, in which case the
* elements are selected randomly. Otherwise, the elements are selected
* according to either a random or uniform distribution, depending on the
* distribution specification.
*/
void PickElements (char *field, int dimi, int dim2, DistrSpec *distPtr,

int numElems, unsigned char shrunk)

int i, j;
double r, x, y, ctrl, ctr2, d, p, sigma;
unsigned char redoFlag;

assert (numElems <= (dimi * dim2));
if ((!distPtr && !shrunk) 11 (numElems == (diml * dim2)))

/* Then all elements are selected */
for (i - 0; i < dimi; i++)

for (j = 0; j < dim2; j++)
if ((field(i * dim2 + j]))
/* select it unless it's been excluded */

field[i * dim2 + j) = 1;

else if ((shrunk && !distPtr) I| (distPtr->type == 2))
/* Uniform distribution */

if (dimi == 1)
i = 0;
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if (dim2 == 1)

j = 0;
while (numElems)
{

redoFlag = FALSE;
if (diml > 1)

#if defined ( MSC VER) 11 defined (__TURBOC__
r= T(double) rand () / ((double) RANDMAX);

#else /* else UNIX C */
r - ((double) random () / ((double) RANDMAX);

#endif /* else not Turbo C or Microsoft C */
if (r -- 1.0)

redoFlag = TRUE;
else

i = (int) (r * diml);

)
if (dim2 > 1)
{

#if defined (_MSCVER) 11 defined (__TURBOC_)
r - ((double) rand 0) / ((double) RANDMAX);

#else /* else UNIX C */
r - ((double) random 0) / ((double) RANDMAX);

#endif /* else not Turbo C or Microsoft C *1
if (r =- 1.0)

redoFlag = TRUE;
else

j - (int) (r * dim2);
}
if (!redoFlag && !(field[i * dim2 + j}))

field[i * dim2 + j] = 1;
numElems--;

}
I

else /* else it's a normal distribution *1
{

if (dimi - 1)
i = 0;

if (dim2 = 1)
j = 0;

ctrl = ((double) (diml - 1)) / 2.0;
ctr2 = ((double) (dim2 - 1)) / 2.0;
sigma = distPtr->stDev;
while (numElems)

(
redoFlag = FALSE;
if (dimi > 1)
{

#if defined (_MSC_VER) I defined (__TURBOC__)
r - ((double) rand 0) / ((double) RANDMAX);

#else /* else UNIX C */
r = ((double) random )) / ((double) RANDMAX);

#endif /* else not Turbo C or Microsoft C */
if (r == 1.0)

redoFlag = TRUE;
else

x = floor (r * (double)diml);

}
if (dim2 > 1)
{

#if defined (_MSC_VER) 11 defined (__TURBOC__
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r = ((double) rand )) / ((double) RANDMAX);
#else /* else UNIX C */

r - ((double) random )) / ((double) RANDMAX);

#endif /* else not Turbo C or Microsoft C */
if (r -- 1.0)

redoFlag = TRUE;
else

y = floor (r * (double)dim2);
}
if (!redoFlag &&i !(field[((int)x * dim2) + (int)y]))

d - hypot(x - ctrl, y - ctr2); /* compute distance from center

*/
p = (1.0 / (sigma * sqrt (2.0 * M_PI))) *

exp (-(d * d)/(2 * sigma * sigma));
#if defined (_MSCVER) 11 defined (__TURBOC__

if (((double)rand () / (double)RANDMAX) <= p)
#else /* else UNIX C */

if (((double)random () / (double)RANDMAX) <= p)

#endif /* else not Turbo C or Microsoft C */
{

field[((int)x * dim2) + (int)y] = 1;
numElems--;

}
}

}
}

I

/*
* Function MapToFieldCoords
* Inputs int srcIndex - source index
* HierarchyElem
* *srcTreePos - current position in source hierarchy tree
* int elemIndex - unit index of this unit (or -1 if this
* unit is at the top of the hierarchy)
* HierarchyElem
* *srcRoot - root of the source hierarchy tree
* Outputs int *i, *j - source field coordinates
* Returns none
*

* This function maps the physical (neuron or inslot) coordinates to

* a pair of coordinates that index into the two-dimensional source field.

*/
void MapToFieldCoords (int srcIndex, HierarchyElem *srcTreePos,

int elemIndex, HierarchyElem *srcRoot,
int *i, int *j)

{
int iOffset, jOffset;
HierarchyElem *treeElem;

/* get (two-dimensional) coordinates into hierarchy block of elements */
srcIndex -= srcRoot->start;
*i-= srcIndex / srcRoot->dim2;
*j- srcIndex % srcRoot->dim2;
if (elemIndex == -1)
{

iOffset = jOffset = 0;
}
else if (srcTreePos->baseArray)
{

treeElem = & (srcTreePos->baseArray[elemIndex]);
iOffset = (treeElem->start - srcRoot->start) / srcRoot->dim2;
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jOffset = (treeElem->start - srcRoot->start) % srcRoot->dim2;

else

iOffset = *i;
jOffset = *j;

}
*i- iOffset;
*j- JOffset;

/*
* Function WireHurdles
* Inputs HurdleSpec *hurdles - hurdle specification list
* int neurIndex - current neuron index
* AdaptCounter *acList - adaptrode counter list for current
* neuron
* Outputs : ADPTR curAdaptrode - adaptrode to wire hurdles for
* Returns : HurdleSpec * - on error, returns the offending
* hurdle specification. On success,
* returns NULL
*

* This function maps the physical (neuron or inslot) coordinates to
* a pair of coordinates that index into the two-dimensional source field.
*/
HurdleSpec *WireHurdles (ADPTR curAdaptrode, HurdleSpec *hurdles,

int neurIndex, int adIndex, AdaptCounter *acList)

HurdleSpec *curHrdlSpec;
HurdleSrc *curHrdlSrc;
int hrdlIndex, level, i, ub;
AdaptCounter *curAdaptCounter;
AdCntrElem *curACElem;

/* Clear all hurdle sources
for (level - 0; level < MAXLEVELS; level++)

curAdaptrode->h[level] [0] .src neur = -1;
/* Process hurdle specification list */
for (curHrdlSpec - hurdles; curHrdlSpec; curHrdlSpec = curHrdlSpec->next)

level = curHrdlSpec->level;
hrdlIndex = 0;
for (curHrdlSrc = curHrdlSpec->Src; curHrdlSrc;

curHrdlSrc = curHrdlSrc->next)
switch (curHrdlSrc->Tag)

case NeighborTag
/* Find corresponding entry in adaptrode counter list */
for (curAdaptCounter = acList;

strcmp (curAdaptCounter->Name,
curHrdlSrc->HurdleSrcUnion.neighbor);

curAdaptCounter++);
/* Save each adaptrode index as a hurdle source
for (curACElem = curAdaptCounter->elem; curACElem;

curACElem = curACElem->next)

for (i = curACElem->start, ub = i + curACElem->mixedNum;
i < ub; i++, hrdlIndex++)

if (hrdlIndex >= MAXHURDLES)
return curHrdlSpec;

curAdaptrode->h [level] [hrdlIndex] .srcneur = neurIndex;
curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex] .src_adapt =i;
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)
)
break;

case SelfTag
if (hrdlIndex >= MAXHURDLES)

return curHrdlSpec;
curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex] .src_neur = neurIndex;
curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex] .srcadapt = adIndex;
hrdlIndex++;
break;

case OutputTag
if (hrdlIndex >= MAXHURDLES)

return curHrdlSpec;
curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex] .srcneur = neurIndex;
curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex] .srcadapt = 0;
hrdlIndex++;
break;

case RecvTag
if (hrdlIndex >=MAXHURDLES)

return curHrdlSpec;
i = GetIndex ((HierarchyElem *)(curHrdlSrc->hrdlRoot),

(IndexList *) (curHrdlSrc->mrgHrdlIList),
NIL (unsigned char));

curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndexj .src neur =i;

curAdaptrode->h[level] [hrdlIndex]. src_adapt =

(curHrdlSrc->hrdlType == 1) ? -1 : 0;
hrdlIndex++;
break;

}
if (hrdlIndex < MAXHURDLES)

curAdaptrode->h[level) [hrdlIndex] .src neur = -1;

I
return NIL (HurdleSpec);

I
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I/*
* adaptrod.h
*

* Header file containing macros, data structures, and prototypes needed

* for accessing the Adnet 2.3 run-time engine libraries.
*

* Programmer : Lonny McMichael
* Version : 2.3
* Last Rev. : 07/03/92
*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1991-1992. All rights reserved.

*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#if defined (__MSDOS__) II defined (MSDOS)
#define USEPROTOS
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>

#ifdef __TURBOC_
#include <alloc.h>

#define MODSPEC huge
#define Alloc(type, size) (type huge *)farcalloc((unsigned long)(size),\

(unsigned long)(sizeof(type)))
#define Free(x) farfree (x)

#else
#ifdef _MSCVER

#include <malloc.h>
#define MODSPEC _huge
#define far _far
#define Alloc(type, size) (type _huge *)halloc((long)(size),\

(long) (sizeof (type)))
#define Free(x) hfree (x)

#else /* if not MSC either */
Unsupported DOS compiler /* This should cause an error

#endif /* if not MSC either */
#endif /* _TURBOC */

#else /* Else, assume UNIX compiler */
#include <strings.h>
#define _fstrcpy strcpy
#define fstrtok strtok
#define fstrcat strcat
#define MODSPEC
#define far

#ifdef STDC
#define USEPROTOS
#ifdef GNUC
#include <stddef.h>
typedef long time-t; /* Since stddef doesn't have time t's definition */

void *malloc (sizet);
void free (void *);
#define STDCPROTOS
#else
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#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#endif /* _GNUC */

#else /* Else, it must be a K&R compiler */
#include <sys/types.h>

char *malloc 0;
int free 0;
#define STDC PROTOS
#endif /* _STDC */
#define Alloc(type, size) (type * malloc (sizeof(type) * (unsigned) (size))
#define Free(x) free (x)
#endif /* else if UNIX */

#ifdef USEPROTOS
#define PROTO(proto) proto
#else
#define PROTO(proto) ()
#endif /* USEPROTOS */

#if ! (defined (__MSDOS_) || defined (MSDOS))
/* The next two lines may need to be removed if the UNIX system

has strchr(, strpbrk), strtok(, and strupr() available */

#include " ../common22/stringfn.h"
#define strchr index
#endif /* if not MS-DOS */

/* Predefined constants */
#ifndef TRUE
#define TRUE 1
#endif
#ifndef FALSE
#define FALSE 0
#endif
#ifndef NIL
#define NIL(x) ((x *) NULL)
#endif
/* System limits */
#define MAXATYPES 16
#define MAXLEVELS 6
#define MAXHURDLES 8
#define MAXSIGMA 30000
#define MIN SIGMA -30000
/* Noise types *1
#define NONE 0
#define UNIFORM 1
#define GAUSSIAN 2
/* Hibernation file formats */
#define DEFAULT 0
#define COMPACT I
#define VERBOSE 2
/* Screen update modes */
#define RUNUPDATEMODE 1
#define SILENTMODE 2
/* Adaptrode flag bitmasks */
#define SILENCE 1
#define SUPPRESSWHENBLOCKED 2

#define SUPPRESS 4
#define PRNTOGGLE 8

/* INLOOPLINE is used for the inslot file looping facility of the startup
(.STR) file
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*/
typedef struct inloopline
{

char filename(128];
int loopto, initial, terminal;
unsigned char varno, flags;

}
INLOOPLINE;

typedef struct hurdle
int srcneur, srcadapt;

I
HURDLE;

typedef struct adaptrode
int owner,
src,
srctype,
lag,
atype,
response,
latch,
pradflag;
int far wt[MAXLEVELS];
int far gate[MAXLEVELS];
int far hrdl[MAXLEVELS];
unsigned char ad flags, blocked, pot incr, decaydecr;
HURDLE far h[MAXLEVELS] [MAXHURDLES];
unsigned char ad-extra[8];/*~These 8 bytes are reserved for future use */
/* The total size of this structure is kept at a multiple of 2 (256) so

that fast huge pointer arithmetic works in the DOS and Windows versions
*/

}
ADAPTRODE;

typedef ADAPTRODE MODSPEC * ADPTR;

typedef struct neuron
char far name(40];
int threshold,
threshsetpoint,
ttype,
sigma,
old-sigma,
adapt-cnt,
aveout,
pulse,
print flag;
unsigned int old-pulse;
ADPTR adapt;
/* The size of this structure is held at 64 for fast huge pointers. If

more fields are needed, 'steal' bytes from the name array.
*/

NEURON;

typedef struct adapttypes
int kappa,
excite,
decay,
wtmax,
wtequil,
alpha [MAXLEVELS],
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a_dwncnt [MAXLEVELS],
a reset[MAXLEVELS),
delta (MAXLEVELS],
d_dwncnt [MAXLEVELS),
d reset[MAXLEVELS];
unsigned char a_period[MAXLEVELS], dperiod[MAX_LEVELS];
unsigned char at extra[34];
/* The size of this structure is held at 128 for fast huge pointers. *1

ADAPTTYPES;

typedef struct inslot
(

int grsc data;
unsigned int pulse;
char far name[28];
/* The size of this structure is held at 32 for fast huge pointers. */

}
INSLOT;

typedef struct outslot
{

int grsc_data, srcneuron;
char far name[28];
/* The size of this structure is held at 32 for fast huge pointers. */

I
OUTSLOT;

/* NOISE STRUCT is (in the future) to be used for applying different types
of noise at different points in the network.

*/
typedef struct noisestruct
{

int noise_type;
double param;

}
NOISESTRUCT;

/* NOISE SPEC LIST is (in the future) to be used to contain the noise
structures for the various points in the network.

*/
typedef struct noisespec-list
{

NOISESTRUCT listening, sending, wt_update, summation;

}
NOISESPECLIST;

extern int neurons, inslots, outslots, snapincr, stimcompleted,
respflopen, StimBufferSize, grsc max, ticks toproc,
cycle, types, cyclesy-erframe, frames~per second,
printscreen, hib-fmt;

extern int MODSPEC *stim;
extern int MOD_SPEC *resp;
extern double outslt alpha;
extern char NetName[, def-out-ext[], def_snpext[], inputdir[],

outputdir[], snapshot dir[];
extern ADAPTTYPES MODSPEC *atype;
extern NEURON MODSPEC *neur;
extern INSLOT MODSPEC *inslt;

extern OUTSLOT MODSPEC *outslt;
extern NOISESPECLIST noise list;

extern INLOOP_LINE input loop[];
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extern unsigned long real ticks, resp_started;

#if !(defined (_MSDOS1) | defined (MSDOS))
extern char randState[]; /* contains state information for the UNIX */

/* random number generator *1
#endif /* if UNIX C */

#ifdef STDCPROTOS
/* Standard~C function prototypes */
int fprintf PROTO((FILE *, char *, ... ));
int printf PROTO((char *, ... ));
int fputs PROTO((char *, FILE *));
int fclose PROTO((FILE *);
int abs PROTO((int));
int atoi PROTO((char *));
long random PROTO ((void));
char *initstate PROTO((unsigned, char *, int));
time t time PROTO((time_t *));
#if !defined (__GNUC_)
int exit PROTO((int));
#endif /* if not Gnu C */
#endif /* STDCPROTOS */

/* Adnet function prototypes */
int pulsecode PROTO((int));
void procoutslots PROTO((void));
#define noise(x) (x)
/* When noise is implemented, remove

uncomment the prototype below:

int noise PROTO((int));
*/

the above macro and

void compute response PROTO ( (ADPTR));
void computehurdle PROTO ( (ADPTR));
void potentiate PROTO((ADPTR, int));
void decay PROTO((ADPTR, int, int));
void computenewweights PROTO ((int, int));
int proc-adaptrodes PROTO((int));
void get-input PROTO ((void));
void put output PROTO((void));
int loadstartup PROTO((char *, char *, char *, char *)
int save'readable PROTO((char *));
int save hib PROTO((char *));
void save-response PROTO((char *, unsigned long, int));
void load tem PROTO((char *, int));
void load net PROTO((char *));
void load readable PROTO((char *));
void snapshot PROTO((char *));
void MemAllocFailed PROTO((void));
int loadstimulus PROTO((char *));
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1*
* cfgfiles.c
*

* Module containing code used in reading and writing configuration (.cfg)
* files (in both verbose and compact format). These configuration files
* are compatible with the Adnet 2.3 neural network simulation run-time
* engine.
*

* Programmer : Lonny McMichael
* Version : 2.3
* Last Rev. : 07/06/92
*

* Copyright (c) George Mobus, 1991-1992. All rights reserved.
*/

#include ". . /common23/adaptrod.h"

#ifdef _TURBOC_
#pragma hdrstop
#endif /* TURBO C */

/* Global variables */
int neurons, inslots, outslots, atypes, hib fmt;
ADAPTTYPES MODSPEC *atype;
double outslt_alpha;
char NetName[81];
NEURON MODSPEC *neur;
INSLOT MODSPEC *inslt;
OUTSLOT MOD_SPEC *outslt;
FILE *fptr;

/*
* Function loadnet
* Inputs char *filename - name of configuration file to read in
* Outputs NetName is set to the network name
* neurons, inslots, outslots, and atypes are set to their
* corresponding counts
* atype list 'atype' is created and filled in with atype
* information
* neuron list 'neur' is created and filled in with neuron
* information
* inslot list 'inslt' is created and filled in with inslot
* information
* outslot list 'outslt' is created and filled in with outslot
* information
* Returns none
*

* This function attempts to read in an Adnet 2.3 configuration file in
* compact format. If the file appears to be in verbose format, the
* file is closed and loadreadable is called with the same filename as an
* argument. There is no error checking for invalid format.
*/
void loadnet
#ifdef USEPROTOS
(char *filename)
#else
(filename)
char *filename;
#endif /* USEPROTOS */
{

ADPTR a;
FILE *fp;
char buf[128], *cptr;
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int i, j, k, 1, cmtfound;

if((fp = fopen(filename,"rt")) == NIL (FILE))

fprintf (stderr,
"ERROR: Cannot open \"%s\". Program terminated.\n", filename)1;
exit (-1);

}
else
{

cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr !- ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
if ((*cptr < '0') II (*cptr > '9'))

/* then the file appears to be in verbose format */

fclose (fp);
load readable (filename);
if (hib fmt == DEFAULT)

hib_fmt = VERBOSE;
return;

}
else if (hibfmt == DEFAULT)

hib fmt = COMPACT;
/* load control items */
strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */
strcpy (NetName, strtok (NIL (char), "\""));

strtok (NIL (char), ",");
neurons - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

inslots = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

outslots = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

atypes = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
outslt_alpha = atof (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));
/* create atype array */
if (!(atype = Alloc (ADAPTTYPES, atypes)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load atype information */
for (i = 0; i < atypes; i++)

{
cmt_found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == '') I (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != 1;') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

strtok (buf, ","); /* throw away index number */
atype[i].kappa = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

atype[i].excite = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

atype(i].decay = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype(i].wt max = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

atype(i].wtequil = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));
cmtfound = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
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if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))
cmtfound = FALSE;

I
strtok (buf, ","); /* throw away index */
j = 0;
atype(i].alpha(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
while ((atype[i].alpha[j] != -1)&&(j < MAXLEVELS))
{

atype(i].areset[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype[i].a_dwncnt[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype[i].a_period[j] =

(unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",1")));
atype(i].delta(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype~i].d_reset(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype(i].ddwncnt(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
atype(i] .d_period[j] =

(unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n")));
j++;

cmtfound = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf, ","); /* throw away index */
atype[i].alpha(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

}
for (; j < MAXLEVELS; j++)
{

atypeCi].a_reset[j] = 0;
atype[i].adwncnt(j] = 0;
atype[i].delta[j] = 0;
atype[i].d_reset[j] = 0;
atype[i].ddwncnt(j] = 0;

}
}
/* create neuron array */
if (!(neur - Alloc (NEURON, neurons)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load neuron and adaptrode information */
for (i = 0; i < neurons; i++)
{

cmtfound = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == '') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != 1;') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmt found = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */
fstrcpy (neurfi].name, (char far *) strtok (NIL (char), ","));
fstrtok (neur[i].name, (char far *) "\"");

neur[i].old_pulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].pulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].threshold = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].thresh_setpoint = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].ttype = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].sigma = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].oldsigma = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
neur[i].adaptcnt = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
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neurfi].aveout = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));
neur[i].print_flag = 0;
/* create adaptrode array */
if (!(neur(i].adapt = Alloc (ADAPTRODE, neur(i.adaptcnt)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load adaptrode definition lines */
for (j = 0; j < neurfi].adaptcnt; j++)

amt_found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr 1= ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cat_found = FALSE;

a = &(neur[i].adapt[j]); /* with neur[i].adapt(j] */
strtok (buf, ","); /* throw away index */
a->owner - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->src = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->srctype - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->lag - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->atype = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->latch = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",'));
a->blocked = (unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->adflags = (unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
if ((a->adflags & SILENCE) &&

(a->adflags & SUPPRESSWHENBLOCKED))
a->adflags A= SUPPRESSWHENBLOCKED;

a->potincr = (unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->decaydecr = (unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->response = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));
a->pr_ad_flag 0;
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ) j| (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

k = 0;
if (a->atype != -1)

/* load adaptrode level definition lines */
while ((atoi(strtok(buf, ",")) 1= -1) && (k < MAXLEVELS))

a->wt(k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->gate(k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
a->hrdl[k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",")l;
1 = 0;
if ((a->h[k][1].src neur =

atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","))) == -1)
a->h[k][l].src_adapt = 0;

while ((1 < MAXHURDLES) && (a->h[k][l].src_neur != -1))

a->h[k] [1].srcadapt =
atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));

if ((++l < MAXHURDLES) &&
((a->h[k][1].src_neur -

atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","))) == -1))
a->h[k][l].src_adapt = 0;

}
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for (1++; 1 < MAXHURDLES; 1++)
a->h[k[l1].srcneur = a->h[k][1].src_adapt = 0;

k++;

cmt_found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9));

cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmt_found = FALSE;
)

I /* End Adaptrode Level Definition */
}
for (; k < MAXLEVELS; k++)

(
a->wt(k] = 0;
a->gate(k] = -1;
a->hrdl[k] = 0;
a->h[k][0].srcneur = -1;
a->h[k][O].srcadapt = 0;
for (1=1; 1 < MAXHURDLES; 1++)

a->h[k][l1.srcneur = a->h[k][1].src_adapt = 0;
}

/* End Adaptrode Definition */
I /* End Neuron Definition */

/* create inslot array */
if (!(inslt = Alloc (INSLOT, inslots)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load inslot information */
for (i = 0; i < inslots; i++)

{
cmt_found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)
{

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';) && (*cptr 1= '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

}
strtok (buf, "\"");
fstrcpy (inslt[i.name, (char far *) strtok (NIL (char), "V""));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
inslt[iJ.gr_scdata - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
inslt[i].pulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

}

/* create outslot array */
if outsetslt = Alloc (OUTSLOT, outslots)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load outslot information */
for (i = 0; i < outslots; i++)

{
cmt_found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 128, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' I) II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmt_found = FALSE;
}
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strtok (buf, "\"");
fstrcpy (outslt[i].name, (char far

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
outslt[i] .grscdata = atoi (strtok
strtok (NIL (char), "="));
outslt[i].src neuron = atoi (strtok

}

fclose (fp) ;

/*
* Function
* Inputs
* Outputs
*R
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Returns

*) strtok (NIL (char), "\""));

(NIL (char), ", ") ) ;

(NIL (char), ","));

load readable
char~*filename - name of configuration file to read in
NetName is set to the network name
neurons, inslots, outslots, and atypes are set to their
corresponding counts
atype list 'atype' is created and filled in with atype
information
neuron list 'neur' is created and filled in with neuron
information
inslot list 'inslt' is created and filled in with inslot
information
outslot list outsett' is created and filled in with outslot
information
none

This function reads in the Adnet 2.3 configuration file
filename (if it exists) in verbose format. There is no
for invalid format.

specified by
error checking

void load-readable
#ifdef USEPROTOS
(char *filename)
#else
(filename)
char *filename;
#endif /* USEPROTOS */

{a
ADPTR
FILE
char
int

a;f
* fp;
buf(512], *cptr;
i, j, k, 1, cmtfound;

if (!(fp = fopen (filename, "rt")))
{

fprintf (stderr, "ERROR: Cannot open %s. Program terminated.\n",
filename);
exit (1);

I
else

/* Load control items */
fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ( (*cptr == ')11 (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
while ((*cptr != 'N')&&(*cptr != 'n'))

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == '1)11 (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */
strcpy (NetName, strtok (NIL (char), "\""));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
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neurons = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
inslots = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
outslots = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atypes = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') I (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr !- '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

strtok (buf, "-");
outslt_alpha - atof (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"));

/* create atype array */
if (!(atype - Alloc (ADAPTTYPES, atypes)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load atype items */
for (i = 0; i < atypes; i++)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr - buf; ((*cptr == ' ')ll(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
while ((*cptr !- IA')&&(*cptr != 'a'))

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')II(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

strtok (buf, "="); /* throw away index */
strtok (NIL (char), "-");
atype[i].kappa = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "-");
atype(i].excite = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype(i].decay = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype(i].wt max = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
cmt found =TRUE;
while (cmt_found)

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

strtok (buf,
atype(i].wtequil = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr - buf; ((*cptr == ' ')II(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
while ((*cptr != ILI)&&(*cptr !- '1'))
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr - buf; ((*cptr == ' ')11(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

strtok (buf, "
strtok (NIL (char), "="); /* throw away index */
j = 0;
atype[i].alpha[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",") );
while ((atype[i].alpha[j] != -1) && (j < MAXLEVELS))

Cpyrg .G Source ogeU Lsti
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strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype(i].a-reset(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype[iJ.a-dwncnt[j] - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atypeCi].aperiod[jj =

(unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') |I (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr 1- ;') (*cptr !- \n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
I
strtok (buf, "=");
atype(i].delta[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype[i].d-reset[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), ")
atype[i].d-dwncnt[j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
atype~i].d_period[j] =

(unsigned char) atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
j++;
fgets (buf, 512,
for (cptr - buf;
while ((*cptr !=

fp);
((*cptr - ')II(*cptr=-
'LI)&&(*cptr !- '1'))

9)); cptr++);

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' )II(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

}
strtok (buf, "=");
strtok (NIL (char), "="); /* throw away index */
atype[i].alpha(j] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

}
for (; j < MAXLEVELS; j++)

atype[i].a_reset[j] = 0;
atype~i].adwncnt[j] = 0;
atype i].delta[j] = 0;
atypei].d_reset[j] = 0;
atype i].d_dwncnt[j] = 0;

I

/* create neuron array *1
if (!(neur = Alloc (NEURON, neurons)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load neuron and adaptrode information */
for (i = 0; i < neurons; i++)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')11(*cptr
while ((*cptr != 'N')&&(*cptr != 'n'))
I

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')II(*cptr

== 9)); cptr++);

== 9)); cptr++);
}
strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */
fstrcpy (neur(iJ.name, (char far *) strtok (NIL (char), "\""));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neurti].oldpulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

NCC . Source Code Listing
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strtok (NIL (char), "=") ;
neur[i].pulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

cmt_found = TRUE;
while (cmt_found)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf,"=)
neurfi].threshold = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neur[i].thresh_setpoint = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neur(i].ttype - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neur[i].sigma = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ' ) I (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf, "=");

neur(i].old sigma = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neur[i].adapt cnt = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
neur[i].ave out = atoi. (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
neur[i].print_flag = 0;
cmt found = TRUE;
whiTe (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

/* create adaptrode array */
:Lf (!(neur(i].adapt = Alloc (ADAPTRODE, neur(i].adaptcnt)))

MemAllocFailed (;

/* load adaptrode information */
for (jj =00; (j < neur[i.adaptcnt); j++)

(
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')1(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
while ((*cptr != IA')&&(*cptr != 'a'))

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')II(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

a = &(neur[i].adapt[j]);
strtok (buf, ",");
strtok (NIL (char), "=");

a->owner = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->src = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->srctype = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->lag = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
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strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->atype = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

cmtfound = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr =- ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;

strtok (buf, "=");

a->latch = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->blocked - (unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",")));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->ad flags = (unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",")));

if ((a->adflags & SILENCE) &&
(a->adflags & SUPPRESSWHENBLOCKED))

a->adflags A SUPPRESS_WHEN_BLOCKED;
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->pot incr = (unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",")));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->decay_decr = (unsigned char) (atoi (strtok (NIL(char), ",")));

cmtfound = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf, "=");

a->response - atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
a->pradflag = 0;
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)

(
fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ' II (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmt_found = FALSE;
}
k = 0;
if (a->atype != -1)

strtok (buf, "=");
while ((atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",")) != -1) &&

(k < MAXLEVELS))
(

strtok (NIL (char), "=");

a->wt(k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->gate[k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->hrdl[k] = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

1 = 0;
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)

{
fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') I (*cptr == 9));

cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmt_found = FALSE;
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I
strtok (buf, "=");

if ((a->h[k[l].src neur = atoi (strtok (NIL (char),
", \n"))) = 1

a->h[k][l].srcadapt = 0;
while ((1 < MAXHURDLES) && (a->h[k][l].srcneur 1= -1))

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
a->h[k][l].srcadapt = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");
if ((++1 < MAXHURDLES) &&

((a->h[k][l].src neur =
atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ",\n"))) == -1))

a->h[k][1].srcadapt = 0;
}
for (1++; 1 < MAXHURDLES; 1++)

a->h[k][1].src neur = a->h(k][l].srcadapt = 0;

k++;

cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr - buf; ((*cptr = ' ') II (*cptr == 9));

cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr ! '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}
strtok (buf, "=");
/* End Adaptrode Level Definition */

}
for (; k < MAXLEVELS; k++)
{

a->wt[k] = 0;
a->gate(k] = -1;
a->hrdl(k] = 0;
a->htk][0].srcneur = -1;
a->h[k][0].srcadapt = 0;
for (1=1; 1 < MAXHURDLES; 1++)

a->h[k][1].srcneur = a->h[k][1].src_adapt = 0;

}
} /* End Adaptrode Definition */

/* End Neuron Definition */

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr - buf; ((*cptr = ' 'II)l(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
while ((*cptr != III)&&(*cptr != 'i'))

{
fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ')II(*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

}
/* create inslot array */
if (!(inslt - Alloc (INSLOT, inslots)))

MemAllocFailed (;

/* load inslot information */
for (i = 0; i < inslots; i++)

{
strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */

fstrcpy (inslt[i].name, (char far *) strtok (NIL (char), "\""));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");

inslt[i].grsc data = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));

strtok (NIL (char), "=");

inslt[i].pulse = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
cmtfound = TRUE;
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while (cmtfound)

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr= ) *cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cpt != ';') && (*cptr != I\n))

cmtfound = FALSE;

I
while ((*cptr != 'O')&&(*cptr != 'o'))
{

fgets (buf, 512, fp);
for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr - 'I')1 (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);

}
/* create outslot array */
if (!(outslt - Alloc (OUTSLOT, outslots)))

MemAllocFailed 0;
/* load outslot information */
for (i = 0; i < outslots; i++)

strtok (buf, "\""); /* search past first quotation mark */
_fstrcpy (outsltfiJ.name, (char far *) strtok (NIL (char), "\""));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
outslt[i].gr_scdata = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), ","));
strtok (NIL (char), "=");
outslt[i].srcneuron = atoi (strtok (NIL (char), "\n"));
cmt found = TRUE;
while (cmtfound)
{

if (!fgets (buf, 512, fp))
{

cmtfound = FALSE;
break;

for (cptr = buf; ((*cptr == ' ') I (*cptr == 9)); cptr++);
if ((*cptr != ';') && (*cptr != '\n'))

cmtfound = FALSE;
}

}
fclose (fp);

}

/*
* Function : save hib
* Inputs : char~*filename - name to save network configuration file to
* Outputs : none
* Returns : int - indicates if an error in the network was encountered
* when writing the file (used to detect an incomplete
* network specification in the NCC compiler. If no
* error is encountered, 0 is returned. If bit 1 (2)
* is set in the return code, then the neuron
* specification was incomplete. If bit 2 (4) is set,

* then the outslot specification was incomplete.
* (Both bits land 2 may be set upon return from
* savehib.)
*

* This function saves the current Adnet 2.3 network to disk as a
* configuration file in compact format.

*/
int savehib
#ifdef USEPROTOS
(char *filename)
#else

NCC 1.0 Source Code Listing
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(filename)
char *filename;
#endif /* USEPROTOS */
{

FILE *fp;
ADPTR a;
int i, j, k, 1, ret = 0;

fp = fopen (filename, "wt");

/* save control items */
fprintf (fp, "\"%s\",%d,%d,%d,%d,%f\n", NetName, neurons, inslots,

outslots, atypes, outslt_alpha);
/* save atype items */
for (i = 0; i < atypes; i++)

(
fprintf (fp, "%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n", i, atypeti].kappa, atype[i].excite,
atype(i].decay, atype(i].wtmax, atype(i].wtequil) ;
j = 0;
do

(
fprintf (fp, "%d,%d", j, atype[i].alpha[j]);
if (atype(i].alpha[j] != -1)

fprintf (fp, "%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d", atype[i].a_reset[j],
atype (i] .a dwncnt[j], (int) (atypefi] .a_period(j]),
atype[i].delta[j], atype[i].d_reset(j], atype[i].d_dwncnt[j],
(int) (atype[i] .d_period(j]));

fprintf (fp, "\n");
j ++;

)
while ((j < MAX LEVELS) && (atype[i.alpha[j-1] != -1));
if ((j == MAXLEVELS) && (atype[i].alpha[j-1] != -1))

fprintf(fp, "%d,-l\n", MAX_LEVELS);

)

/* save neuron and adaptrode information */
for (i = 0; i < neurons; i++)

{
if (neur[i].ttype == -1)

ret 1= 2; /* This tells the ncc compiler that this neuron */
/* hasn't been configured (because of lack of info. */

#if defined ( MSDOS ) 11 defined (MSDOS)
fprintf~(fp, "%~d,\"%Fs\",%d,%d,%d, %d, %d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n",

#else
fprintf (fp, "%d,\"%s\",%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n",

#endif /* MSDOS */
i, neur[i].name, neur[i].old_pulse, neur[i].pulse,
neur(i] .threshold, neur[i] .thresh_setpoint, neurfi] .ttype,
neur[i].sigma, neur(i].oldsigma, neur[i].adaptcnt,
neur(i].ave out);
/* write adaptrode definition lines */
for (j = 0; j < neur[i].adaptcnt; j++)
{

a - s(neur[i].adapt[j]);
fprintf (fp, "%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%u,%u,%u,%u,%d\n", j, a->owner,

a->src, a->src-type, a->lag, a->atype, a->latch,
(unsigned) a->blocked, (unsigned) a->ad_flags,
(unsigned) a->potincr, (unsigned) a->decaydecr, a->response);

if (a->atype != -1)

(
/* write adaptrode level definition lines */
for (k = 0; ((k < MAXLEVELS) &&

(atype[a->atype].alpha[k] != -1));
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k++)
{

fprintf (fp, "%d,%d,%d,%d,", k, a->wt(k], a->gate(k],
a->hrdl[k]);

for (1 = 0; ((1 < MAXHURDLES) &&
(a->h[k][l].srcneur != -));

1++)
fprintf (fp, "%d,%d,", a->hk]J[l].srcneur,

a->h[k] [I] .srcadapt) ;
fprintf (fp, "-1\n");

/* End Adaptrode Level Definition */
I
fprintf(fp, "-l\n");

/* End Adaptrode Definition */
/* End Neuron Definition */

/* Save Inslots */
for (i-0; i<inslots; i++)

#if defined (_MSDOS_) I defined (MSDOS)
fprintf(fp, "\"%Fs\",%d,%d\n", inslt[i] .name, inslt[i] .grscdata,
inslt[i].pulse);

#else
fprintf(fp, "\"%s\",%d,%d\n", inslt[i] .name, inslt[i].gr_sc_data,
inslt[i].pulse);

#endif /* MSDOS */
/* Save Outslots */
for (i=0; i<outslots; i++)

(
if (outslt[i].src neuron == -1)

ret 1= 4; /* This signals the ncc compiler that this outslot */
/* hasn't been assigned to a neuron. */

#if defined (_MSDOS__) I defined (MSDOS)
fprintf(fp, "\"%Fs\",%d,%d\n", outslt[i] .name, outslt[i] .gr_sc_data,
outsit [i] .srcneuron);

#else
fprintf(fp, "\"%s\",%d,%d\n", outslt[i].name, outslt[i].grscdata,
outslt[i].srcneuron);

#endif /* MSDOS */
}
fClose (fp);
return ret;

}

/*
* Function : save readable
* Inputs : char~*filename - name to save network configuration file to
* Outputs : none
* Returns : int - indicates if an error in the network was encountered
* when writing the file (used to detect an incomplete
* network specification in the NCC compiler. If no
* error is encountered, 0 is returned. If bit 1 (2)
* is set in the return code, then the neuron
* specification was incomplete. If bit 2 (4) is set,
* then the outslot specification was incomplete.
* (Both bits land 2 may be set upon return from
* savereadable.)
*

* This function saves the current Adnet 2.3 network to disk as a
* configuration file in verbose format.

*/
int savereadable
#ifdef USEPROTOS
(char *filename)
#else
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(filename)
char *filename;
#endif /* USEPROTOS */
{

FILE *fp;
ADPTR a;
int i, j, k, 1, ret = 0;
char num[50], buf[512];

fp - fopen(filename, "wt");

/* save control items */
fputs ("[NETWORK SECTION]\n", fp);

sprintf (buf, "Network Name = \"%s\", ", NetName);
sprintf (num, "Neurons = %d, ", neurons);
stroat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Inslots = %d, ", inslots);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Outslots = %d, ", outslots);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Atypes = %d,\n", atypes);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Outslot Alpha = %f\n\n\n", outslt_alpha);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
fputs ("[ATYPE SECTION]\n", fp);

/* save atype items */
for (i = 0; i < atypes; i++)

sprintf (num, " Atype Index = %d, ", i);
strcpy (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Kappa = %d, ", atype(i].kappa);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Excite = %d, ", atype[i].excite);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Decay = %d, ", atype(i].decay);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Weight Max. = %d,\n", atype[i].wtmax);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, " Weight Equilibrium = %d\n\n", atype(i].wtequil);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
j = 0;
do
{

sprintf (num, " Level Index = %d, ", j);
strcpy (buf, num);
if (atype[i].alpha[j] != -1)

{
sprintf (num, "Alpha = %d, ", atype[i].alpha(j]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Alpha Reset = %d, ", atype(i].a_reset(j]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Alpha Downcount = %d, ", atype[i].a_dwncnt[j]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Alpha Period = %d,\n",

(int) (atype[i .a_period[j]));
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, " Delta = %d, ", atype(i].delta[j]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Delta Reset = %d, ", atype(i].d_reset[j]);
strcat (buf, num);
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sprintf (num, "Delta Downcount = %d, ", atype[i].d_dwncnt[j]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Delta Period = %d", (int)(atype[i].dperiod[j]));
strcat (buf, num);

I
else

strcat (buf, " End Flag = -I\n");
strcat (buf, "\n\n");
fputs (buf, fp);
j++-;

i
while ((j < MAX LEVELS) && (atype[i].alpha[j-] != -1));
if ((j == MAXLEVELS) && (atype[i].alpha[j-l] != -1))

fprintf(fp, " Level Index = %d, End Flag = -1\n\n\n",
MAXLEVELS);

/* save neuron and adaptrode data */
fputs ("[NEURON SECTION]", fp);
for (i = 0; i < neurons; i++)

{
if (neur[i].ttype =- -1)

ret 1= 2; /* This tells the ncc compiler that this */
/* neuron hasn't been configured (because *1
/* of lack of information supplied). */

sprintf (num, "\n Neuron Index = %d, ", i);
strcpy (buf, num);

#if defined (_MSDOS_) 11 defined (MSDOS)
sprintf (num, "Neuron Name = \"%Fs\", ", neur[i].name);

#else
sprintf (num, "Neuron Name = \"%s\", ", neuri].name);

#endif /* MSDOS */
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Old Pulse = %d, ", neur[i].old_pulse);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "New Pulse = %d,\n", neur[i].pulse);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, " Threshold - %d, ", neur[i].threshold);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Threshold Setpoint = %d, ", neur[i].thresh_setpoint);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Ttype = %d, ", neur[i].ttype);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Sigma = %d,\n", neur[i].sigma);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, " Old Sigma = %d, ", neur[i].old_sigma);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Adapt Count = %d, ", neur[i].adaptcnt);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Avg Out = %d\n\n", neur[i].aveout);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
/* write adaptrode definition lines */
for (j = 0; j < neur[i].adaptcnt; j++)
{

a = &(neur[i].adapt[j]);
sprintf (buf, " Adaptrode Index = %d, ", j);
sprintf (num, "Owner = %d, ", a->owner);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Src = %d, ", a->src);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Src Type = %d, ", a->src_type);
strcat (buf, num);
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sprintf (num, "Lag = %d, ", a->lag);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Atype = %d,\n", a->atype);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
sprintf (buf, " Latch = %d, ", a->latch);
sprintf (num, "Blocked = %d, ", a->blocked);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Adapt Flags = %u, ", (unsigned) a->adflags);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Pot. Incr = %u, ", (unsigned) a->potincr);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Decay Decr = %u,\n", (unsigned) a->decaydecr);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, " Response = %d\n", a->response);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
if (a->atype != -1)

/* write adaptrode level definition lines */
for (k = 0; ((k < MAXLEVELS) &&

(atype[a->atype].alpha[k] != -1)); k++)

{
sprintf (num, " Level Index = %d, ", k);
strcpy (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Weight = %d, ", a->wt(k]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Gate = %d, ", a->gate(k]);
strcat (buf, num);
sprintf (num, "Hurdle = %d\n", a->hrdl[k]);
strcat (buf, num);
fputs (buf, fp);
strcpy (buf, "
for (1 = 0; ((1 < MAXHURDLES) &&

(a->h[k][l1].srcneur != -1)); 1++)

sprintf (num, "Hrdl Src Neuron = %d, ",

a->h[k] (1] .src_neur);
strcat (buf, num) ;
sprintf (num, "Hrdl Src Adapt = %d, ",

a->h[k] [1] .src_adapt);
strcat (buf, num);

}
strcat (buf, "Hrdl End Flag = -1\n");
fputs (buf, fp);

} /* End Adaptrode Level Definition */

fprintf (fp, " End Flag =-\n\n");
/* End Adaptrode Definition */

} /* End Neuron Definition */
/* Save Inslots */
fprintf (fp, "\n[INSLOT SECTION] \n");
for (i = 0; i < inslots; i++)

#if defined (__MSDOS__) I defined (MSDOS)
fprintf (fp,

"Inslot Name = \"%Fs\", Gray Scale Data = %d, Pulse =%d\n",
inslt[i].name, inslt[i).grscdata, inslt[i].pulse);

#else
fprintf (fp,

"Inslot Name = \"%s\", Gray Scale Data = %d, Pulse = %d\n",
inslt[i].name, inslt[i].grscdata, inslt[i].pulse);

#endif /* MSDOS */
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fprintf (fp, "\n[OUTSLOT SECTION]\n");
/* Save Outslots */
for (i a 0; i < outslots; i++)

(
if (outslt[i].src neuron == -1)

ret I= 4; /* This signals the ncc compiler that this outslot */
/* hasn't been assigned to a neuron */

#if defined (_MSDOS_) | defined (MSDOS)
fprintf (fp,

"Outslot Name - \"%Fs\", Gray Scale Data = %d, Src Neuron = %d\n",
outslt[i].name, outslt[i].grscdata, outslt[i].srcneuron);

#else
fprintf (fp,

"Outslot Name = \"%s\", Gray Scale Data = %d, Src Neuron = %d\n",
outslt[i].name, outslt[i].gr_scdata, outslt[i].srcneuron);

#endif /* MSDOS */

)

/*
*

*

*

*

*

fclose (fp);
return ret;

Function
Inputs
Outputs
Returns

MemAllocFailed
none
none
none

* This function writes a
* allocation has failed,
* of 3 (system error).

*/
void MemAllocFailed
#ifdef USEPROTOS
(void)
#else
()
#endif /* USEPROTOS */
{

fprintf (stderr,
"ERROR: Memoz

exit (3);
}

message to stderr stating that a memory
then terminates the program with an exit code

:y allocation failed, program terminating.\n");
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